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A foreeful, ell-planned program for the orderly 
development and conservation of our State ' s water resources 
1e needed. The State Water Survey Division believes that 
such a program should use, to the best advantage, the po ere 
and duties ot the numerous agencies and officials who have 
respone1b111tie in matters of water use and control. Such 
a program ehould also include atudiee and investigations of 
water resources and their development from the points ot 
view of the pure and the applied sciences. These studies 
must lead to feasible engineering solutions for the application 
of corrective measures. The p~ogram must be broad enough to 
permit the actual use of these remedial measures. 
No plan for dealing 1th water resources 111 be 
perfect, nd no plan will ever be brought to completion. 
The program must of neceasity be continual, for water 1s 
such a useful resource that new needs and new appl1c tions 
constantly occur . Intelligent and reasonable use or water 
for new advances in our econom1o and industr1al system, 
together with methods for avoiding unnecessary wasteful 
practices in water usage are factors which will dem nd a 
continuation of attention. 
These considerat i ons of imperfeotion aooentuate 
rather than limit the necessity for w ter planning. 
It is with euch thoughts in mind that the \Tater 
Survey Division has prepared this study and proposed course 
of action. Any plan ot action adopted would , of course, be 
open to revision as occasion requires, due to any needs for 
new or unanti cipated infor mati on . 
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This study is intended to cover the following phases, 
1. Taking stock of Ill1no1s 1 water resources 
and present needs. 
2. Estimating future demands on those resources. 
3. Planning to meet tho e demands. 
4. Setting up a program or investigation aimed 
to secure the information that will provide 
for the most beneficial development of the 
State's water resources. 
5. Legislation needed for water conservation 
in the 1mmed1ate future. 
A. Dependence of GenerAl Welfare of State On Its 
Water Resources. 
Industrial pre- eminence is a major source of Illinois 
strength. Ill1no1s ranked third among the states in population 
according to the 1940 Census. The most recent Biennial Census 
of Manufactures, made in 1939, shows that only two other states 
surpassed Illinois 1n value o~ total manufactures. Among the 
ten Upper Mississippi Valley states, Illinois was the leading 
one in value of total manufactures. An outstanding feature of 
Illinois industries is their diversity. A population dis-
tribution of approximately 75% in urban areas and 25% in 
rural areas, afforded extensive opportunities for vocational 
training in schools and industries . 
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I llinois1 productive pre-eminence resulted in a 
large industrial development, during the 1forld War II years. 
This was accompanied by a heavy increase in the exoloitation 
of water resources . The location of war industries and 
act1v1t1ea, and the extent to which they could be expanded 
hinged on the water resources. Severe difficulties 1n 
developing adequate ~uppliee or water to meet these usual 
demands emphasized the degree to which individuals, 
municipalities and industries rily upon water resources 
for their general welfare. Further emphaa1e has been added 
as a result of war- accelerated developments in new municipal 
and industrial uses of water. 
l:lhile Illinoie was once renowned as an agricultural. 
state, the population in agricultural areas has declined from 
nearly half to leas than one-third in the twentieth century . 
Illinois still has its agricultural resources. It muet 
conserve them, for much of Illinois welfare comes from farm 
production. Basic agricultural resources are soil and water. 
Both need conservation . 
Everyday needst'or water 1n sustaining life, promoting 
health and comfort, preparing of food, disposing of wastes , 
manufacturing, and protecting property from fire are taken 
for granted. It is only when the water supply 1s restricted 
or discontinued that we become conscious of its importance to 
our welfare. 
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B, Uses and Benefits of Water Resources. 
Surface water and ground water resources have 
numerous uses, and provide many benefits. At times these 
resources also give rise to problems of control to prevent 
damage and destruction. The ways in which water affects 
our lives are mentioned at this point, leaving a more detailed 
quantitative consideration to the section dealing with an 
inventory of information on certain water uses. 
1. Water supply 
The combined domestic and industrial requirements 
for water from surface and underground ~ources in Illinois 
amount to about 1500 millions of gallons daily, exclusive of 
condensing water needs by certain industries. At this rate 
of use over a period of one year, the equivalent volume can 
be represented by a water depth of o.6 inch over the 
56,000 square mile area of Illinois. By comparison, this 
annual water use amounts to 1.67 per cent of the average 
annual rainfall of about 36 inches 1n Ill1no1s. 
The availability of water supply sources varies 
throughout the state. Exclus ive of Lake Michigan, the northern 
third of the state looks generally to rock wells as sources 
of supply, the central third of the state to drift wells , 
and the southern third to streams and reservoirs as water 
supply sources. 
~--- - ------,---- -
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Even though available waters are widely distributed 
over the state and precipitation is adequate to replenish them, 
some areas of Illinois have trouble aecuring permanent sources 
of acceptable water. Many qualifying factors affect the ease 
with which a municipal, industrial, or even a private supply 
of water can be developed. 
Among the obstacles to development are: 
1. Depth of location of rock sources , 
and the highly mineralized nature 
of water from rock sources in the 
central and southerly portions of 
the state. 
2. Overpumpage from sources that are 
unable to support heavy concentrated 
demands. 
3. The greater costs of development of 
adequate surface supplies for many 
small communities in areas where 
ground water sources are inadequate. 
4. Undesirable characteristics of avail-
able sources, such as silt content, 
salinity, hardness, high temperature, 
taste, odor, or pollution. 
5. A wide range of fluctuation 1n the 
quantity of water available from 
particular sources. 
In general, the problems become more involved in 
the larger communities using ground water supplies and having 
a large proportion of industrial demand. Large cities adjacent 
to ample surface-water sources do not have these troubles. 
The problems of small isolated communities, industries, 
1nst1tut1ons and farms 1n securing water supplies are often 
acute. Scout camps, hemp mills, and resort areas are other 
examples. In many instances these problems can be overcoae 
or prevented by careful planning in ad~ance. 
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2. AbatDent of pollution 
The extent to which surface waters are or may be 
polluted with municipal or 1ndustr1al wastes 1s of great 
importance in determining their availability as a source 
of water supply. Accomplishments of the Sanitary Water 
Board 1n the abatement of pollution of surface waters have 
been outstanding. Its efforts have progressed to the extent 
that, with but few exceptions, surface waters of the state 
are capable of be1ng developed as sources of water supply 
by means of conventional methode of water purification. 
Of comparable importance are measures tor the prevention 
of contamination of ground waters exemplified in the 
Department public Health's recommendations for safe methods 
of well construction and practices to be observed in abandoning 
wells and drill holes. Continuing efforts on the part of 
these agencies will be refleoted in still greater avail-
ability of surface waters as supply souroes. 
3. Agr1cultur&l water control practices 
Practices in land drainage, prevention of soil 
erosion and land usage directed toward the decrease in 
runoff are not alone capable of replenishing deficiencies 
in ground water resources. They are, without question, 
1nnuences of considerable importance 1n the conservation 
of surface and ground water resources. As of June 30, 1944, 
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Illinois had 43 soil conservation d1etr1cte covering about 
12,000,000 acres. A year later there were 59 districts 
covering about 18,000,000 acres.• The construction of ponds 
for watering of livestock and certain other farm uses oan 
serTe to reduce ground water pumpage for thoee ueee, leaTing 
more ground water available tor farm household and datry needs. 
Many progressive agricultural policies are directly 
linked with water resources. Water resource work must move 
forward side-by- ide with soil conservation work. 
4 . Flood control and protection 
In its 1934 Report, the Illinois State Planning 
Commission stated that flood losses on the Illinois River 
alone, due largely to unregulated levee location, amounted 
to an average of more than 2,000,000 yearly. 
Measures for the control of flood waters and the 
protection of property and lands from flood damage must be 
evaluated 1n terme of their full effects on water resources. 
Some of the effects are given brief mention herewith: 
(a) Under normal stream flow cond1t1ona 
recharge through a 1lted stre m bed 
may be limited. The ex1Rtence ot 
bordering areas of comparatively 
perv1oue material. subject to 
oocaeional flooding may be conducive 
to substantial recharging of important 
underground sources ot supply, although 
this benefit may generally be overestimated. 
* 28th Annual Report of Illinois Dept. of Agriculture 
June 30, 1945. 
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(b) Flood detention dams may pre- empt sites 
needed for impounding reserToirs. 
(c) Channel improvements may speed the waters 
away so fast that infiltration is reduced. 
Flood control measures are intimately connected with water 
resources deTelopment. 
5. Recreation 
The use of surface waters for recreational purposes 
either exclusively, or as one adaptation of a multiple- use 
development suggests the possible range of planning required. 
Boating, hunting, fishing and scenic values are among the 
pertinent items involved. Sometimes the recreational require-
ments are not compatible with other water resource needs. 
6. Wildlife conservation 
Setting aside of suitable areas as game refuges, 
the segregation and control of certain ~aters as centers 
for the propagation and culture of fish and water fowl, 
and providing for the availabi11ty of suitable waters 1n 
which fish may be released are phases of still another major 
utilization of water resources. 
7, Irrigation 
At the present time, the use or water for 1rr1gat1on 
purposes 1n Illinois is of minor importance in comparison to 
this application in the arid Western states where water 1s 
the limiting factor 1n the development and use of agricultural 
lands. 
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Irrigation has been practiced to some extent 
commercially, tor rice crops -along the Illinois River in 
Southern Illinois, in connection with fruit orchards 1n 
southern counties, and for truck gardens 1n various parts 
of the state. The availability of ample water resources 
throughout Illinois will undoubted.17 increase the use of 
water tor 1rr1gat1on as a general practice, and especially 
on a seasonal basis or during protracted dry spells. The 
present use of water for irrigation probably does not average 
more than one or two million gallons per day. 
8. Navigation 
The navigability of streams, lakes and canals 1e 
of vital concern in the overall utilization of water resources 
within the state, in its relationship to interstate uses, and 
as affected by our federal policy of improving and maintaining 
inland navigable waters at national expense for the free use 
of shippers. 
The navigable waters or Illinois include: 
(a) The M1se1saipp1 River, forming the 
entire western boundary of the state. 
(b) The Ohio River which comprises 130 miles 
of the state1 s southern boundarr. 
(o) The Illinoie 1aterway extending some 325 
miles from Lake Michigan to the M1ss1ss1ppi 
River at Grafton, and 
(d) The Illinois and M1sc1ssipp1 Canal extending 
from the Illinois River near Hennepin to the 
Rock River in the western part of Bureau 
County. 
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Such cons1derat1one require planning and correlation 
of water uses on areal, watershed or regional bases as well ae 
on a etate basis. Various demands tor other uses or navigable 
waters muet conform to an integrated plan of utilization. 
9. Power development 
Our federal policy with respect to water power 
resources on navigable and public domain streams provides 
tor the development of power by 110 ensees. 
Although the water resources of Illinois may not 
be as adaptable to exploitation tor hydro-electric plants 
as they are in other sections of the country, such uses do 
have a pa.rt in the allocation or our waters. While only 
a sm~ll proportion of lllino1s1 power is now generated in 
hyd~o-electric plants, there are a number or sitee where 
water power could be generated. 
Extens1ve use ot surface water is made for con-
densing purposes, especially in plants tor the steam generation 
of electrical energy. As of Dec . 31, 1942 the total capacity 
of electrical generating plants in service 1n Ill1no1a 
producing electricity for public use, was 2,852,871 l.W. 
Thia represented 6.1% of the U.S. total capacity of 
generating plants in service. Steam turbine$ accounted 
for 87.4% of Illino1e 1 generating capacity. A year later 
the Rtate•s capacity was 3,061,000 I.W. 
On the bae1e of 80 gallons or condensing water per 
K.W. hour, the 3,000,000 K.W. capacity would require a possible 
water use of 5,760 mgd. 
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10. Beach eroB1on 
The effects of wave erosion on reoreat1onal beaches, 
on riparian lands and structures demand a share in the formu-
lation of controls with respect to surface waters. Private, 
industrial and public interests are all represented to ~ary1ng 
degrees in this aspect. 
Relationship or Water Uses 
The foregoing uses, benefits, and proteitive measures 
associated with our water resources are mentioned to emphasize 
the necessity for a broad outlook in water planning. More will 
be eaid later concerning the definite state agencieB which have 
direct responsibilities and obligations with respect to the 
uses mentioned. ~ethode of co-ordinating the interests of 
the various groups in over-all planning will be discussed 
1n subsequent Chapters . 
C. S·pi,c1als Fielde of Study 
A continuing program for securing, assembling, 
studying and utilizing basic h1drolog1c data 1s indispensable 
as a basis for the development of the water resources of 
Ill1no1s. This involves specialized work in a number of 
fields or study, such as meteorology , surface-water hydrology, 
agricultural. engineering, ground- water hydrology, soil 
mechanics and fluid mechanics . In all of these fields, 
there are serious det1c1encies of data that must be supplied, 
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and there 1a need for developing satisfactory methods and 
equipment for securing the right kind of information. 
Assembling 1nformat1on 1s not enough, however. The facts 
must be analyzed and their meaning learned ae a basis for 
their correct interpretation. 
A subsequent section will be devoted to specific 
recommendations for suppling these basic hydrologic needs. 
In the paragraphs immediately following, are presented some 
of the processes and factors which are a pa.rt of each one 
of the specific fields of study. 
1. Meteorologz 
Prec1p1tat1on, temperature, wind movements and 
evaporation all have contributing effects on the quantities 
of water available to use. Precipitation 1s the process to 
which we are indebted for the ever-recurring renewal of our 
water resources. Temperature and wind movements are important 
in their effects on evaporation, and, therefore, have a 
determining influence on the proportion of precipitation 
that remains &8 surface or underground resources. Pre-
oipitation ae snow or ice may be stored in that form for 
several months before it becomee•a1lable as a water resource. 
The comparative influences of these processes in different 
areas of the state need to be studied anddetermined by 
personnel trained and experienced 1n this specialized field. 
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'l'he State Water SurYey has a cooperatiTe agreement 
to etudy the art1f1c1&1 1nduceaent of precipitation. Thia 
prooese, aa yet not eTaluated, could deTelop into a maJor 
water resource interest. 
2. Surface water ~tdrology 
The aoient1t1c principlee and natural forces which 
haTe a bearing on the d1apoeal ot precipitation aa it falla 
on land surfaces are i • portant in water atud1ea. A comprehensive 
~ystem or Rtream gaging is required to ascertain how much of 
the precipitation becomes runoff. The records of aucceseive 
gaging stations on a particular stream might in some special 
caees be used to detect the presence ot ground water replenllh-
ment or of ground water losses along sections of a stream. 
Stream flow records need to be secured to determine minimum 
rates of flow and their duration tor study in cases where a 
direct use of etre- flow is desired. Such records are alao 
of •alue in sizing up a atreaa'a capacity tor handling treated 
sewage flows without undue depletion of OXJ'gen content. long-
term stream flow reooraa will be of help in finding out what 
storage volumes must be deTeloped on streams to provide 
municipal or industrial supplies, or to support power 
developments. 
Information with respect to the physical and chemical 
characteristics of surface waters throughout Illinois needs to 
be increased to afford greater assistance to thoee who are 
seeking new or auppleaentar7 sources or supply. 
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3. Agricultural Eng1neer1ng 
Further knowledge and study are desirable regarding 
water losses through eTaporation and tranepirat1on, trom 
various forms of plant growth. The data on prec1p1tat1on 
lost in this manner are relatively meager. Other agr1cultural 
considerations linked with runoff rates are types of land use, 
erosion control and drainage act1v1t1ee, and water storage 
practices. Their influences on surface and ground waters 
merit investigation by qualified specialists 1n this field 
of study. 
4. Ground water hydrologt 
Low temperature and general freedom from con-
tamination tend to make underground water a det1rable 
source of supply. Much information 1s lacking as to the 
lateral extent and thicknesses of ground water sources, 
or aquifers. Among ot her hydrological cone1derations 
which affect the extent and usefulneas of such supplies 
are: r ate and direction of movemtnt of ground water, 
recharge, losses to stream.a, and effect of withdrawal from 
wells. The pr1ne1ples used 1n such specialized stud1ea 
involve fluid mechanics, and much remains to be learned 
in this field. 
Useful aquifers must be ' able to receive water 
from some eource, to store it until needed, to transport 
1t t o the places where 1t 1s needed and there to yield 
the water. The quantitative est1mat1on or ground water 
resources 1s extremely involved. Special t r ai ning and 
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wide experience in these fields are requisites for the 
personnel charged with 1nvest1gat1?'5and eTaluating under-
ground water resources, and doing work in relation to them. 
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CHAPTER II 
I NVENTORY OF PRESEJT 7AT~"R RESOURCES. 
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A. ANALYSIS OF PRECIPI TATI ON 
1 . Total Precipitation, 
The average annual precipitation for I llinois is 
36. 62 inches. This is the 45- year adjusted average tor 173 
stations for the period 1898 to 1943. 
The annual average tor the northern one-third of the 
state 1s 33.53 inches , the central nPrt 36. 66 inches , and 41.55 
inches tor the southern one-third. 
Th• variation from this average 1s shown in the 
following table listing the average annual precinitAtion tor 
the eight major watersheds for a drought year 1936, and a flood 
year 1943, when excessive rainfall during the month of May pro-
duced high runoff. Drought conditions in 1936 ,;,.rere leas severe 
in Northern Illinois than in the southern part of the state. 
Watershed Pr ec1nit~t1on in I nches 
1936 1943 
Wabash River 32. 89 36. 31 
Kaskaskia River 28. 19 36.26 
Rock River and adJo1n1ng area 33.78 32. 23 
Big Muddy River 27. 95 37. 63 
Sangamon River 31 . 1.5 34.30 
Ohio River (in I llinois) 32. 46 37. 56 
Upper I llinois River 31 .06 32. 86 
Lower I llinois River 27 , 14 33,63 
Average precipitation 30.57 35. 09 
>ii"",;!~ 
V1ncennta 16,soo,t1--16l 2,aao <9-30 > 
Q•k1a 
atcrehc4 Nev L¾theno 2~.600(1-.21.) U2(9-24) 39,500(2-%6) 88(1-2.1) 
__ ... _ IP.-. - ~----- ,-,.; ... -- • f//J'.I!.. 
s1 ,ooo< 2-22) 1,·100(12-7) :34.800(3-18) l,S6o(8-21) 
1g Mtula.1 River 
Ba&1n r0.1rph7.eboro 25,100 <1-1eu 14(10-6) 91.950(4-16') t ,.8(9-Z6) 
:1yer P-J.verton • 36 
o,7S0(6·28) :13(9~24) r:2kfOrd 'i ,43 ~,'700(4-26) ·196(1-12) 
26,t«noU~27) ~,810(12-?) 56,lOO(b-24) ·1, ,4fio (10-16) 
Lover Ill1no1s Burdstown • 56 
1ver B3.c1n 1!eredoo1n. 1 43 461 400(,S-.9-U) 91. ,4S0(9-25&2JJ.) .10.2,000(4---29) ,4.,S6ot10-1~) 
·- 04~:ft. ... 
t?Qpol1·• l., 780,000(2-1) 31,.ZOO{lO-l) 967 .000(5.29> s:s.000(9...;19> 
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During 1936 there were stations in nearly all 
the drainage basins that received less than 25 inches of 
precipitation. Lowest yearly total ras 21.88 inches 
recorded at Keithsburg, Mercer County. 
The 1943 floods were caused by excessive prec1p1-
tat1on during the month of May. Departures ~rom normal 
May rainfall were +2. 77 inches 1n the northern section, 
+6.12 inches in the central section, and +4.6S inches in 
the southern section or the state. Total yearly precipitation 
tor the state was slightly below normal, thus the 12-month 
total 1a not a reliable index. Comparison of discharges 
recorded in the 8 main river watersheds during 1936 and 1943 
1s presented as follo0 s. 
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2. D1epos1t1on or nrecin1tat1on as evaporation, transnirP.t1on, 
runoff, and seepage. 
Evaporation data 1n Illinois are meager, and only 
evaporation from open water surfaces is presented. In the 
Chicago area the average annual evaporation 1s computed at 
30 . 8 inches, The evaporation from April through October is 
nearly 27 inches which is over 5 inches greater than normal 
precipitation during that period. In the central part of the 
state annual evaporation averages about 38 inches . During the 
April- October period in the Springfield region , evaporation is 
estimated as being nearl y 9 inches more than precipitation. 
At Cairo , in Southern Illinois, annual average evapo-
ration le estimated at 39. 76 inches with 32. 60 inches occurring 
1n the Aor11 to October period. Evaporation computed on a 
yearly besls averages at Cairo about one inch leas than mean 
annual precipitation. 
There are three c,onerat1ve Weather Bureau evaporation 
stations being operated in I llinois at present . The station at 
Springfield has records dating from 1943 while the stations at 
Urbana and Carbondale uere installed by the State Water Survey 
Division in the spring of 1947. 
The loss of i·ater due to transpiration and seepage is 
very difficult to meaoure or estimate because of many variable 
factors . Study of runoff at five reservoirs in Illinois indicates 
that seldom can we measure as stream flow more than 50% of the 
precipitation on a given watershed and that a measured runoff or 
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30% of the rainfall ia nearer t he average !or the hole state. 
I solated data on studies made of transpiration from particular 
types or vegetation shol1 that the problem is compl1c ted and 
beyond the scope of this review. 
Seepage 1e still largely an unknown factor but con-
siderable data are being obtained by the i nstallation of soil 
moisture blocks in the gr ound. Study of changes in the 
electrical resistance of buried blocks gives a fair indication 
of the vertical movement of water in the soil. At present 
this type of study 1s somewhat exnerimental and no appreciable 
amount of data applicable to the present study is available. 
B. 8 TRFACE ATER 
l, Strearas, 
Illinois has an 3rea of 56,665 square miles and 622 
square miles of this area is classified as water surface. The 
most important drainage basins in Ill1no1e are those of the 
Illinois, Oh1o, Wabash, Rock, Big Muddy and Sangamon rivers. 
Together, these rivers carry more than 85~ of t he runoff or 
t he state. The rate of flow out of the state i s augmented by 
water tlo ing into the state from Wisconsin and Indiana and 
by waste ground water pumped from \ells in Illinois . 
Records of the U. 8. G. s. Water Resources Branch 
indicate that an average of 8600 bill i on gallons of annual runoff 
flows from the surface of the state. During drou_ght years t his 
figure has dropped to 3530 billion gallons and the highest ann ~al 
r unoff which includes the 1943 l~ay floods, was me sured at 13,900 
billion gallons. 
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2. Impounding reservoirs, 
There are 63 impounding reservoirs which conta.in 
water for public water supplies. In addition there are 39 
sources in streams, 10 of which have channel dams. There are 
326 artificial reservoirs in the et~te and preliminary surveys 
indicate that there are in excess of 665 pa>ssible reservoir sites 
t:1.at could be developed. These aites are described briefiy in 
State Water Survey Bulletin 31. 
3 1 Natural lakes and nonds, 
There ere approximately 265 natural lakes and ponds 
with surface areas gr•ea.ter than one acre 1n the State. No 
estimate of the number of smaller ponds is attempted. 
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C. GROUND WATER 
Ground water 1e obtained from either springs or 
wells. In both cases it c~n come from the glacial drift, 
alluvial formations, or from the underlying rocks. See 
Appendix V for definitions or technical term.a and brief 
review of groundwater hydrology. 
l. Sand and gravel formations 
Drift wells obtain their water rrom sand and 
gravel deposits above the bedrock, regardless of their 
origin or to what geologic formation these strata belong. 
They may be installed in typical glacial drift, glacial 
outwash, moraines or alluvial valley fill. 
Drift wells are of great importance as a source 
of water , in Central Illinois, where the thick drift 
deposits often constitute the only source for large 
ground water supplies. 
The yield of drift wells varies greatly from place 
to place and can ehow rapid changes. At aome locat1one vhere 
the conditions for drift wells have been favorable, concen-
trations of municipalities and industries have occurred, 
with a consequent heavy pumpage which exceeded natural 
recharge and caused recessions 1n the ground water levels. 
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Although a good ~ource or ground water, the dr1ft 
1s subject to 11m.1tat1ons. Clogging or well screens has been 
a fairly frequent occurrence in drift supplies. In order 
that dr1ft formations may continue to be a reli~ble source 
of •,ater supply, constant surveillance 1s required, with a 
follow-up study of any indication of a trend towards recession. 
2. Rock formations 
Rock wells are used extensively 1n those areaa where 
water of fairly satisfactory quality ani quantity is aTailable 
from the rock strata, and where no worthwhile drift water ia 
found. Rock wella are numerous in northern Illinois, but are 
lees widely used along the western border. In the central 
part of the state, rock wells are limited in number beoause 
the drift rurn1sbee enough water . In Southern Illinois water 
from rock sources 1s generally highly m1neraJ.1zed. 
Rock wells in northern Ill1no1r. obtain water from 
tvo types of rocks, limestones and sandstones. In most plaoee 
it 1s possible to get water from limestone at elevations fairly 
near tbP. ground surface. !=tuch wells re-iuire only a lo 1 head 
for pumping, but are generally l1m1ted in yield. They are, 
therefore, ueed primarily for locali~ed 1nd1v1dual needs, 
although a number of communities and industries do use 
limestone wells. Owing to the wide-spread deTelopment of 
many small wells, no local over-draft has been produced 1n 
sources from limestone strata. 
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However, because the water 1n limestone occurs 1n 
cracks, where little or no f1lter1ng action takes place, 
some ot the limestone wells have been found to be ot 
doubtful sanitary quality, and some grossly polluted. 
The serious outbreak of typhoid fever at the Manteno 
State Hospital in Il11no1s in 1939, involving 453 cases 
and resulting 1n 60 deaths, was caused by contamination 
of water drawn trom a limestone source according to the 
records of the State Department of Health. 
Deeper wells obtain water from sandstone formations. 
or these, at least three, the St. Peter , the Galesville, and 
the Mt. Simon sandstones are or commerolal importance. Some 
or the intermediate dolomites contribute significant quantities 
or water. The deeper sandstones are of varying capacities as 
to yields. Large d1str1ots exist where well of high oapac1t1es 
can be obtained. 
The water in the deeper sandstones 1s under artesian 
pressure. Owing to the low lateral permeability, considerable 
loss of he&d occurs under concentrated pumping cond1t1ons. 
This loss of head increases the pumping 11ft and necesoitatee 
deeper and deeper settings of the pumps. 
The geological map of Illinois prepared by the State 
Geologici1.l Survey indicates that, 1n general, the rock 
formations in Illinois d1p towara the southern half of the 
state, where they form a baoin. Since salt water is heavier 
than fresh water, rock wells yield waters ot an 1ncreaa1ng 
degree of salinity, the farther south their location occurs. 
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The zones having acceptable supplies from rock sources are 
fairly well defined. Chart No. 1 shows them. 
3. Other formations or deposits 
a. Shallow ground. 
(1) Dug vellw for farm use and tor 1nd1v1dual 
users 1n the smaller communities having 
no public water supply, are gener&ll7 
located 1n the drift or alluv1wa. 
(2) In some cases alluvial deposits allow 
the use or infiltration galleries for 
obtaining ground water. Some of these 
galleries furnish large quantities of 
water. There has been abandonment of 
eome for sanitary reasons, as often 
they intercept only shallow, poorly 
filtered water. 
b. Springs 
Very few springs are 1n use for municipal water 
supplies. Only tive cities in Illinois use them 
exclusively, and five others have a combined supply 
derived from springs and wells. In at least one of 
the latter cases, the spring constitutes a standby 
source or supply. No large industry is known to 
utilize springs. Many small springs are used for 
farm supplies 1n the hilly sections of Illinois. 
The total yield of springs for municipal use in 
Illinois is about o.8 million gallons per day. Farm 
uee of springs 1s estimated to be about 3 millions or 
gallons daily. From an overall point ot view, springs 
are of but minor importance as a source of water in 
this state, furnishing less than one per cent of 
I ll1no1a 1 ground water . 
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c. Miscellaneous 
(1) Natural caverns 
Natural caverns play a very minor 
role in supplying water . In some or 
the sink hole regions or southwestern 
Ill1no1R, some water is piped from 
caTerns to farms, but no general use 
1s made of this particular source, 
mainly because it 1s somewhat un-
dependable as to yield and ean1tar1 
quality. 
(2) Abandoned mines. etc. 
In times past, several abandoned 
mine shafts have been used as sources 
of water supply. These waters have 
usually been unsatisfactory on account 
of the high mineralization, iron and 
hydrogen sulfide content, as well as 
their unsanitar1 quality. At present, 
only a few such supplies remain in 
active use. 
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CHAPTER I I I 
I NVENTORY OF PRESENT REQUIREMENTS 
/ 
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Adding up the total amount of water used should 
be easier th&n estimating the amount available. Each ot 
these undertakings has, however, revealed the lack or 
accurate, inclusiTe records on which to base such estimates. 
A great many water supplies, municipal and industrial, 
have no reliable means of recording their pumpage. Approxi-
mations based on pump ratings and operating periods, often 
only estimated, provide the only quantitative data available 
in a maJor1ty of the smaller plants. Industrial pumpages are 
less easily secured. Some industries use several qualities ot 
water, each suited to special purposes, but do not measure the 
relative volW1es utilized. There is also a deficiency of 
information on comparative volumes ot water drawn by industries 
from their own sources and from municipal systems. 
Some of the other uaes made of surface waters do not 
, -hr 
involve expending the water,Athe water ls used 1n place accord-
I 
1ng to its distribution and acoeas1bll1ty. Examples are 
recreational wa ters, and waters set aside as fish and wild 
lite preserves or refuges . 
Certain benefits derived from Burface waters must be 
' analyzed on the basis of rates of flow or volumes available. 
Such examples are cited in the remarks which follow. 
A. WATER SUPPLY. SURFACE Al~D GROUND WATER 
1944 Data 
Upsetting influences of the recent war years have 
operated to create unusual population movements and iniustr1al 
act1v1t1ee, with thei r resulti ng demands on water r esourc es. 
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The 194o Cen~us revealed the population or Ill1no1e as being 
7,897,241. Census Bureau estimates were made annually there-
after through 1945, baaed on data from 1930 and 1940 ceneu~es, 
school stat1etics, vital statistics, registrations for wait 
ration books, immigration stat1et1cs and data on our armed 
forces. These estimates, which folloi~, a.o not include 
armed forces overseas. The figures ehown 1n one column 
include armed forcffR stationed in Illinois during those 








Estimated Population or 
Ill1no1e including armed 
forces otat1oned 1n the 
state 
?,905,000 
7 , 968,000 
8,041,000 
7,69.5,000 










These estimates indicate that by 1944 there had 
been a reduction of 2.2~ 1n all population and of 5.0% 1n 
c1v111an population based on the respeot1ve 1940 f i gures. 
A study was madeby the Illinois Post- War Planning 
Commission regarding c1Til1an population gains and losses 
from April 1, 1940 to Nov. 1, 1943 1n each count11n Illinois 
and 1s reported in the Comm1ss1on' s Atlas 1 Ill1no1s Resources• 
published in November, 1944. Ten of the 102 counties made 
gains varying from Oto 9.9%, 65 lost from Oto 14.9% and 
1n 27 counties decrease8 ranged between 15 and 29.9%. 
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The net decrease in e1vil1an population of Illinois during 
that period uounted to about 4%. Although the overall 
change in population of Illinois has been small, the 
decreases 1n many counties have been rather large, and 
it would be desirable to determine their effects on water 
requirements. 
A statistical review "Water Resources of Ill1no1e,• 
Journal Western Society of Engineers, Vol. 50, p. 61, June 1945, 
was prepared in 1944 from data in the files of the Illinois 
State Water Survey Division. It contains a series or tabula-
tions of pumpages for water supplies, together with populations 
from the 194o Census. These data have been re-arranged in 
somewhat different form, to classify them as to source of 
supply and as to usage for municipal (including some industrial), 
rural and separate industrial needs. The re-arrangement 
appears herein as Table l. 
Excluding ueee for condensing purposes , daily 
reauirements of 1475 m1111ons of gallons are 1nd1oated. 
Divided as to type of water, these requirements are 1077 
millions of gallons or 73% from surface sources and 398 
millions of gallons or 27% from ground sources. Excluding 
Laka Michigan uses, the division of a 514 m.g. total as to 
type of water would be 116 m. g. or 23% from surface sources 
and 398 m.g. or 77% from ground sources. 
!OtJ!e 1. 
Water Use In 1//ino,.:s 1n /944 ) 
Water Use For - Rural and M11nicti,al Ne.eds {,nc/. some industrial) I Separate Industrial Needs Rural Mvnidpa/ fnolvstrial 
Type Sl"ccif,·c- No. of' /940 ?opulat,on Water used - Ca/Ions No . or Weder used - Ga/Ions Toto,/ wat,r u~eol - 6a//ons-
of Source c-ommun,t,~s using each ;oer day l'rom each industnes per aay rrom each per day rrom each 
w j of vsing e•ch Specdic Type Specd,c Type us1ng each s,,ec-rfic T!fpe Specif'lc Tyf'e A 0 
T u OT OT Jpec. TIJ,o• or E R Supp'J Spec. Type source sourc" source source of" 
R C SOfl~ of source sourc# 
of' source 
E source 
source Jourr:• source 
5 Natl Loire lrfichlJ"" ss J 937 707 9S7 3/S,dO() J_ 4- ()00 000 961 3/S 000 u Lal"u ss 3, '1.37, 707 957, 3IS, 000 2 1-,000,000 </iil,315, 000 
R s M iss,ssif>I'' Ii. 30 328, 062 J r, 42. 6, ()(X, k ) F T 
) 70,008,000 A R 
Ohio River + I 8, /04- 2.,620,000 I 
E Wahosh .R I 6', 987 900,000 
> s-,. ) 18,300,000 
C A ) 
[ M 
JnfcrY?<¥1 27 /2.3, 16''1 8, 7o2 ooo 
5 sf:r""'ms -- 62. 4-76,322 SI, 709,000 S1- 18,300,000 70,008,000 
Reservoirs 82 2'18 f'/7 +2 01</ 000 'f J 800,000 +s. 819 000 
8Z 2.'IBS/7 'r2 0/9 000 4 3 800 000 45" 819,000 
Total Surface /99 4-, 112 S-4'o I, 0 SI, 04-2, 000 6'0 2.6,/00,000 I, 0 77,142,000 
Pnft 246' SS6',O'1S 43,486,000 305 l-f-7, 24-Z,ooo /90, 728,000 
(; 
L1m,zstone 99 66,218 II, 970,000 226 11,7{2, 000 23,732,000 
R R St-. Art-er 
0 0 Sanatsfan• 73 /34, l'19 9,628,000 /23 IS',39/,000 ZS,0/9, 000 
u C C (If/cs rill• 38 20S',9SB ZI, 878,000 108 52,280,000 74,IS8,000 Sondsro,w 
N k Mf. Slman 29 323,0S'I 27,674,000 SI 18,872, ()00 1-6', S+o, 000 Sandstone -- -
D Z39 729,326 71, /50, cJOO SOB 98 30S ooo 169 4SS, 000 
Orj°(f_~:Jd _ f!,_ocf_~ _ "fun,ci;o- 48S l 1 28S,-9-2I 11-,., 6' .36, 000 813 2.4-~ 54-7,000 .]60, 183,000 
Drir+ <f- Rock - Rvral - I, 8'19,2 N· 37, 986, 000 37 986 000 
Tofa/ Cround +as 3,184, 6'1S IS2.,622, ooo 813 2-,.s-,s+7, ooo 3 99, 16'9, 000 - ·---
Summarv 
Total Surra'ce l'19 .tf. 712, S+6' ,, 051, 04'2, 000 6'0 26,100, ooo I, 077, /42,ooo 
Total Ground "1-8~ 3,/81,('IS IS2.,622,ooo 813 24S,S-'f7,ooo 3 98, 16'1, 000 
Total 084- 7 897 21-/ I, Z 03, 664,0tJ0 87.J 27/, 64-7,tJOO 1,475,31/,()00 
Som~ additional uses rrom Surface SQUf'C.:S ror Cono/enslng Purposes, -ll.a1Json.ls 
Steam s M.' . . R I 1 </6'3,000 ource - 1ss1ss1f'I'' w"r ~------- -
Power Source - 1/li'nois River .S!lstem 1- - -- - - - 2, 980, 0(J(J 
P/arlfs Source - Wabash Ir. C/-L.lrft'chigan ------ 32+,ooo 
Total .,.,267. 000 
Mi.sce/laneous industries 46° 000 
: Total daily ciir,ct condensing use 3/J, ()00 
- - - - " - - - - - - -- - - -
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Including Lake M1ch1gan sources, a division or 
the 1475 m.g. total as to uee shows: 
1165 m.g. or 79J municipal (partly industrial) 
38 m.g. or 3% rural 
272 m.g. or 18% industrial 
Excluding Lake Michigan sources, a d1vis1on of 
the 514 m.g. daily total ae to use would show: 
208 m.g. or 41% municipal (partly industrial) 
38 m.g. or 7% rural 
268 m.g. or 52% industrial. 
It 1s realized that a substantial portion of 
municipal pumpage is used by industrial customers. In 
Table 2, data have been tabulated showing the estimated 
portions so used, indicating a 687 m.g. or 59% daily 
industrial usage from the 1165 m.g. total daily municipal 
pumpage. Excluding Lake Michigan sources, a 64 m.g.d. or 
31% 1nduatr1al usage from a 208 m.g.d. municipal pumpage 
would be shown. 
Table 3 contains a tabulation of the combined 
industrial demands from municipal and separate sources, 
and a tabulation of the estimated domestic demands from 
municipal pumpages. 
From a total of 1437 m.g.d. pumped by munic1pal1t1es 
and 1ndustr1es, the industrial demand is indicated to be 
958 m.g.d. or 67% and the domestic demand 479 m.g.d. or 
33%. Leaving Lake M1ch1gan sources out of the picture, 
the industrial demand would constitute 332 m.g.d. or 70% 
and the domestic demand 144 m.g.d. or 30% of a 476 m.g.d. 







fstlmated OiJ1ision of' Water Use in IC/44 
-
01? tZ Specific No or 1'14(} Population Water used - G'crl/ons 11er Gals. Estm1t1ted daily ctome.st/c £sttmated d~il!f Jn«ustri«I 
or source communities using each day f'rom each per needs - Based on BS gals. needs. - iJir rer1?nce Judween 
w s or usmg each. Tyl'e Tyf'e day per Cap. tor L. Micl11ga1J t:Md daily use 
ornd esflmatvd 
A 0 s,,,ecirtc SfHci-F/c 
T u 
.>Uff''J Spec. Type of or l'er 
70 gals/cap.-other sour(,lf:. daif,!/ domf'st/c n"eds. 
E R source source 
R C 
of source sou.rec ca,o,ta SJJec. source Type ef sou~ Spec. sovrr:e ~,Pe of' soC1rce 
E source si,urce I 
I 
Naf J 5S 
'----
J 9J 7. 707 95'7 J/5" 000 2,-,..3 334- 705' 000 0 2 2 I 6/0/ 0(}() 
s La,fes 
1. M1chi9an 
S-5' 3, 9J7, 707 9S7, .:JtS, ooo 3 3-f, 70~ 00() fi22,,10/ooo 1 
u s M!Ssis-s~pl R. R T JO 328,0iiZ 39, 4-26, 000 /20 22,16-f-,0()0 
F R Ohio River + l8, 104 2, 6'20, 000 11-5 I, 26'7, 000 
A E Wabash 1?/ver I 6, '187 '100,000 4-81, 000 
C A 12</ ,..., I11t1rna/ 27 123,16'1 8
1 
762.,tJOO 8,621, 000 
£ s sfr~ams 71 ,2 + lii, .122 51, 70~ ()()0 
Reserroirs 92 2 'I 8, S-17 +2 0/'I 000 14-1 20, 8'{6 000 
82 2.98 St7 42 019 0()0 
Total Surrac, 199 ~- 712,5"~6 !,OSI, 042,000 
/)rift Z..,_6 SSG, 09S "f J, 16'8, llO0 78 
c; 
R R 
Limestone </fl ••,2.18 II, 9 70, 000 18/ -1, 63S, 000 
0 0 St. Peter 73 /Jf., 199 9, 6'28, 000 72 9, 3 9~ 00() u C Sand$'fon~ 
N K 6alesYille .38 20S,8S9 l.l, 8 78, 000 /06 1-,.,410,0(JO Samisfone D Mt. Simon Z'i 32.3,0SI 27,674,000 86 22 6'14-, 0/10 ...___ 
Sano/sf one Z3'1 72 9, 32ti 71 IS"0.<700 
Tot-a/ Ground +as 1,28S, 1-2/ 114,636,000 
Total surface q, 6round 681- . s, r9 1, 96"7 I 11 /o5, 6' 78)iij" 
NottZ: 8S Gals. f)er Capita ,oer cfcr!I estt'mated 
Estimated domest/c use - 70 
Est/mated industrial us~ - I.JO 
£st. public, misc.,• Loss(:s -
24-3 
domestic needs oht«/ned as ro!low.s -
· 70 ) plus t 70 ,,. 130 "43 .. 70 + IS "" 8S 







3J, .3,,.1,, ()0/J 
zo, 8'16', 0()() 
388, 'lf-2 /JOO 
J 8, 9 2 7, O/)(, 
7, 3 3~ ()(J{, 
2 3"1; d ()(J 
7, 0()0 
S. 06'0 000 
S/,OS.J, dOtJ 
Of/, '180,tJOO 
4 7 8, 'I Z 2, ()0() 
6 er Is/ Ccr_p./ da-y. 
G"als./ Cap./ <Xtl!f 
18, 36"7, 000 
2./, 123 /JOO 
602 /00, OQO 
+, SS?, (JIJ(J 
20, oq 7, Oe70 
2-,., .55'6'., dOO 
686", 7S6', 000 
TABJ.E 3 
Type Da11I InduBtr1al Use of Water Domestic Use 
of F:11ti11ated Separate Estimated 
Portion ot Industrial Total Portion or 
Water 
s 
Source Mun1c12al UAe Su1m11e1 Indu11tr1sl Mun1c1]2al Use 
u Nat 11 
R Lakes 622,600,000 4,000,000 626,600,000 334,?no,000 
F Streams 1a,4oo,ooo 18,300,000 36,700,000 33,300,.000 
A Reserv 1 21.100.000 31800.000 241200.000 20.200.000 
C TC1ilal 662,100,000 26,100,000 688,200,000 388,900,000 
E 
G 
R Drift 4,600,000 147,200,000 l.51,800,000 38,900,000 
0 RQclt 20.100.000 t8 1 300 1 000 J.1Ba4oo.ooo ~1.100.000 
u Total 24,700,000 2 s,soo,ooo 270,200,000 90,000,000 
N 
D 
Total Surf. 662,100,000 26,100,000 688,200,000 388,900,000 
II Ground 24,700,000 245,.500,000 270,200,000 90,000,000 
Mun1c. & Indust. 
Total 686,800,000 271,600,000 9.58,400,000 478,900,000 
Rural - Rock & 
' Drift !rotal Domest1o 
Note: Use for condensing purposes in steam power plants and 
1nduetr1al plants are not included in above table. 
38 1 000 1 000 
516,900,000 
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Adding condensing, 1ndustr1al, rural and municipal 
uses, ue find that some 6,000 '@1111on gallons of water are 
being used daily in Illinois, or about one-fourth of Ill1no1e 1 
daily stream flow. Much of th1s is duplicate use, and the 
time will come when some of the waters will be used several 
time~ for various purposes. 
1946 Data 
More recently another summary ot estimated pumpages 
of ground water was prepared by the State Water Survey Division 
to bring out the war effectR on water consumption. As stated 
previously, very little of the pumpage from wells .is actually 
metered. In many caAes only groups or welle are metered. For 
the most pa.rt, 1t 1s necessary to estimate the amounts pumped. 
¥ogt or the estimates are based on pump capacity and time or 
service, hence they are reasonably reliable. Although 
approximate, the estimated totals are believed to be more 
accurate than the individual estimates. because errors in 
the individual figures tend to compensate each other totaled. 
Some differences will be noted betwften these ground 
w~ter estimates and the ones 1n the earlier aurvey. They 
serve to emphasize the fact that a sat1~ractory accounting 
requires good pumpage records, with resulting benefit to 
each water user. 
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The pumps.gee of ground water given 1n Table 4 are 
yearly averages 1n millions of gal l ons per da1. Three 
tabulations are shown, the pre-war pumps.gee of 1939, the 
war- time requirements of 1943 and post-war estimates tor 
:t,946. Of interest is the indication that the war caused 
an increase in pumpage or about 10%, and that th1e increase 
was principally 1n the industrial uses and declined after 
the war ended. On the other 
j 
increase 1n pumpage of 
J.J./ pr1ncf.pe11Y. in tbe 
{tl, war ended. On the 
L 
about 10%, 
1ndustr1al uses and declined afte 
other hand, very little of the war 
increase in municipal use was l ost at the close of hostilities. 
Even less accurate than these ground water pumpage 
totals, are the data as to source of the water obtained from 
rock wells. Strictly speaking, the volumes drawn from specific 
sources can be determined accurately only in those wells where 
but one stratum is open to the well . However, with the aid of 
chemical, physical and geophysical methods of investigation, 
one can estimate the relative volumes contributed to wells 
that are open to more than one formation . Such methods permit 
approximations to be made for wells of similar construction 
and performance . 
In this manner Table 5 has been prepared to indicate 
the approximate distribution of rock well waters as to source. 
The water obtained from the lower dolomites has not been listed 
separately, but is included 1n the amounts from Galesville and 
V.t. Simon sources. 
\ 
Table 4 
Estimated Pumpsge of Ground Water in Illinois 
(Data given in millions of gallons per day -
yearly averages rounded otf to nearest million) 
Ground water pumpAges 
Pre- war War-time Poet-war 
1939 1943 1946 
Source Use For For For 
Each Total Each Total Each Total 
Use Use 
Mun1c1pal 1 1 1 
Springs Industrial 
Farms _Q_ _L _Q_ 
4 4 4 
Municipal 40 44 43 
Drift wells Industrial 160 180 160 
Farms -1!.Q_ 4o 40 
24o 264 243 
Municipal 47 50 50 
Rock wells Industrial 101 120 100 
Farms 10 _lQ_ 10 
158 180 160 
Mua1c1pal 88 9.5 94 
'l'ota.ls Industrial 261 300 260 
Farms -52 -5! _jQ 
4-02 448 4-07 
Table 5 
Estimated distribution of rock well pumpages 
( Data. given 1n millions of gallons per day -
as to source. 
yearly averages). 
Year Source of Rock well pumpagee 
and Limestone Sandstones Total 
Use St, Peter Staleev11le Mt. Simon 
!m. 
Municipal 10 9 16 12 47 
Industrial 13 16 48 24 101 
Farm -2 _J,_ 10 




Municipal 12 10 12 50 
Industrial 14 16 66 24 120 
Farm ...i _l. ..lQ. 
Tot8l 35 27 82 36 180 
Municipal 12 10 16 12 50 
lndustr1a.l 14 15 49 22 100 
Farm ....2. _l -1Q. 
Total 35 26 65 34 160 
, 
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Table 6 has been drawn up as a result or 
special studies from 1943- 46 on the ground water s1tuat1on 
in aix Illinois areas which have exper ienced marked 
recessions in ground water levels . 
The ground water pumpage for these areas , 
totaled almost 300 m. g . d . or about 70% of the state's 
total ground water usage of about 430 m. g . d. during that 
period. The use or ground water in five of these P1X 
areas is also characterized by the relatively high pro-
portion taken for industrial needs. 
Large quantities of surface water are used in 
Illinois for condensing purposes in steam poYer plants 
and miscellaneous industries . Such uses have not been 
included 1n the fir,-ures already diecussed, but are 
tabulated separately at the bottom of Table 1. The 
figures given are average daily volumes. Large volumes 
of the warmer ~urtece waters are used 1n the summer, and 
smaller volumes 1n the winter months. The waters are 
returned to the source after uae . 
7 / 
TABLE 6 
1945 GROUND :iATER PUMP.A'.GE 
from 
MUNICIPAL AND I NDUSTRIAL WELLS 
· 1n 








Mill. 081. Per Da.y of Ground Water ~sed For 
: : :s·teel: Foo-d: : : : : : 
:Munic-: Air : and : 8.Ild :Dis- :Chem-:Ra11-: 011 :0th-: 
:1pal :Cond. :Metal :P~.ck-:t1ll-:1ca l :roada:Re:fin. :era :Total 
: : :Plts.: in£ : l'<g :Plts.: :Plt s.: : 
: : : : Pl t a. : : : : : : 
:19.0 : 3.5 :10.0 : 9.5 :12.0 : 0 14.o: - • - :17.0: 85.0 .
: 3.7 : o.6 :16.0 :11.4: - : 30.6: 6.2 :14.8 : 5.7: 89.0 
:*5 • .5 : 0.1: - . - . - • - • O 9 · - : 0.3: 6.8 • . .  • •
:36.3 : 1.6: 9.3 :24.3 : - • • 6.7 :1.6: - : 4. 7: 84. 5 
Rockford. **:10.1 : 1.1: 8.o : 1.9 : - • . - . - • - : 2.6: 23.7 .
E. Moline-Silvie : 1.2 : 2!6 : 29 4: Oe2: - . - : - . - : o.6: 8.2 . . 
Total :.76. 3 : 9.5 :45.7 :48.o :12.0: 51.3 :s.7 :14.8 : 30. 9 : 297. 2 
Percentage :25.7 : 3,2 :1s.4 :16.1 : 4.o : 17.3 :2.9: s.o :10.4:100.0 
* Includes 1.0 m.g.d. for Un1vers1ty of I llinois. ,,,,..,,.,,, ,--
** Low industrial rate. -
,· 
1 0thera1 includes hospitals, laundries, dairies, ice plants, etc. 




Uses in Commodity Processing. 
Some typical figures for water requirements 
per unit of commodity produced by various industries 
are shown in Table 7. The published 11st from which 
they were secured covers a considerable number o~ 
industries. 
Data or t his sort have been applied to 
production statistics for four different industries 
in Illinois for 1937, to Rhow some typical amounts 
or i nduBtrial 'W3.ter requir·ed. These results appear 
1n Table 8. Production figures were obtained :from 
the 19~7 biennial census of manufactures , except as 
to coal, fo r which more recent figures were available . 
The canning industry's water requirements were con-
centrated ~'.lrine relatively brief canning GAaeons, 
whereas act1v1t1es of the othe~ three industries 
were on a year-around basis. 
Quantities or commodities produced by 
v~rious industries in Illinois have not been 














Table 7 ' -
INDU3TRIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR WATER 
Unit 















Air conditioning (Freon type) 
Hogs, per animal 
Cattle, per animal 
Ton ot refrigeration 




Ton of pulp 
Lb. of hide 
Quart of milk 
Kw Hr 
Water required 
G<tls. per Unit 
50,000 to 125,000 













50 to 250 for 60° F. 
to 90° F. water 
50,000 to 150,000 
3 to 8 
3 
80 
From: "Industrial Requirements for Water", H.E.Jordan. J.A.W.'W.A., Vol. 38, No. l, Jan. 1946. 
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Typical Water Requirements for Industries 
Based on Actual Production 
in Illin, is 1n Year s Shown. 
Commodity Total Water use 
handl ed Production per unit 
or of of 
pr oduced Commodity Commodity 
Cases 
Asparagus 222,874 7,000 gal/100 cases 
Beans, baked 2 ,481,900 3, 500 II II II 
Beans, green 10,396 7 , 500 It II 
Corn 5,118,346 2 , 500 " II II 
Peas 1, 266,715 2 , 500 " II " 
Tomatoes 345,520 750 11 " " 
















Cattle 895,633 4,100 gal/ton ot kill 3 ,670 
Calves 11 ll ff II J M 280 68, 228 
Sheep & lambs 149,832 " II " .. II 614 
Hogs 731,890 II " M M .. 3.ooo 
Total 
Tone 
Paper Mf g . 593,854 60 , 000 gal/ton 
ot r>a.per 35 , 600 
Coal Wawh1ng 73 , 345,000 200 gol/ton 






l ist ed 















since the 193? biennial census. Production in many industries 
during the war years was so far out of normal balance as to 
be ot 11 ttle value 1n detero1ning ,tater requirements. 
Estimates of tarm usage, slightly 1n excess of 50 m.g.d., 
showed no appreciable variation from the pre-war to the post-war 
periods. 
Farm Well Survey of 1933-~4 
During 1933-34 the State Water Survey Division 
participated in a C.W.A. project involving a partial survey of 
farm wells in the state. The program adopted called for an average 
of two well reports per square mile and at least 10 water samples 
per county. During its three and one-half months period of activi-
ty, the project covered work in 100 counties (Cook and Lake counties 
excepted). The total area surveyed was about 34% of the combined 
area of the 100 counties. ' A total of 48,900 well records was se-
cu~ed and analyses of some 1250 samples of water were made. In 
only seven counties was 100% completion of the adopted p rogram obtained. 
While the quantity aa well as the quality of the reports 
fell short of any desirable minimum, the data secured proved valu-
able in succeeding months , and aided the State Water Survey in re-
plying t o routine requests for information on ground water resources. 
Results of the project were published 1n 1935 in the Division's 
Circul ar No. 18. Very little information 1s on hand a t present as 
to isolated public, institutional , parks, camps or recreational 
area requirements and their effec t on sources of supply. 
Before leaving the subject of water supply requirements, 
it would be well to bring out a point or two of interest 1n regard 
to rainfall, runoff and water supply needs. Based on an average 
daily water suppl y r equirement of 1500 million gallons and an aver-
age an11ua.l r ainf all of 36.62 inche s over the state, our annual water 
supply needs represent only 1.51% or the total annual rainfall. 
Based on the average annual runoff of 8 600 billion gallons from 
Illinois streams, mentioned earlier, this runoff amounts to 23.8% 
or a state- wide annual rainfall of 36.62 i nches . 
Even though th1a runoff amount o to about 16 times a.a 
much as our requirements for water supplies, it 1s not lost. As 
runoff it perfor ms a number of functions as 1t flows through our 
streams. Several of these aspects will be reviewed and t he inter-
ested agencies ment ioned 1n succeeding paragraphs. 
B. WATER POLLUTION 
Measures tor the control of water pollut ion a re ad.min-
i stered by t he Sanitary Water Board. It haa power to establi sh and 
\ 
enforce standards of cleanliness f or t he trea ted wastes discharged 
into public waters. Co-ordinated effort on the part of this Board 
a nd the water resource authority i s necessary to promote maximum 
benefits from s treams. 
The pollution of waters comes chiefly from domestic 
sewage or industrial waste. Streams can tolerate a certain amount 
of pollution before they become unfit f or fish culture or use as 
raw water s for drinking supplies. The degree of sewage trea t ment 
necessary hinges on the a.mount of avs.1lable diul t ion water in the 
stream that receives the pollution. Full recordn of s tream flow 
are therefore desirable . 
C. AGRICULTURAL WATER CCUTROL ,. RACTICES 
Heavy silt loads render streams useless f or many pur-
-S?-
poses , shorten the useful lite of i m ounding reeervo1rs, and i mpede 
nav1gat1on. 
In a recent report of the I llinois Agricultural Exper-
i ment St ation it i s stated that about 3 million acres or about 9% 
of Illinois faro l and i s subject to destructive erosion, a similar 
acr eage to serious er osion and almost 13 million acres or about 
3'7% are subject t o sheet and gully erosion. 
More extensive use is needed of erosi on prevent ion 
pr actices being encouraged by Soil Conservation D1str1cts Boards. 
1he benefits are preserva tion or soil fertility and cleaner sur-
face waters. 
D. FLOOD CONTROL AID PROTECTION, NAVIGATION 
AND POWER DEVELOPMENT 
All three or tbeee controls 11nd uses of waters in 
Illinois are admi nistered by the Divi sion of waterways of the 
Department of Public forks a nd Buildings. Its multiple responsibil-
ities in regard t o surface waters make this agency an effective 
medium for cooperation with the overall water pl anning group. 
Pending flood control work and increasing use of streams for water 
supply are increasing the need for control, navigation and power 
development considerations wi th other desirable uses of surf ace 
waters . 
E. RECREATION 
The Illinois Poet-war Planning Commission points out 
t hat less than one per cent of the total land of Illino1s is 
devoted t o foreatn, par ks and recroation areas . Michigan, Wiscon-
sin, New York, and Pennsylvania devote about 10 per cent of their 
l and t o such purposes . 
The Division of Parks 1n the Department of Public 
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Wor ks and Buildings has interests in water oonneoted with the 
development of state park6 and recreational areas. Aside from 
use of t1aters for boating and swimming, the necessity ot provid-
ing water supply systems 1n these isolated areas to serve the 
vls1ting public must be considered. 
The lakes construction nrogram of the Department of 
Conservation includes the construction or improvement of nine lakes 
in the atate. Theoe a.re being built primarily for recreE.t1onal 
purposes, though at least one of them will be useful for water 
supply. 
F. WILD LI FB CONSERVATION 
The Department of Conservation thr('ugh 1 ta D1 visions 
of Fish and of Forestry has interests in providing or setting 
a.aide suitable waters for fish and wild life . Present and future 
needs of the3e Divisions must be taken into account in the state-
wide resource planning. Both commerc1al and sporting interests 
are concerned with the conoervat1on of waters for fish life. 
G. I RRIGATION 
Although irrigation of growing crops constituted 
only a small po~tion of the total water use, areas 1n the vicinity 
of Chicago, Enst St. Louis and Peoria show considerable acreages 
of land in cultivation ae truck farms . Irrigation of such lands 
1s practiced as occasion demands, and ouch water uae must be ex-
pected to grow. 
A number of canning ulants are scattered throughout 
central and no~thern Illinois. Products to be canned ore generally 
grown 1n the territory surrounding such plants. Aside from seasonal 
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water requireQents in the canneries, the use of irrigating water 
for certain vegetable crops 1n these areas during dry spells , is 
a factor that is now being studied by canners. 
The following statement appears in the Report of the 
Nat1onal Resources Committee entitled "Little Waters: A Study of 
Headwater Streams and Other Lit tle Waters: Their Use and Relations 
to the Land": •The value of supplementary irrigation, especiolly 
apol1cations of wnter at critical periods of the growing season, 
™ in climateo ~here the average annual rainfnll is adequate, 
is not fully apprec1a ted.----The annual r ainfall may be adequate but 
not distributed with regularity from year to year or throughout 
any year. Availability of water per• its calculated regularity 
of appl1cation.M 
As 1rr1ga t1on increases, increasing attention niust 
be devoted to evaluating irrigation requirements in the humid 
areas . Th18 problem ie intertwined with artificial rainmaking 
studies, and both will need. 1;z1.r.t.;c,: study by hydrologists, meteor-
ologists, and agronomists. 
H. BEACH EROSION 
Shoreline orotect1on is a matter of concern in im-
poind1ng reservoir develo~ment s as well as on our natural lakea. 
The Division of Waterways duties in this field a.re contributing 
rectors 1n protecting the state ' s surface waters. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF THE STATE 
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NillinoJ:..!l Reeourcee" says : "In 1939 , according 
to tne U. s . Census l ll1noie r anked 
Third in value of manufactured goods 
Second 1n agricultural production 
Sixth in mining 
Fourth in total capacity of electrical 
gener a ti ng plant s 
First in railroad m1leag9 per unit area 
First i n heavy dut y highway mileage 
Second 1n value of wholesale trade 
Fourth in value of retail trade 
Th1rd in banking assets 
Third 1n popul a tion a nd l abor force 
Second 1n College enrollment. 
Within the regional economic unit ot the Upper M1as1ss1pp1 
Valley St ates 1t ranks first in all or the above criteria ex-
cept 1n agr iculture, in which it i s aurpaseed by Iowa. 
1 Its resources, geographical posi tion , manufacturing 
capacity, degree of mechanization in industry and agricult ure , 
trade area, facilities for commerce , and research agencies, both 
state and private , provide the basis for continual advancement 
for generations to come ." 
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The position of Illinois is, 1n all of these respects, 
both enviable and charged with responsibilities for the future. 
Illinois i s a hub of transportation by rail, highway, water, 
and air. The center of the nation ' s population d i stribution 
lies within Illin is. The great basic industries of its Chicago 
area, steel, meat packing, refining, grain processing a nd coke 
production, draw raw materials from the state and mid- west area s , 
and provide materials for manufacturers 1n the entire north cen-
tral section of the nation . 
The degree t o which Illinois maintains its position of 
prominence, depends 1n l arge measure on the wise use of its re-
sources . Particularly 1s thi s true of wa ter, so vital to people 
and to industry. The presence of ample quantities of suitable 
water is one of t he basic and moat )OWerful influences in encour-
aging economic development . Managed wisely, our water resources 
will encourage growth of Ill i no1s 1 prosperity. 
A. MUNICIPAL OUTLOOK 
Seventy- three and s i x tenths nercent of the 7,897,241 
population of I llinois in 1940 was in urban areas , that is 1n 
communities of 2 , 500 or more peonle . Witt A continuing trend 
oae Ppf'/m ,sf,'c c:: s/2:-a+ v;sv,;;;~.s 
of movement to urban centers, 1-t llaf1'---been v1sYa11zed es e poss~ 
bili~ that by 1960, 80% of a 9,000, 000 state total may be urbrn. 
The Bureau of Census sa id of the 1940 Census: "It is 
clear that if present tendencies continue, the U. s. is faced 
with a stationary or even a declining popula tion in about 30 to 
40 years. This ca n be laid to a falling birth rate and virtual 
stoppage of immigration f r om abroad ." 
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In a speci~l study of population problems* these 
same tendencies are noted, with a marked change in 8ge dis-
tribution showing an increase 1n older ages. The authors of 
the study point out these economic imnlications of a declining 
r ate of population growth: 
"l . City planning will be more cautious, with less 
recard for excess caoacitiea in such irnpr ove-
mentc as schools , water supplies and ae~er-
age systems. 
2 . Per capi ta public debts will not be lightened 
as number of tax- payers decrease . 
3. Indus tries will have fewer c1.1etomers , but p er 
capita consumption may increas e . 
4 . Will probably contt nue to have shifts 1n pop-
ulations and locations of industries . " 
The net change in population in Illinois from Apr il 1, 
1940 , to November 1 , 1943 , amounted to a decrease of about 4% 
and was small in comparison to changes in many other s t ates . 
Nevertheless , when considered on the bas1s of counties , decreases 
ae gr eat as 30~ per county occurred, due to upsetting war 1nflu-
ences . 
I ndustri al areas of the state experi enced l ~rge w r -
time increases in populati;n, Jut are expected to sho different 
reactions to post- war conditions . P . M. H!!.user of the U. s . 
Census Bureau, in 1943 predicted the following trends f or the 
• Estimates of Future Population of the u. S. 1940- 2000 . 
U. s . Thompson and P . K. Whelpton of Scripps Foundati on 
for Research in Popul ation Problems . u . s . G.P . 0 .-1943. 
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Illinoi s industrial areas: 
Davenport-Rock Island-Moline area 
Above average war-t1me growth plus good prospects 
ot retention. 
Chicago and Decatur areas 
Above average war-time growth plus fair prospects 
ot retention. 
Rockford. Area 
Rapid war-time growth after a rauid pre-depression 
growth. Chances of retention depend on ability to convert 
after the war. 
Peoria area 
Losing population or barely holding own, but chances 
of come-back excellent. 
Springfield Area 
Losing population with little chance of recouping. 
Chicago is experiencing a loss ot popul ation a nd or 
new housing to the suburbs. The larger cities ot Ill1no1 s, it 
appears, are not drawing people as readily as the smaller commun-
ities are. Any losses in rural populations due to increased 
mechanization or farming operations, will probably be to medium-
sized communities rather than the large cities. 
B. INDUSTRIAL OUTLOOK 
The diversity and total capacity of industrial es-
tablishments combine t o give Illinois prominence in the manu-
facturing field, which comprises the predominating factor in 
the state's economic structure. 
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Evidence that I llinois i s growing 1n industri al ac t iv-
i ty is at hand. * I llinois is shown to rank fourt h among the 
states as to i ts portion of the nation ' s expansion of 1na.ustr1a l 
f acili ties from May 1945 to May 1946. I ts increase represents 
6 . 6% of the nation's total expansion of indust r i al faci l ities. 
I n the same report, however, the city of Chicago is 
said to be losing in its percent age of the nation ' s total wor k-
er s in manufactur ing, whereas I l linois aa a whol e and exclusive 
of Chicago is gaining in this reapect . Suburban portions of the 
Chicago area show indust rial gains . This appear s t o be a nati on-
al trend, a shifting of industry from major cities to neighbor-
ing suburban communities or counties. 
The Pl anning Commi ssion's renort reveals also that , 
in the years preceding Wor ld War II, 83 different types of in-
dustries showed oonsp!cuous gains or losses . Fifty- one or these 
show gains in I llinois ' per cent of the U. S. total. Thirt y-
two show losses in I llinois' per cent of the u. s. totnl . 
Following are sone of the more important industri es 
that showed a tendency to gain, together with their relative 
1939 standing among Illinois industries based on value of pro-
ducts : 
Steel works and rolling mills - 2nd . 
Commercial printing - 5th 
Candy and confectionery products - 7th 
Tinware and Tinned cane - 9th 
Footwear ( except rubber) - 14th 
Steam fittings - 19th 
* 1947 Report of the Committ ee on I ndustry of the I ll1no1s Post-
War PlRnning Commi ssi on . 
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Also shown herewith are some industries that showed 
a losing trend and their 1939 standing as explained above: 
Meat Packing - lat 
Mens Clothing - 15th 
Railroad cars and equipment - 23rd 
The losing trend in meat packing 1s said to be due to 
decentralization measures involving the extablishment of smaller 
p l ants all over the nation. 
Supporting the outl ook for increased industrial activ-
ity i s the Planning Commission's observation that in a number of 
Illinois oomffiunities employment surveys have indica ted a likeli-
hood of about one-third more industrial jobs being available 
in the post- war period t han there were in 1940 . 
Throughout the Nation, Industrial activi ty will deoend 
on federal polici es with respect t o t axat ion, labor legisla tion, 
trade and agricultur al consider atione. Regardless of these 
factors, Illinois can improve its a ttract i veness t o industry in 
great measure , by constructive action in regard t o its water 
r esources. 
C. RURAL OUTLOOK 
Wi th n federal progr am for support or prices for farm 
products a nd a n entire world i n need of these products of agri-
culture, the agricultural outlook i s one of promi se . 
For approximately seven of the l ast eight years, 
agr1cnlture has experienced a seri es of bumner c ops . Wi thout 
necessarily taking a pese1mist1c outlook, 1t shoul d be recogni zed 
that the vagaries of weather can have serious effects on our water 
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res~urcee and on the state ' s agricultural production. Such 
effects can be tempered by a continuing and balanced procedure 
of water resource development which studies little-known influ-
ences , recognizes wealnesses or deficiencies in water occurrence , 
and act s to alleviate or ci r cumvent them before emergencies arise. 
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CHAPTER V 
FUTURE 1ATER NEEDS 
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Future water requirements 1n most areas can be estimated 
only approximately and only for short periods.* Future water 
needs a re affected by changes 1n density of population, l a nd 
use, industry, ooc1al conait1ons, new uses of water, and 1n the 
supplies available. 
A. WATER SUPPLY - SURFAC.: AND GROUND WATER 
In considering f uture demands on water supplies, 
t he remarks of J.E. Garrot, Desi gning Engineer with the 
Division of Water, Newark, N. J., are t o the point. 
11 A State ,inter Agency should be able and ready to 
a ct when and as the need of a.ddi tional supply is evident 
or required." 
The stated objective of the Ohio Water Supply Board 
is an excellent example of what the res onaibiliti es of a state 
water authority to its citizens should be : 11To develop a com-
prehensive water supply program for the state which wil l insure 
for each farm hor:ie, each community and a l l industry the best 
supply of water which can be made a vailable by reasonable, 
feasible means." 
Illinois h~s technical staffs now well qualified to 
meet water resource problems, but no means have been provided 
l•hereby existing knowledge of water resource ne de can be put 
into aotjon to increase the state's prosperity. The ensuing 
* December, 1936, Report or the National Resources Committee. 
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chapters outline aome of the needs tha t will have to be met to 
keep Illinois on a par ,11 th her e19ter states. 
1. Domestic 
Increased popul ation 1s but one of many reasons for 
greater do~est1c water use. Coongea in distribution of popu-
lation have their effects. An increase in the percentage of 
urban popul ation means greater water needs, because the per 
capita u se 1s greater in urban a reas . A change from an untreated 
community supply to a softened supply , for instance, usually 
re sults in a greater use of water. A rise in living s t andards 
boosts water consumption. It results 1n the installation a nd 
extensive uso of such household euipment as automatic l aundry 
and di sh-washing units , a.1r cooling unit s , shover baths, lawn 
sprinkling systems, garbage grinding and flushing units , and 
duplicate sets of bathroom f aciliti es. 
Housing expansion brings about added service connec-
tions to swell the demand . Changing from a limited t o an abund-
ant source of suppl y causea more extensive water use by el1m1n-
/ 
ating shortage psychology . Communities are not a l ways committed 
to the pe~manent use of a surface supply or a gr ound water sup-
ply. There are a number of instances in Illinois where muni-
cipalities have changed sources f or one reason or another. A 
sort surface water may, for example, be preferred t o a gr ound 
water that is hard, corrosive or hleh in iron content, and of 
11. .. :1 ted yield. 
Some or all of these a nd other factors will h9.ve a. 
bearing on the greater domestic uoe of water in coming years. 
The Illinois State Planning Commission's 1934 report carried a 
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prediction that, by 1960, 80% of Illinois' expected population 
of 9,000, 000 will be urban, and that 65% or 5,850,000 will be 
concentrated in cities of more than 10,000 population. 
Table 9 presents so ... 1e figures from "Data on Illinois 
Public Water Supplies , June 1, 1944 11 published by the Sanitary 
Engineering Division, Illinois Dept. ot Public Health, regarding 
tne 1944 distribution of public water supplies in communities of 
various sizes . The 445 communities having no public water suopliee, 
classed as rural areas , would benefit greatly in health and com-
for t if means were found to install public water supply and 
sewerage systems. Per capita use will increase tremendously 
when these are developed. 
Table 10 contains a comparison of the approximate 
v~lumea of water used ln Illinois in 1944, and the volumes which 
may be required under 1960 Jond1tions . Basic aasUL1ptions as to 
population distribution and 1944 per capi~a water use conform 
to those snown 1n table 2 . Estimated per capita consumption of 
50 gallons daily in rural areas 1s generous. Unless economic 
conditions perwit extensive use of pressure systems and water-
using fixtures in farm homes and small ru1•al communities , 1t 
would p robably not be reached. On the other hand, increased 
industrial use 1s difficult to evaluate, and the indicated in-
crease of about 50% in 1nduatr1al needs may be low. 
The estimated 2 , 237 m. g.d . demand for water in 1960 
represents an increase of about 50% over the present 1,475 m.g.d. 
needs. Water taken froc surface sources for condensing purposes 
and returned after u-:i(.; , ''1111 require an average .!lll!ount upw· rds 
Table 9 
Number or Public Water Supplies 1n 
Illinois Comwun1t1es of Va rious S1zeG in 1944 
Pooul ation 
Range 
0 to 500 
501 to 1,300 
0 to 1,000 
1,001 to 2 ,500 
260 to 10,000 
over 10,000 
Tota ls 
No . of Comnun1t1es 








No . of Communities 






Approximate 1944 Water Use 
Po12ulat1on Wa ter Use 
Estimated % ot 1940 Gal. per Capi ta Type in Mil. Ga l s . Total daily 
24 1,899 , 274 20 
76 (3,937,707 85 
(2,060,260 70 
100 7,897,241 
Rural ••.. ... . .. . 
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of 4 , 000 m. g.d . 
In comparison with the stream-flow in Illinois, these 
quantities are not grek.t . However, when it 1s considered, aa 
the next chapter orlngs out , that t here a re serious difficulties 
at a nwnber of loca tions now, it is clear t hat these difficulties 
will become nucn more pressing wnen water requireoents increase 
by 50 per cent. 
2. Industrial 
Temperature, abundance, quality and prox1m1ty of water 
are important to industries. Where low-temperature water 1s 
~va1lable, smaller volumes often suffice for cooling processes. 
Increases in the number of industrial plants and in 
total production will cause added demands for water. On the 
other hand, conservation measures of waste elimination and 
re-use of certain process waters can limit the aggregate increase. 
There 1s a clear trend toward conservation in industry that will 
tend to reduce the water demands of a growing industry. 
The need for pure or chemically treated water is great 
in paper manufacturing plants, breweries, non-alcoholic beverage 
bottling works, and ice plants. Treatment of boiler feed water 
is common practice in industry. 
Factors other than the presence of sufficient quantities 
of suitable water play their parts in decisions as to industrial 
sites. More will be said about this in Ohapter VI, but some 
comment as to metropolitan or outlying locations 1s pertinent 
I 
here. 
a. Metronol1tan area1 
Expansion may be expected in some existing plants 
in metropolitan areas for which a change 1n location would be un-
economical, or for which the establishment of branch plants would 
be 1mpractioable. 
Where abundant supplies of surface water are 
available, and temperature of water 1s not a critical factor, an 
influx of new industries should be planned for, other consider-
ations being favorable. 
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b. Outlying areas 
Increasing de-centralization of industry and 
plans for hazardous research projects or production experiments 
will create a greater need for outlying sites. A desire to 
avoid competition for limited supplies of cool ground waters 
1n congested areas, raay induce a search for an outlying site. 
The ability or Illinois to supply information in such cases, will 
be dependent upon the efforts to determine the extent of known 
s ources, and to locate new sources. 
3. Rural 
Further progress can be made in the i mprovement of the 
general health level in small communities and rural areas of 
Illinois. Approved pr actices in waste disposal and the provi-
sion of safe water supplies play leading roles in improving the 
situation. 
Problems of financing, bu: lding a nd operating public 
water supplies for over 300 communities having less than 500 
population are not usually easily solved. Making pure supplies 
available in such areas is certainly to be desired. Possibly 
the establishment of Water Supply Districts may be an a nswer for 
some of these communities. Experience has shown that the very 
small communities in Illinoi s can frequently afford to construct 
waterworks, but that they are often blocked by the lack of ready 
availability of water resources. The cost of eeek1ng a nd evalu-
ating the resource is too great. If Illinois wants thes e commun-
ities to equip themselves with waterworks, there seems to be no 
a lternative other than material st~te aid in preliminary explor-
ation for water resources. 
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The increased use of water 1n such rural communities, 
and on farms because of extensive use of modern fuc111ties is 
to be expected. 
4. Parks 
More general use of water will accompany the develop-
ment of additional parks and recreational areas. Illinois bas 
not progressed as much as many other states 1n this resnect, 
but land has already been allocated, and work started on more 
state parke. Popular demand may tend to speed up the program 
and hasten the need tor such new supplies of water. The require-
ments are principally seasonal and represent a relatively mall 
total volume. • 
B. OTHER PHASES OF WATER UTILIZATION 
In its 1934 report, the Illinois State Planning 
Commission expressed the belief that only a beginning haa been 
made 1n adapting the water resources of the state to the needs 
of the population. The principal unsolved surface water problems, 
1n its opinion, are questions of flood control, flood protection, 
land drainage, waterway uses, fisheries and recreation. 
The cumulative effects of publicity, educational 
measures, and personal experience carry some weight in bringing 
about solutions of drainage, flood control and similar waterways 
problems. However the best solutions will be achieved through 
coordinated and thoughtful consideration ot how each phase may 
affect the others. For instance, flood conditions are apt to 
be blamed on l9ck of channel improvements. When drought con-
ditions prevail, intensive drainage is apt to be blamed for 
failure of ground water levels to benefit crops or to supnly 
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farm wells. 
Knowledge aa to rates of flow in streams is vital 
1n the design of flood control works , spillways, power develop-
ment projects and water reservoirs for irrigation, recreation 
or warer supplies . 
A few of the items involved in some phases or water 
use are given t o illustrate t he need for a comprehensive view: 
Flood Control 
(a) Proportion of local or regional narticipation 1n coat. 
(b) Its r ole 1n a multiple-use development of water 
resources . 
Irr i gation 
( a ) Methods of olloc ting waters to potential users . 
(b) Distribution of coats to t hose benefited. 
Water Poirer 
( a) Policy as to leasing or o~nersb1p considerations. 
(b) Uaes and d1otrlbution of power developed. 
(c) Financing of projects. 
Nav1iln.tlon 
( ) Part t aken 1n gener al transporta t ion scheme. 
(b) Pr o-ra ting cost s of developme t. 
(c) Policy as t o extent of public expense for i mprove-
ment nnd rnnintenance of waterways tor free use by 
shippers. 
Needs in some of the drainage basins of Illinois are to 
be covered in more complete form 1n Chnpter VI, which deals with 
t he bases for a proposed progr am for conserving a nd augmenting 




RELATION BETWEEN RESOURCES AND FUTURE NEEDS 
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"Effective control and effective use of water without 
waste, with greatest total benefits md greatest practicable 
economy require the active support of an informed public and the 
efforts of qualified engineers, planners, legislators and adm1n1s-
trators.11* 
The meeting of greater water demands should not require 
a shift in populations to lees critical areas, nor reduced standards 
of sanitary practice. Rather to be desired are measures aimed to 
reduce waste and to locate and develop new sources of supply. 
A. AREAS OF WATER DEFICIENCY 
Water supply 11m1tat1ons of varying degree have apueared 
in five major areas in Illinois. Demands of the war years stepped 
up industrial uater consumption, and blocked any appreciable urogrees 
1n relieving ".:he s!tuatione. The exoanaion of water distribution 
systems and the development of supplementary sources of supnly re-
quire time and are costly. It w~s only after the restrictions of 
the uar years had been lifted that steps could be ta.ken to deal 
with t hese deficiencies . 
1. Ground WAter . 
In Ohio's experiences with water shortages, it has 
been observed that ground water supplies have been used until 
oommunities could no longer obtain sufficient water for their 
popula.tions and ind str1ee. They then resorted to surface 
*"Drainage Basin Problems and Programs" National Resources 
Committee, December, 1936. 
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supplies. There appears to be a 11m1t to the population which 
a community can attain and still use only ground water ~ources. 
It seems certain that as industrial centers gr ow the uee of 
surface uater must also grow. Some Ohio water officials are 
of the opinion that 75, 000 to 100, 000 is the maximum populati on 
that can be served adsqua.tely from ground water sources. Examples 
in Illinois of cities ap roaching this size that have shifted f rom 
ground water to surface supplies are Springfield, Belleville and 
Bloomington. 
Over much of I llinois , ground- water supplies can be 
obtained in adeqna.te quantity. Howevflr, t here are a number of 
l ocations where difficulties are being encounter ed. These 
difficulties ar e perhaps typ1c9l of problems that will grow more 
pressing 1n the future . Table 6 gives data on uses i n these areas . 
a . Peoria- Pekin area . 
In the Peoria industr ial area there has been 
a uniquely great development of ground wat er resources . 
The Peoria area is underlaid by gravel deposits 
generally less than 100 feet th1ck. The gravels are 
of very coarse texture so that water flows through 
them readily. They are believed to be fed through the 
higher ground nearby ~nd to a very limit ed extent by 
the I llinois River. Studies ca rried on at Peoria 
indicate that water is being taken from these deposits 
at a rate approximately 10 per cen~ in excess of the 
rate a t uhich i·a.ter is entering the deposits . 
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The city of Peoria receives it water supply 
from wells in theBe gravel depos1tQ. It would be 
noasible for the public water supply to treat uater 
from surface sources. It would also be possible for 
induetr1ea to take surface WPter for uses where 
sanit~ry quality 1s not a factor . If either wero done, 
industrial users could rely upon economic forces to 
allocate the ground water available bet~een users. 
Howeve1• some wells in the Peoria arealare already 
Tirtually useless due to neighboring he vy drafts . 
Since the Peoria gr~vel deposits are not con-
fined, and are overlaid by a relatively thin subsoil 
cover, it 1a possible that surface water could 
economically be discharged into tho gravels to increase 
the amount locally available. Such a procedure is 
under consideration. It would benefit both the public 
water supply and the 1ndustrial users. However , no 
legal method has been found for carrying out a procedure 
which will benefit these diverse interests. Legislation 
making possible some equitable way or carrying on this 
recharge work would be desirable . 
b . Ch1c?go area, 
In the middle of the 1st century, there existed 
artesian wells in Chicago which flowed at the ground 
surface. When confined, the water rose to some 60 feet 
above the ground . Today in this same region, the 
artesian pressure has diminished to the point where 
t he non- pumping water level in the wells 1s several 
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hundred feet below the tround aurface. These ells 
penetrate t e deep e~ndstone 1500 to 2200 feet beneath 
the ground surface. 
The domestic supply fo Chicago 1s obtained 
comnletely from L~.Jce Michigan, and has been for a 
century. It le accordingly clear that the reoe6s1on 
of water levels in the deep sandstones is largely due 
to non- municipal uses, the principal one being industrial 
use . Only indirect public harm ie caused by this local 
over- development . The induatriea drawing water trom the 
deep oandstonee are injuring each other And affecting the 
public indirectly. 
The problem is solving itself economically in that 
as water levels recede, an increasing number of ground 
water users switch over to use of surface eter supply 
and to the installation of water-saving cooling equipment . 
There has been no demand for public control or conservation 
on the part or the industries, which appear contont to let 
economic laws solve the problem. 
c . Joliet ~res , 
In Joliet, located some 35 miles southwest of Chicago, 
there are both municipal and industrial uses or the water 
from the deep sandstones . The result has been tho cre~t1on 
of a cone of depression in the artesian water levels under 
the city. 
The city of Joliet, 1s studying the acquisition of 
other sources of supply . A program of development ot 
gravel deposits several miles from the city is being 
consider ed. Attention has also been given to the use ot 
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"' water from Lake Michigan. 
The situation 1n Joliet 1e one in which the 
mun1cip l1ty feels compelled to range afield to 
secure lreter for domestic use. The locfl---1 vie-r-
development is c~using an added burden of coat for 
the city. 
d. Oh~QOaign- Urb~na. 
The twin cities , Champaign and Urbana, are located 
above glacial drift deposits ap rox1mately 250 feet thick . 
Industrial decands for w ter are not grent . Most or the 
w ter withdrawn is tor use as a public water supply for the 
residents and tor the Un1vere1ty ot Illinois. The greateat 
part of the extraction o~ ground water is carried on by the 
local 1•ater utility t h1ch distributes throughout the two 
c1t1ea and is interconnected with t~e University ' s d1str1 -
but1on system. 
The ,·aterworke and the University wells are concentrated 
in an area ap ox1mately one-halt mile by one mile. Centered 
under this area is a cone of depression of the artesian water 
pressure 1n the gl c1al deposits. At certain points the 
water pressure ha.a so receded that t e rate of ground ua.ter 
flow into the relle h~s been markedly reduced. It seems 
clear that the present well t1eld ie being drawn on at a 
rate much greater than that e.t which u,.,ter enters it . 
In 1947, three new wells ~ere drilled 4 1/2 miles 
northwest of the cities as the beginning of a ne I wel l 
t1eld. Theoe wells hA.Ve provided a substantial increase 
1n the quantity or water avail able . They can gre tly 
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relieve tho draft on the existin0 well field. 
In this case the community water system and the 
state- owned Un1vera1ty have been competing with each 
o~her for the grourrl water. There 1s some industrial 
and air-conditioning use frora privately owned wells. 
The c nnbined demands have been greater th.an the oupply 
availa.h1_e in the immediate vicinity. It doe'S not 
appear that cont1•ol or corrnorvat1on measures could hnve 
give~ great help 1n this situation. 1'he ~eople haa to 
ha·ve the water . 
The ·~ater problem at Champa.1gn- Urb· na has been ma.de 
part1cule.rly cute by the rapid post-·mr growth of t he 
University. In 1940 the combined population 1<.,s 52, 642 . 
In 1947 the population we.a estimated at 71,500, end one 
forecast for 195.5 is 91 , 000 . Tne growth MS been so rapid 
that ea.nc f0r disp~msing uater h:..ve not kept pace with 
the population. Therefore, the eomnunity le unable to use 
as mucL w ter as it normally might . Per capita consumption 
w s 55 gallons per d~y in 1946 P.S compared rith 70 gallons 
per day per capita :m earlier years. Wero 1 t not for a 
ho·J.sing shortage, a.""ltl the reaulting doubling up :tn living 
quarters, the preaent water supply would not ba a :I.equat e . 
The d.evelopment of tne new ·pell field is ao promis1ng 
tha.t 1ihe Unl vers1 ty i 0011.aidering pu1•ch.t:! s~ of W!itter oo that 
both p"'rties may ha.l t the pumDing in t\1e overa.ra.wn t'ield to 
permit it to recover. This is a promising develonment , but 
it is complicated by the recently- eX})reoaed d~sire of a new 
industry to draw heavily from this field. Such a new 
extraction would largely nullify the proposed voluntar y c on-
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servation plan. 
e . f.aet St. Louis area. 
In certain respects the situation at East St. Louis 
is similar to that at Peoria. Alluvial deposits adjoin 
the Mississippi River, and are heavily developed at several 
points. Little water for municipal use 1s taken from 
these alluvial deposits since there exist public •ater 
sup~ly systems that provide purified surface water through-
out much of the region. At East St. Louis, only 1ndirect 
public injury is occurring. I ndu trial groups are competing 
with each other for the water, and the problem can solve 
itself according to the lrors of economics . 
A brief summary of these areal problems trill serve to 
present the salient points . The first fact established by these 
studies 1s the local over- development of ·rater supplies can result 
in a situation such that there is not enough water to furnish the 
amounts that the users have been accustomed to take. It follows 
that continuous study of ground water extraction 1n areas ot heavy 
withdrawal 1s essential to enable shortages to be anticipated. The 
oolleot1on of ground water data should be carried on by each water 
user for his omi privete benefit. '11th such records, difficulties 
can be anticipated before their arrival . 
There are certain areas, the Chica o area, and the East 
St. Louie area where only indirect public injury is being caused 
by local over- development of ground water supplies. There are 
other areas where the over- development of ground water sunply is 
causing injury to botg the public and the industries . There are 
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areas such as tli..at 1n Peoria where some of the over- development 
could be offset by introducing an increased supply into the 
ground ,iater aquifers. 
In some of these cases it is futile to allow the 
problem to drift in the hope that it will solve itself. The 
end result of such a lack of policy is the destruction of a 
resource that could be preserved for extended use . Action is 
essential. 'l'he action needed is outlined 1n Chap»ers VIII and 
IX. 
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2. Surface Vater, 
Ill1no1e 1s abundantly supplied 1th surface water. 
Lake Michigan provides an ample source of supply ror neighbor-
ing commun1t1es. The state 1a partially bounded by two great 
rivers, the Miaeies1pp1 and the Ohio. The Wabash River torms 
part or our state boundar1. The Ill1no1s River 1s the largest 
of a aeries of well- distributed river systems w1th1n the state. 
The major drainage basins or the state and ths number 
of square m1les 1n Illinois drained by each are as follows: 
1. Rock River Basin 6,481 sq. miles 
2. Upper Illinois River Basin 7,610 
3 . Lower Illinois River Basin 14,290 
4. Sangamon River Bi:> a1n .5,470 
s. Kaskaskia River Basin 6,014 
6. Wabash River Basin 8, 87.5 
7. Big Muddy River Basin 3,079 
8. Ohio River Basin 2,726 
9. Mise1sa1pp1 River Basin 850 
10. Lake Michigan Basin 648 
Total .56,043 
The Lower Illinois River Basin includes the watershed ot the 
Illinois River below its confluence with the Fox River, the 
contiguous area draining directly into the M1es1es1pp1 River, 
the tributary watersheds of the Spoon, Lal~oine and Y.ack1naw 
rivers, and Macoupin Creek. 
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~he Upper I llinois River Basin includes the watershed 
of the Illinois River above its junction with the Vermilion River 
comprising the subsidiary basins or the Fox, Des Plaines , Kankakee 
and Vermilion Rivers. 
The M1ss1es1p 1 River Basin 1s the area lying between 
the Lower Illinois and Kaskaskia watersheds 1n the East St. Loui s 
area. 
On Appendix No. 1 ls shown a further breakdown of the 
drainage baelns of Illinois into 28 principal watersheds, ~nd 
the area of each. 
Appendices II, III and IV contain a list of the 102 
counties of Illinois. The sheets are arranged so as to show the 
10 maJor drainage b~s1ns of the state, and the following detailed 
i nformation : 
Number of drainage basins serving each county. 
Total square miles in each county. 
Square miles of county drained into each of one 
or more river basins. 
The flows in these streams of the state provide potential 
surface water supplies for many communities , and industries . With 
few exceptions they are capable of treatment, economically, to 
provide safe water of good quality. In some localit1sa, difficulty 
would be experienced in developing large supplies . For example, 
sat1sfaftory reservoir sites are not generally available in 
Champaign County. 
Something has already been said in Chapter II concerning 
the amount of runoff in I llinois streams during typical drought and 
tlood years, and under average conditions . 
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A possible total water requirement of 2.2 billion 
gallons daily or 2237 mgd. in 1960, in I llinois would, in one 
yeer , amount to 803 billion gallons or only 2. 22~ of an average 
year ' s rainfall ~r 36.62 inches. A rainfall of 36.62 i nches on 
I llinois in one year amounts to 36,143 billion gallons . This is 
equivalent to 99,000 mgd. 
The average runoff from I ll1no1s 1 total area (1936-1943) 
amounts to about 23,600 mgd. or 8600 billion gallons per yesr. 
~nis is 23. 8% of an average yeer 1 s rainfall of 36. 62 inches. 
In 1936 the runoff averaged 10,999 mgd. This is 13.3% or 
that drought year 1 s precipitation of 30 . 57 inches. The 1936 runoff 
·amounts to 7.5 timees the possible daily water needs of 1960. 
Ir. 1943, when severe floods were experienced due to 
heavy rains 1n May, the annual runoff averaged 31,083 mgd. 
This 1s 35% of the yePr 1 s total r ainfall or 35. 09 inches. 
The 1943 runoff amounts to about 14 times the possible daily water 
needs of 1960. 
a. Purnoee of reservoirs. 
Although the volumes of surface water av~ilable to us 
appear to be enormous, some difficulties have been encountered 1n 
developing satisfactory surface supplies . 
Reservoir storage ie required on many surface water 
supplies to insure an uninterrupted supply throughout the year 
or through a cycl~ of years of l ow rainfall. Spillways on water 
supply reservoirs must be able to paea any prob8ble storm flow so 
as to avoid damage to the structure. 
Reservoirs for irrigation, navigation and po1er development 
are usually fil l ed in the wet spring month s and t he stored water 
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used later. 
Flood control reservoirs need to be as empty as 
posslule to pe most useful . 
b. Inadequate 1~teraheda. 
Some streams \~1th watersheds of inadequate area 
to support a continuous source of supply for a community 
can be found throughout the state. They present a more 
serious problem in the southern third of I llinois , however, 
where surface supplies are relied upon to a much greater 
extent. Certain communities have developed multiple- reservoir 
systems. Regional use of large lake supn11ea may come into 
more gener·al use, not only in down-state areas , but in northern 
I llinois where Lake Michigan could serve a relatively lar ge 
area. 
c. B1lt1nrr. 
Sedimentation in impounding reservoirs has been a 
trnublesome factor on ~uch surface auu,111ea as Decatur. The 
State later Survey has been carrying on cooperative studies for 
several years on a number of Illinois reservoirs. These are 
continuing on an expanded basis with the aid of the Soil Con-
servation Service of the U. 8. Department of Agriculture and the 
Illinois Agriculture Experiment Stat!on. A reduction of soil 
erosion in areas on the headwators of an impounded stream cen 
greatly lengthen the useful life of a reservcir. Such reduction 
in the a.mount of ail t transported by inflm·1ng tributaries, must 
be aupplenented by shore line protection against 1rave action and 
protection against ro dside channel erosion to achieve maximum 
benefits. 
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d . Lake Hlchi~Nl. 
In some respects Lake Mich1~an is Illinois ' moat 
important ter resource. Approximately 2 , 300 million gallons 
per day are being ta.ken from Lake Michigan for usa 1n Illinoi s , 
of which about l , 000 million gallons daily is for municipal use 
and the remainder for the needs of the I ll1no1e waterway. This 
flow 1s more than one-fifth or tne drouth year total runoff i n 
1936. 
Of gr eater i mportance is the nrox1m1ty ot Lake Michigan 
to the high ooncentrat1on or population 1n the Northeastern I llinois 
metropolitan reg1nn. Combine this proximity 11th continuously 
receding sandstone water levels in this region and it becomes clear 
that Illinois cannot avoid taking steps to make Lake Michigan water 
available as far as it 1B economically feasible . 
It au~ears probable that all the close- in Chicago suburbs 
will desire Lake Michigan water because of quality considerations . 
Some of the Fox River valley commun1t1ee may find need tor the 
lake w ter. J oliet may need it . 
At present , three methods ar e being advanced for making 
Lake Michigan water ava1leble in the metropolitan are~ : 
1. Formation of a public metropolitan agency 
to distribute the water. 
2. Placing in operation a privately-owned 
agency to distribute the water. 
3 . Distribution by the Department ot Public 
Works of the City of Chicago. 
Each method has its virtues and handicaps . ihich should be 
tollo ed 1B difficult to say. Legislative enactments may b e 
necessar y t or the first and thir d , and these enactment s should 
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probably be passed to allow adoption of whichever method 
proves most feasible. Whatever the method, the convenient, 
better- quality lake water ahnuld be made available for those 
communities the.t need 1t. 
The prov1B1on of Lake Michigan water through the 
Metropolitan region ,.rill bo a big undertaking - one that needs 
much planning. Some s ystems of this sort have grown up as 
patchuorks that become very difficult to unify when unification 
become destrable . This development ehould he conceived ao a 
unified whole and each move toward its adoption should be nart 
of an orderly program. 
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3. Population TrendA. 
As stated 1n Chapter III, the net decrease in 
civilian poryuletion of Illinois from April 1 , 1940 to November 1, 
1943 was about 4%. During the ,rar yea.rs, populations have tended 
to decrease more 1n the southern count~es of Illinois than else-
where in the state. Efforts are being made to secure industries 
for those area.a so as to prevent further migrations of the neople. 
The University of Illinois is carrying on a survey of southern 
Illinois, involving considerations of social, com erciel, recreational, 
1ndustr1Al, agricultaral and other activities. The study is expected 
to point out po~a1ble ways of creatin~ more prosneroue conditions 
and more favorable living standards in this rea. 
Most of the trouble being exoeriAnced in ground w ter 
recessions centers in heavily populated are~$. In general, even 
with anticipated growths in popul t1on , 1t rill be posA1ble to 
meet the domestic demands of the population in these areas without 
too much difficulty. A study of eac~ area will bA eesent1al to 
modify harmful competition for das1r~ble souroeR nf supply, and 
to d1~ferent1ate between mun1c1pel ana industrial uses of both 
ground and surface supplies. 
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4. Ind.ustriAl 'i'rendA. 
Because relatively cool water 1a essential for some 
industrial processes and desirable for many others , extensive 
extractions of grourn waters are made by industries . 
Where conservation measures or municipal needB and an 
increasing industrial use of ground waters appear to conflict, 
it may be necessary for the ste~e water ree~urce agency to make 
investigations and recoilllilend.ationo as to: 
(a) the extent of cool ground water use by 
industrial plants . 
{b) th~ 1natalla~1on in industrial plants of 
cooling units provided with water sal ve.f·in 
equipment. 
(c) the division of surface and ground water 
supplies between various types of users . 
(d) the practicability of local or state- wide 
application of such measures. 
With the anticipated grmrth of industrial act171ty must 
come a correcponding r;routh in ap recia.ting the ,1nter needs of 
industry. 
a . De- urbAnization of industries , 
Trends 1n the movemen~ of industries from large cities 
to widely scattered plants have already been mentioned. Meat 
packing t·e.s cited as an example . 
Such trand6 1n location cail be more pronounced in the 
case of new industries , seeking favorable locations. Water needs 
may be ot less e1gn1f1oance than factors as raw mg,terials, avail-
ability of labor, transportation , ta.xee a.nd po1er. Gre t "'Jeight 
must be accorded to the presence of su1t&ble labor cap~ble of being 
trained to the needs of specialized plants. 
" ....... 
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b. Ne1·r Uses for Water . 
Inventive and research activities are a constP.nt 
source of new devices, some of which gain wide distribution 
and use. Some of these, like air conditioning or cooling, 
can use relatively large volumes of water, in a "once-through" 
system.Where water shortages exist, such uses would seem 
unre~eonable. 
For the most part , heat is produced by the expenditure 
of natural resources, such as coal, oil, or l:·ood. The use or 
water for conducting away heat, as in cooling or condensing uses , 
1s a symptom of a waste of natural resources . In the case of 
hydroelectric power, energy does not derive from an expendable 
resource. In many cases, cooling uses signify more efficient 
uses than uere previously possible , but still, cooling water 
usually earmarks a waste of energy. 
In certain areas like Urbana- Champaign, water shortage 
has compelled the withholding of city Weter for 1neff1c1ent cool-
ing units. Restriction of w steful uses by means of water rate 
surcharges has not been fully tested. Because the seasonal use 
of the equipment was relatively short, many owners were willing 
to pay the surcharge. 
The return of cooling water to ground sources , through 
a closed system to preclude contam1nat1on and aeration of the 
water, hns not been entirely successful; because: 
(1) The w2ter cannot be returned by gravity 
as rapidly as it is withdrawn. 
(2) The returned water is warm enough to raise 
ground water temperatures noticeably. 
(?) Such practices are ouen to pollution and 
hydrologic problems tjiat can only be regu-
~ited by legislation. © ~c_.l._a....-~. 
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We cannot foretell whe.t the water needs for new usee will 
be . ExperimentRl 1nvest1gat1ons in the t 1eld of nuclear fission 
have required enormous amounts or water for cooling purposes . 
What the water demands will be for future applications of atomic 
energy to heating, power development , or energy transmission and 
use are also unknown. 
Another new development 1n this field is the •heat pumpff , 
which uses ground water to take heat out of the earth. Thie 
development looks promising and should be an efficient use of 
ground we.ter if proper construction methods are used. 
These examples serve to indicate that water planning can 
never be completed, but must strive to keep ahead of the ever-
growing needs . 
c. Changes in Volumes o:r Water Needed, 
These oan be seasonal changes as, for instance, in the 
case of condensing water taken from surface sources , which are 
relatively warm in t he summer and cold 1n the winter. 
Of great benefit from the point of view of conservation 
are changes in volumes brought about by re- use or reduction 1n 
waste or w tars. Increasing demands of industries can be counter-
acted to a marked degree by the adoption or economy practices in 
individual plants. 
Reduction 1n waste of water must become the concern of 
everyone, lest permanent impairment of water resources be the 
result. An obl1gat1on rests upon present water consumers to uee 
these natural resource judiciously, so that the wpter consumers 
of future years will not be deprived or their rights to similar 
benefits. 
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It 1e of interest in th1s connection to call attention 
to the relative volumes ot use for domestic and for 1ndustr 1al 
purposes. Quantitative estimates have already apn~ared in Teble 3. 
Water for condensing purposes is omitted t rom the comparisons. 
I ndustr ial use of surface waters is about 1 3/4 times as 
much 2s domestic uee when Lake Michigan 1s included. Without Lake 
Michigan , industr ial use of surf ace wat ers amounts to only 1 . 14 
times as much as domestic use, 
I n the case of ground waters , however, industrial 
requirements are about three times aa much as the domestic demand. 
For combined surface and gr ound water sources, and 
disregarding farm needs, industry holds a 2 to 1 ratio over 
domestic uses. 
Titus 1t is incumbent upon industry to assume a substant ial 
share 1n the adoption or economy measures with respect to the 
state ' s water assets. 
d. QuA11ty of w~ter reouired. 
A rough estimate of the eoonom1c loss resulting from 
impaired quality of public water supplies appeared 1n the 
October 14, 1937 issue of Engineering News- Record. Messrs. Shaw 
and Ch~se, of Metcalf and Eddy, Boston, prepared the analysis . 
I t was pointed out that the figures were bs sed upon very limited 
data and are not sufficiently accurate f or general application. 
They were presented to •serve as a rough yardstick to illustrate the 
serious economic losses which result from the delivery of public 
water supplies ot 1mpa1red quality• . Their findings were : 






Iron and Manganese 
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Annu!!ll loAs per m. g.rl. of 
1'1'a.ter Consumntion 
$20, 000 per death from waterborne 
typhoid. 
$200 per p . p . m. over 10 
$400 per p . p . m. over 5 
Must be computed for each oase 
$150 per p. p.m. over 100 
$1, 000 per p . p.m. 
An explanation of the methods followW to obtain each 
figure is given in the article. 
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SUMMARY. 
The development of Illinois' water resources 
to meet the needs of the future will require thoughtful 
consideration. Our ground-uater resources are shown to be 
subject to distinct use limitations already. Their further 
exploitation should be carried on in a way that will not 
despoil them as some of them have been. Ground water use 
may need to be supplemented b1 surface rater supplies. 
Illinois has ample surface water resources to 
meet any needs that can now be foreseen. It is only 
necessary to carry on a coordinated program of flood control, 
low flow maintenance, pollution abatement and soil conservation 
to enable these resources to furnish the needed w ter. 
To develop the water resources of the state so that 
they c n re d1ly and permanently supply the amounts reauired 
can be done only if a careful program of study is set up to 
determine the character1et1ce of these resources. 
'I • ',, 
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CHAPTER VII 
PROGRAM FOR STUDY OF fATER RESOURCES 
•I I ' 1 1 
- 0-
The 1947 report of the I llinois Legislative Flood 
Contr ol Commission concluded as follows : 
Mit is recommended that an orderly and 
continuous program of study of all ground 
water and surface water sources of the 
state •• • •• be prepared by the Illinois 
State Water Survey and submitted to the 
General Assembly •••.• fi . 
This chapter ie the outline or that program of study. 
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A program is a plan for action. To be ef fective 
it must i nclude consideration or the technical , the legal and 
the financial requirements of the problem at hand. A suitable 
plan for action in safeguarding our sources of water will be 
based upon: 
a . Previ ous exper ience here and elsewhere . 
b . Tr ends 1n growt h . 
c . Foresight as to new development s . 
d . Recognition of (uneval uated) f act ors , 
an:i recommend t1ons of methods of 
research to determine their ef fect s . 
A program has to be practical to b e successf ul . I n i t 
must be i ncorporated a step by step advanc e from WhPt can be done 
now to what it may be possible to do later. 
A, ARE.AL WATER RE SOURCES STUDIES. 
In defining regions for the study of water resour ces , 
special care has to be exer cised to ascer tain the boundaries or 
the territory to be cover ed. Civil or political boundaries do 
not correspond to boundaries of water resources , but they are or 
administrative importance. The viewpoint which over ns water 
studies is one tha t looks for common drainage, storage, r echarge 
am similar characteristics. The geogr aphical areas select ed for 
s t uay ought , ther efore , to be separate or dist i nct are8s, hydr o-
lo •ically speaking. The boundaries of underground aquifers do 
not necessarily correspond to surf ace wa ter drainage basi n l i mits . 
For the most part i n recent years, t he areal studies 
which have been started were pr ompted by a suspicion that s erious 
problems already existed 1n those ar eas. Future ar eal studies 
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must be instituted long before such conditions develop. Prevention 
rather than cure, should be the motivating consideration 1n planning 
and selecting areal studies. 
1 . Surface Water. 
Water supplies de1 .. lved from surface sources need to be 
s tudied on the basis of watersheds. All of the territory which 
contributes runoff to the stream, lake or reservoir in question 
has a bearing on the investigation, which looks 1nto such uses ot 
water as : 
(a) Its service as a medium tor carrying the 
effluents from municipal and industr ial 
sewage treatment plants. 
(b) The action of perioclic peak flows 1n: 
(1 ) Causing floods . 
( 2) Scouring silt and debris from 
the stream bed. 
(3) Replenishing impounded supplies for 
power generati on, irrigation, n V1gation 
or water sup lies. 
(4) The partial recharging of ground waters 
by the flood 11; r:Jf permeable areas '1:1-fh .. ..f 
kqo-an- useful~ in this ~espect . 
J:Je. 
( c ) The effect nf minimum rates of flow on direct use 
from str eams and on reservoir storage capacities. 
( d ) Agricultural use . 
(e) The ma1nte~a~ce of recreational and fishing 
facilities . 
( t) Navigation. 
Watershed investigations thus comprise a study or runof f 
as to combined and related uses of the flow. 
Fundamental data should be secured by making separate 
s t udies on water sheds havi ng such predominating character ist ics as : 
1 . Steeply sloping terrain. 
2 . Gently sloping terrain. 
3 . Large in area. 
4. Small in area. 
5. Land under cultivation. 
6. Land. tore et ed. 
7. Land lacking in vegetation. 
8. Soil types. 
Surface water studies or watersheds need also to be 
set up for areas there it appe rs that new or supplementary neede 
of surrece water w~y become most acute. The over- all plrJl should 
also provide for securing at least certain m1n1mum data on as many 
watersheds ae possible. This applies part icularly to the expansion 
or fac111t1es to collect rainfall and stream flow data. Such 
records assume increased i mportance as the period they cover increases . 
Hence a. start should be made on watersheds not nou under observation. 
Funds ~111 be needed. 
Other 1ntormat1on ot value in surface fater studies includes : 
(a ) Eve.porat1on losses from free uater surfaces , 
bare land eur:t'a.oea , and from land surr ces Yfith 
various types ot cover. 
(b ) 11nd and temper ture effects on evapor tion. 
( c ) Transpiration losses of water tor various 
types of plant and tree growth. 
(d) Infiltration losses for various land surf ces 
1n d1t~erent portions of the etete. 
(e ) Quel1ty of water during high and 101 flov con-
ditions . 
( t ) Effects of 1nflo1-1 or outflow seepage on stream 
tlo e. 
, . 1 .... 
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As other agencies are actively engaged 1n seourirg 
some of t~ese data, cooperation with them will avoid duol1cat1on 
of effort. Much data has already been obtained by other agencies, 
though it may not have been made generally ava ilable. Efforts to 
take advantage of such material on a cooperative basis will save time 
and be to the public advantage. 
A more detailed listing of specific projects recommended 
tor study, in the field of surface water resources, 1s given in 
Section B or this Chapter. 
2. Ground Water, 
Ground water studies must be laid out and pursued in 
conformance with the extent of the underground aquifers. In a 
particular locality separate aquifers may be present at different 
elevations. Each may have entirely different boundaries. For 
example, 1n drift or alluvial deposits , the water-bearing formations 
may extend onl y from valley wall to valley wall . In the case of 
the deeper water-bearing strata, they may extend far beyond the 
lateral limits of the upper aquifers. 
Ground waters need also to be studied in conjunction 
with surface waters . Related ground water movements in stream 
valleys, their extent and significance need to be deter mined. 
Seepage losses from subsurface aquifers into surface streams are 
affected by pumping, and more information on t h ese effects can be 
useful. There are almost no field testing installations to give 
this information. They are needed. 
Advantage must be taken of the lessons learned from 
areal ground water investigations of the war years. Some 
1ndicet1ons of pumuagea in excess ot the available supply of 
ground waters have appeared 1n such areas 1n Illinois as Rock 
TABLE NO. 11 
Populntion 
City 1936 Number or Air Gallons of Water Used 
Conditioning daily by .Air Conditioning 
Int::1tallat1ons Inetalla.tions from 
using water City S;ystem 11ells 
from 
I 
Daily Max. Daily Max. 
~1tz S;y:stem We'.ils Aver, Demand Aver. Demand 
Champaign-
46,073 30(a.pprox.) 3 180,000 200,000 4.50,000 450,000 Urbana 
Chica.go 4,250,423 398 not 34,000,000 
given 
Cicero 64,ooo 4 71,300 100,500 
E.St. Louis 
Area 173,000 4 19 4,600 1,361,600 
Moline 32,236 7 5 62,000 106,000 
Oa.k Perk 70,000 4o(!lpprox.) l 800,000 2,000,000 240,000 720,000 
Rockford 90,000 100 3 250,000 500,000 2,000 ,000 3,000,000 
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Island and Rockford. These and other areas having ground water 
resources that are heavily exploited should be carefully observed. 
Thus can corrective steps be taken well in advance of any possible 
shortages. 
While I llinois 1s keepi ng records on hundreds or obser-
vation wells , it lacks a plan tor the use of an extensive system 
ot such wells . A network of observation wells distributed through-
out the state can, over a per iod of years , be the source or valuable 
information on changes in ground water levels. Data on shallow 
and on deeper aquifer s can be obtained regularly by observers , or by 
means ot recording instruments. Part or this information can be 
secured by U. s. Geol ogical Survey activity, a s that Survey carr ies 
on such work in many states. To date, the U. s . Geological Survey 
observation well program in I llinois is too small to be of sufficient 
value , only one well is being observed. 
A full- fledged U. s. Geological Survey observation well 
program, while helpful , will not be adequate for I llinois needs. 
I t must be supplemented by a state program. 
A more detailed listing of specific projects recommended 
for study, 1n the field ot ground water resources, 1s given in 
section B of this Cb.apter. 
3 . Inter-rel~t1onship of Us es , 
Various inter-relations exist which affect the with-
drawals of water from sur face or ground waters. Methods or 
promoting more Judicious use ot limited sour ces merit car eful 
examination. 
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(~ ) Factors wh1ch influence the use of ground water 
and Aurfs.ce water in a given locality are : 
(1) Quantities of each available . 
( 2 ) Temperature of waters . 
(~) Chemical com~osition or physical 
properties. 
(4) Presence of contamination. 
(5) Pumping and piping costs . 
(6 ) Treatment costs . 
( b ) The above considerations also have a bearing 
on whether municipal or industrial uses are 
supplied f rom surface or ground sources . Sewer 
capacities come into the picture where "onoe-
through" use is made of water for cooling functions . 
This frequently overloads sewers . 
(c ) As to inter- related uses of hard and soft waters 
1n the same area, there would seem to be no 
Juet1t1cation for the use of hard or highly 
mineralized water, for a public supnly . Con-
sidering comfort, savings in a9ap, elimination 
of corrosion or scale formation tn piping and 
c ooking utensils , staining of plumbing fixtures , 
a nd wear on clothing, the costs or s oftening on 
a municipal basis are generally Justified. Evidence 
of this is st hand in the experience or areas which 
have made such a change. 
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4. LocAl Requirements , 
Water resources will have to be studied with a view 
to making more water available to new industries which have 
selected pPrt1cular areas that possess such other features as: 
Ca) Necessary raw materials. 
(b) Adequate power fac111t1es and favorable 
power costs . 
(c) Assured source of labor capable of being 
trained for the industries' needs. 
(d) Suitable transportation facilities. 
The combined weight of these points can assume sufficient 
value to justify substantial expenditures for an adequate uater 
supply. Such areas deserve more water resource study than they 
are receiving. 
B. STUDY OF BASIC HYDROLOG IC PRI:iCIPLES 
l.'h1le some basic data are clearly valuable, much or 
it is not of obvious immediate wor th. Some of the latter come 
under the heading of research. The need for research springs 
from our desires to get more and more sat1staot1on out ot our 
lives, to feel more secure in our well being, and from the urge 
to improve our living conditions. I n the course of these pursuits 
problems arise which are or seem to be new. Research is the 
systematic 1ruvestigat1on which seeks for the true solution of an 
actual or imaginary problem, for which a solution is not yet 
available . 
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It 1s frequently difficult to present an immediate 
dollars and cents value for research. But research does p~y 
off over a period of time by 1llum1nat1ng routine problems and 
by leading to an understanding or things that a few years earlier 
would have been completely perplexing. Appendix VI discussea this 
in more datP11. Research may seem dispensable, but its elimina tion 
leads to ~subsequent waste or time and funds. 
1. Surf~ce water. 
There are many surface water problems which need study 
in order to secure numerical values that can be used for exact 
measurement of influences. On moat of the problems only the 
trend of influences like infiltration, transpiration, etc . are 
knoim. Many of these studies will have to be made in the field, 
although some are amenable to laboratory investigation. 
a. I n field, 
A systematic effort has to be made to establish, 
1ncrenee and continue the collection of data on water levels, 
stream flow, pumpage , and on rainfall and other meteorological 
conditions. These data furnish the basic material for research, 
even though collecting the data oannot be called research. 
Relations between rainfall, runoff, evaporation, 
transniration and infiltration are not yet sufficiently well 
knotm to allow quantitative for ecasts of their effects. These 
factors are also related to variatio~ 1n size of watershed, 
soil types, topography and land use. Our knowledge of erosion 
and the effects of silt in reservoirs and stream channels 1s 
still limited. 
••' I • 
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Many chemical problems deserve mention. The 
influences that oause changes in the chemical composition 
of surface waters are little understood. Examples of 
i nfluences which might come under consideration are : the soils 
and rooks over which the water f lows; the r eeding of streams 
from ground water sources; the silt and pollution that are 
carried; the time elapsed since the water fell as rain ; the 
rate of flow and its effect on changes in mineral concentration, 
and on its content of biological and bacteriol ogical lite. 
Our knowledge of the bacteriology of surface waters 
is elementary. So far most efforts h~ve been made to study and 
eliminate disease-producing conditions. Bacteriological influences 
on certain chemical cycles , as for example those of nitrogen, 
sulfur and iron, have not received much attention. 
}!hile many engineering and chemical studies can be made 
nearly any time , others can only be made when certain special 
occasions take place. It 1s the duty of the investigator to fore-
see such occasions and to prepare for them in order to be ready 
to do the right thing ~•hen it occurs. Special cases of this 
nature are : 
(1) Storms, floods and droughts. 
(2) The effect ot ice on stream flow and structures. 
( 3 ) The effect of ne,, dams on water quality and on 
ground water. 
b. I n Laboratory. 
Laboratory studies have to be made in support of the 
field data and to cleer up detailed phases of controlling some of 
the factors that may cloud the explanation of complicat ed natural 
pr ocesses. 
" , ' .. 
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Theoretical studies can be made, such ae statistical 
work on the magnitude and frequencies or floods, flooding of 
drainage dist ricts , flood waves , and silt l oads. 
Exper imental and theoretical wor k can be done on the 
flow over and through to er sp11J.wa~s , on ice thrusts, and on 
the transition of flow· in irregular channels or at the root ot 
spillways. 
Erosion has to be studied to develop measurable teats 
for detachab111ty and transportability of different tn,es of 
soils and rocks . 
Chemical analyses of ~·a.tar samples and b~ctsr1ological 
stud1es of the organisms collected 1n the field require much work. 
2. Ground water. 
There are many phs.sea of ground water problems that need 
study. An important one 1s the eatabt1shment of a clear recognition 
as to r-rhat constitutes the normal condition. Most ground water 
studies have been started only after trouble res evide~t . In such 
cases , almost nothing is known about the original condition. Hence 
it is difficult to state how tar the trouble has advanced or how t ar 
remedial measures have to be carried to get conditions back to a 
normal or at least a sate status. 
The major expenditures for research will always be demanded 
by districts where critical conditions exist . However the need ot 
a knowledge of the normal state must dictate collection of data at 
numerous other places. 
a . In field . 
Collection of data in the field , such a s on water levels, 
pumpage, well l ogs, and well construct i on, the sampling of water 
•· I II 
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for chemic 1 and bacteriological teats need to be continued 
and expanded. 
There 1e need for incre sed testing work on wells, 
to establish production rates , transmissib111t1es or aquifers, 
vertical velocities and water conductivity at different depth9. 
Many of these tests should be repeated on the same wells from 
time to time to discover changes in the wells and the reasons 
for such changes. The aim should be to !ind ways to extend the 
useful life of wells by determining the characteristics or proper 
design ani operation. 
Interfer ences between wells and interconnections 
between river water and ground water have to be measured care-
fully . To eliminate secondary influences some of these studies 
will need to be done in districts where there is little pumpage . 
Infiltration needs further study, especially the 
deeper penetration that enriches ground water beyond the 
agriculturally ueetul depth. 
Int1ltr t1on capacities ror artificial recharge or 
ground water by return wells , infiltration pits or by land 
flooding have to be teated. In each case , it is not only the 
possible rates that need determination, but the limits or all ow-
able turbidities and temperatures , t he clogging or the beds and 
the spread and type or pollution. 
In order to determine their usef ulness !or future 
development the water resources or the buried valleys vill 
r equire i nvestigation. 
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Chemical problems include (1) the correlation of 
chemic~l composition of the water with the geologic formation 
of 1te origin, (2) the changes in quality that occur in the 
flow of the water, and (3) corrosion effects. 
Little is known , ae yet , of the bacteriology of ground 
water as it is difficult to differentiate between surface pollution 
and the original ground water flora. The food supply for many of 
the growths 1s still unknown. 
The persistence of pollution has to be followed and 
determinations made on the distances that different types ot 
organisms can pass through various soils under several different 
conditions of flow. I ron, sulfur and nitrogen bacteria have been 
obtained from wells, but the conditions of their occurrences are 
not clear. Bacteriological clogging or wells has occurred but 
the organisms causing this trouble have not been 1dent1f1ed. 
Some of these studies require first the development of 
necessary instruments, such as those for the measurement of soil 
hum1d1ty at any depth, or those for the sempling of well water 
at any depth in wells for chemical and bacteriological studies. 
For many problems new methods have to be developed or present 
methods improved. 
New ,~ells have to be observed during drilling and the 
changes 1n the hydraulic properties noted. For such \'Ork the 
cooperation of the driller should be obtained. 
Whenever they become available, abandoned wells should 
be preserved for use in observing ground water conditions . When 
•• j ..... 
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they are not useful for such observat1ons, they should be sealed 
as directed by the State Department of Health. 
Recoveries or well water levels should be checked during 
floods, shutdowns and strikes. The effects of floods ; with or 
without local rains, on the formation at sandbo11s needs further 
checking and explanation. 
b. In laboratory. 
Very few laboratory studies on ground water problems 
have been or are being carried on. This 1s nearly a virgin f ield 
of research, although many problems are suitable for laboratory 
1nvest1gat1on. 
Office w0rk should include the digestion of field data 
on ground water. Furthermore many mathematical studies are 
needed to develop ce.lculation methods and formulas for drawdmm, 
draudoi,m curves, tra.nsmias1b111ties and coefficients of storage. 
The effects of variations in pumpage and interferences between 
wells on these characteristics need evaluation. A theory of 
the pressure waves in artesian aquifers has to be developed. 
Experimental and theoretical wo~k is n~eded on 
permeability measurements, especially as to standards for the 
measurement of permeability, its changes iith size, shape and 
stratification of particles, and ite reduction through silting. 
Better methods must be developed for the determination of the 
voids, drainab1lity and coefficient of storage of graded or 
selected materials and of materials from wells. 
The transition from streamline flow to turbulent flow 
ought to be determined. It is thought that it can be explained 
as a f unction of the character of the permeable material. 
' ' ' .. 
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Model studies on the formation and recovery nt draw-
downs should be conducted on i·ells with partial penetration ot 
aquifers, on multiple well systems and on welle involving the 
use of vacuum. 
The compressibility of water-bearing strata has not 
been determined, especially as to the extent of its effects on 
the influence of floods on water levels and on the yield from 
artes1.an ac;,u1fers. 
There is need for work on the measurement of the loss 
of hes.d through uell screens, and its chanP"ea due to verioua 
stages of clogging. The types and causes of such clogging should 
be sought and methods developed that will define what ovarpumping 
of a well is. Three cases might be susnected: 
(1) Mechanical clogging, probably due to 
turbulence in flow. 
( 2) Chemical clogging due to prec1pitat1on 
or corroeion. 
(Z) Bacteriological clogging due to slimy 
growths. 
Each case needs study to determine the limits of its 
occurrence. 
Besides many chemical analyses of waters, chemical 
studies are concerned with the factors influencing changes in 
the chemical composition of water while flowing through the 
ground, and with problems of corrosion in wells and pumps. 
Laboratory work 1n bacteriology deals with the sanitary 
analysis of samples from ,.rells, and the sources and courses ot 
pollution in the widest sense. Consideration has to be given to 




Work could also be done on methods of treatment of 
water. However, a great deal of work along this line is being 
done in many scientific and commercial laboratories. Activity 1n 
this phase may, theref or e , be confined to keeping up to date by 
a study of the liter ature and through contacts. 
Thus 1t may be realized that the water resource field 
still presents many research problehls. The researoh organization 
of any one agency cannot be expected to solve nor to work on all 
of them. I ts efforts should be applied to problems of immediat e 
usefu.lness , and to needed f undamental studies on which little or 
no wor k ls being done elsewhere . _ 
C. AW'UAL ACCOUNTI NG OF l·!ATER RESOURCES . 
One of the ways in which routine data regarding surface 
we.ters and ground weters can be of current interest and value ie 
in taking an annual inventory of water resources. Present knowledge 
of the lateral extent and thickness of aquifers and their sour ces 
of recharge is lacking. Rates of extraction of ground Yater and 
the range of fluctuations 1n water table alevat10ns are known t o 
only an extremely limited extent . Inf ormation on ee,q.sonal and 
long- term effects is also meager. Annual correlat i on of data 
tha.t are being collected routinely will reveal t he gaps in the 
data collecting program. 
It takes time to work up the records of stream gaging 
stations into us~ble form. This results i n a time lag, which 
must be considered in establishing periods for comparison. In 
addition to securing the proper type of r ecords, much thought 
needs to be given to met hods for a s sembling and computing usef ul 
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data from the r ecords. This will allow yeEU" by year comnar1sons 
or trends 1n our water resources to be made . 
A considerable amount of data on wells is on h~nd in 
the State \later Survey D1v1aion 1 s file~ . Much of this needs to be 
studied with a view to its possible help l:.:i planning a comprehensive 
syatem of ground water observations. To be ot maximum velue , well 
water levels ought to be referred to official mean sea level datum. 






Percolation of precipitation on surface or 
outcrop 
Surface inflow minus surface outflow 
Underflow in minus underflow out 
Effective underground storage capacity 
Percolation of irrigation or other water 
spread on the surface or introduced into 
wells or pits. 
Loiered water levels in water- bearing formations may 
permit greater yields by increasing the replenishing effec t of 
some of the above factors. 
Information now available on the state ' s water resources 
is of too sketchy and localized a nature to be of full use in 
preparing a suitable inventory. It doee serve to make clear that 
records on rates of pumpage from all sources 1n the state will be 
especially valuable. Users will need to be convinced of their 
prior interest 1n securing such records for their own ultimate 
benefit. 
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D. PROJBCT COORDI:~ATION. 
1. Multiple Use ~rojects, 
1hen the development of surface water supplies involves 
the construction of impounding reservoirs, they are generally of 
interest to many agencies. Such developments should be analyzed 
cooperatively to achieve maximum benefits. Water supply, flood 
control, pover development , recreation, irrigation and industrial 
development are multiple uses that may sometimes be included with-
out harmful et'fect on each other . Frequeintly these various uses are 
not compatible . 
2. Industrial I nterests, 
Manufacturing plants often comprise the sustaining 
activity of a com~unity. Without induetry eom~ municipalities 
would find it impossible to be self- supporting. \;ben water 
problems threaten t h e continuance or the expansion of such 
industries, the community ia justified in going to consiuerable 
effort and expense 1n alleviating ria.ter deficiencies. Foresight 
1n doing so is essential to serving the combined interests more 
sat isfaotorily. 
3. Coordination with Federal Agencl~s• Efforts. 
Through the State Water Survey Division, Illinois is 
currently engag9d in cooperative studies of sedimentation 1n 
reservoirs, with the Soi l Conservation Service of the U. a. 
Department of A~r1oulture . The State Water Survey ha.a alao been 
associated with this federal agency on infiltra tion studies on 
l and areas in the Peoria area. 
, 
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For several yeare the State ?ater Survey Division, 
the Division of Wa:ten1 ye,, and the U. a. Geological Survey 
have cooperated in the establishment , me.ir.tenance and operation 
of stream gaging stations. 
Further efforts rmed to be m de on the part of et te 
agencies to carry on associated 1nvoat1gatiooo with federal 
agencies. Duplication or effort can be avoided, and advanta ea 
can be obtn1ned trom the d1vors1t1ed experience o'f the t dere.l 
1nvest1g to1 s . 
E, 
Flexibility is one of the eesentitl characte~1 tics of 
u continuing pl~n to develop the ater reaourcco . Tentative 
uethoda of procedure can be eet up along the lines o:f laboratory 
research, field 1nveet1gat1ons and tests, water distribution am 
legislative controls. Mod1f1cat1one will be de irable from time 
to time aa changing needs and new problems arise . 
The handling of t1ater dem nds for the operation of air 
cond1t1on1ng equipnent 1lluetratee the needs for tentative pro-
cedures . ln Chicago the operation of unite which discharge the 
,-rater to sewers after one pass is 11m1tod by sewer cs:pacities i n 
the nLoop" area. Extensive use of that type rould reouire great 
volumes of ~ater . Thus , in cities ~here the uater supply is 
purified, and tac111tiea tor the trentment of sew ge exiet, 
additional expense is incurred in tre ting the lar ger volumes . 
,. , ' .. 
I n Champa1gn-Urbar.a. over- develo~~ent of evi~tirr"' ~ell 1 
r,ra~ .(;",.,,/he r_Jt'c S7J~ fwr 
fields has made it neceasary to a.1.econtinu" the ur-e nf AP.tr con-
di t1on1ng and refrigerating inste.lle.tlona not prov:tded ·1th .. ater 
~alvag1ng equipment. 
I n I ndiana the Gener~l Assembly has enacted a law, 
to become effective Jan. l , 19/J.8, hich makes it unlawful for 
anyone to remove more than 200 gallons p er :n1nute of t·&ter from 
the ground by ~ny means and use it for •1r-cond1t1on1ng or cool1~ 
of air purposes unlees said waters are circulated through cooling 
towers or other devices and re-used, or are returned to the grouna 
through r echar ge wel ls, or a permit is secured as provided for in 
anotrer Section or the Act. Permite are issued only for areas in 
which engineering stunies do not forecast shortage. Use am 
return of water to the ground through recharge wells must be 
through a closed system and requires 8 permit from t he State Board 
of Health. 
ImproYements are being made to overcome water waste in 
cooling equipment. Their uee t o reduce '<later waste 1 f! eeaent 1al 
to conserve water resources. 
The solution of research problems by other agencies may 
permit I1J.1no1e w ter agencies to drop such studies from their 
procedures . The exner1ence of other states 1n dealing with 
various ua.ter rohlems can serve to simplify the necessary work 
on similar problems 1n I llinois. 
Mutual exchange of ioeas and 1nformati0n by those 
engaged in parallel and related fields of vater ut111zat1on 
will hasten our progress in appreciating this valu.eble resource. 
Adoption of a flexible program will make possible efficient 
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functioning of state agencies . 
F. 8TUDY OF REMEDIAL MEASURES. 
Remedial measures of some types have already been and 
still are under 1nve~t1gat1on in v~r1ous sections of the state . 
Independently or with other gr oups , the State Water Survffy Divisi on 
has assigned personnel and allocat ed funds to the exploration ot 
poss1b111ties that may lie in 
(1 ) Artificial recharge ot gravel deposit s 
located fairly near the ground surfac~. 
(?) Infiltration studies on land areas 
remote from interfering 1ntluences of 
concent1·a.tod pumpage. 
(3 ) SeepQgo thr?ugh test areas of ground 
surfsce in south- eastern Illinois. 
(4 ) The control or silt sedimentation 1n 
i mpounding reaerv irs and lakes. 
(5) Stu~1es of evaporation loRses from 
reservoirs and lakes. 
(6) Availability of reservoir sites and 
volumes of runoff in como2ra~ivelv small 
drainage basins, for possible development 
~a public we.ter supplies. 
(?) Studies on the ce.uoes and control of se.nd -
bo1ls occurring during f l oods. 
These are problems that are not receiving sufficient 
attention by other agencies - they are remedies that are not usual ly 
thought of ln connection with tre..ter shortages , where the standar d 
remedy is usually finding a new sou~ce of suppl y. 
1 . Proner Well Loc.i:ttions . 
In an art:cle , NThe Source of Water Der ived From 
Welle" , by Charles V. Theis , uublished in Civ. Eng. 10 : 277, May 
1 940 , he point ea. out that 1cl.e$Jl devel opment of any aquifer from 
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the standpoint of maximum utilization of supply would follow 
these points: 
(a) Pumps should be placed as close as 
economically possible to areas: 
(1) Of rejected recharge or n tursl 
discharge. 
(2) Where ground water 1s being lost 
by evaporation or transpiration, or 
(3) Where surface water, fed by, or 
rejected by, ground water cannot 
be used. 
(b) In areas remote from zones of natural discharge 
or rejected recharge, pumps should be spaced as 
uniformly as possible throughout the available 
area. 
(c) The amount of pumning in any one locality should 
be limited. 
Until more-complete basic data on extent and chs.raoter 
of aquifers are more complete, Il11noie cannot do the Job in this 
field as well as it needs doing. 
2. Artificial Recharging, 
Replenishment of over-developed ground water sources 
of supply, or the increase of underground storage of water may 
sometimes be accomplished by artificial recharging measures. 
Another possible use of recharging lies in the develo~-
ment of new supplies 1n areas where surface storage is not feasible. 
Water so stored is protected from the evaporation losses which 
affect reservoirs. 
Some comments on recharge are drawn from a discussion 
of "Pacific Coast Problems", by Samuel B. Morris, J.A.W.W.A., 
Vol. 34, P. 1613, Nov. 1942: 
•There are three common methods of spreading, the basin 
method, the furrow or ditch method, and the flooding method. A 
fourth method by use of pits, shafts ard drilled wells is less 
frequently sucoeaafully practiced. --No spreading s ystem 1e 
satisfactory if the water to be spread ca rries a high p ercentage 
of silt. The clearest water 1a required where shafts are uaed. 
Basins, flooding and ditch methods, 1n t hat order, have increasing 
abilit y to handle silt-laden water.• 
Ground water storage increase by recharge has been 
common practice in many western states for several years. 
California, in particular, makes extensive use of this method. 
In certain localities, clarified or completely purified 
water, drawn from cold surface sources, is discharged into the 
ground to supplement limited supplies. Colder water 1s thus made 
available for special uses or for general use during the warmer 
months. 
An interesting and useful study of 'Temperature and 
Turbidity of Some River Waters in Illinois• has been completed 
by Dr. Max Suter of the Illinois State ,rater Survey. This study 
was instigated as one element of recharge studies in the Peoria 
area. 
At Peoria the ava1lab111ty of ground water is limited 
by the safe yield or gravel deposits. Excessive extraction might 
be eliminated by recharging measures, by developing supplementary 
surface supplies, or by a combination or both methods . The 
desirability of examining the su1tab111ty of river water for 
recharge use in the Peoria area wa s indicated and undertaken. 
At the same time similar information was worked up from available 
data for other localities. 
" .. ' .. ' 
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Chemical and sanitary qualities are not discussed, 
other than to indicate that recharge water would be chlorinated. 
Temperature and turbidity were considered to be 
i mportant because: 
(a) I ndustry ._,ants clear cold water. 
(b) Clogging of the infiltration area 
must be minimized. 
(c) The chlorine demand 1s affected by both factors . 
3. &urface ater as Source Instead of Ground Water, 
The use of surface water may serve as a remedial 
measure when surface water 1s used tor applications that do not 
necessarily require pure or clear water. Some industries have 
occasion to use 4 to 6 different qualities of water, ranging from 
untreated stream flow to distilled water. 
It is often a waste or valuable resources to use cool 
ground waters or purified surface -.raters tor purposes that could 
be served equally well by other water. This 1s part1oulerly 
true where questions of extensive duplicate d1str1but1on systems 
are not involved. However health requirements sometimes make it 
desirable to avoid duplicate systems, particularly throughout 
mu.n1ci:palit1es. 
Surface water treatment and use may also prove to be 
the remedy for disadvantages associated with hard, mineralized 
ground waters. Savings 1n use of soap, savings in water-heating 
coats are benefits. A reduction in fire insurame premiums, due 
to a more plentiful water suppl y 1s also an incentive to change. 
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4. Use of Cooling Towers or SprAy Ponds in Recirculation 
SyatemR as a Method f or Reducin~ Water Requirements. 
This method of conserving water has already been 
mentioned in connection with air conditioning and air cooling 
applicat i ons. 
Many other applications of heat exchangers are used 
i n industr ial , commercial and utility plants. A waste wa ter 
survey i n many plants would r eveal possible economy, as well as 
a saving of water , by re- r outing certa in process waters . Metering 
1s a big help in tracking down wastef ul uses of process water. 
Extensive use of meters 1s essential 1n conducting eff ective 
waste surveys. 
The use of treated sewage for cooling gas- engine 
Jacket water is common practice 1n sewage treatment plants. In 
summer months the jacket water contains heat i n excess of the 
needs for heating of digesters. Such excess heat 1s often dis-
sipated t hrough coils submerged 1n the sewege aeration tanks . 
One example of industrial use of sewage plant effluent 
is a large steel company which purchases treated sewage f r om the 
city of Baltimore for needs that do not requir e a pure supoly ot 
water. 
The data given in Table No. 11 on r ates of water use 
1n 1937 for air conditioni ng equipment in several Illinois cities 
appeared in a market research publication of the U. s. Department 
of Commerce entitled: "Effect of City Water and Setterage Fac1J.1t1es 
on Industrial Markets and Their Relation to the Market for Air 
Conditioning• . These dat a give some 1dea of the magnitude of use 
in one pha.ae or cooling. 
•• •• ' 1 •• 
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5. Construction of Surface Storage Reseno1rs, Multiple Purpose. 
Mention has been made previously of the multiple 
uses that may be made of impounded supplies, when cooperative 
development is carried on by varied interests. 
Two uses not yet discussed herein are: 
(a) To clarify water for use in recharging 
ground waters. 
(b) For flood control or flow retardation. 
The Ohio Conservancy Districts afford examples of 
the development of a series of flood storage reservoirs on 
the headwaters of streams previously subject to serious 
floods. 
In this connection, Mr. Samuel B. Morris is quoted 
again from his 1 Pac1f1c Coast Problems• - already referred 
to on Page 1_: "Water conservation by spreading 1s ideal 
in combination with flood control storage. Peak flows are 
caught 1n surface storage reservoirs and then ra.pidly 
released in a more clarified condition to percolate into 
the ground making the surface storage available for later 
peak flows.• 
It may be inferred thet recharge functions can 
be served to a high degree if such flood control reservoirs 
can be favorably located with respect to suitable 1nf11-
trat1on areas. The poss1b111t1es for application or this 
practice in Illinois need 1nvest1gat1on. 
.. ... ' .. 
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6. Soil Erosion Control to Reduce Runoff and Soil Losses. 
'!'he condition of land in Illinois 1s summarized as 
















2 . 3 
Cond1t1on 





Stated source of the data - Illinois Agriculture 
Experiment Station. 
The report quotes the Illinois Agriculture Exner1ment 
Station's latest report as follows: "At least half of the 
privately-owned woodland of the state 1s over-grazed and 
otherwise mismanaged. Only one-tenth of the woodland, less 
than 300,000 acres is 1n public ownership. Much of the land 
~'h1ch should be reforested 1e now subject to destructive 
erosion". 
The Planning Comm1ss1on 1s report continues: •The 
most heavily eroded parts of the state are 1n the southern 
half of the state along the major rivers. Much of the wood-
land mentioned 1s also in this southern half of the state. 
The reclamation of these eroded and wooded areas serves the 
state in four major ways: 
* 1947 Report and Recommendations of the Committee on Industry, 
Illinois Post- 'ar Planning Commission 
- .. . 
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(a) It saves the land. 
(b) It holds b ck flood waters. 
(o} It makes productive crop of timber. 
(d) It provides the tacil1t1ea tor a n~~., industr1 
in recreation and resort development.• 
The comm1ss1on goes on to show that land erosion 
1s a factor 1n employment. The follo ing distribution of 
percentages of the population dependent on public aid in 
Februar1, 1946 is sholm 1n the report: 
Number or Per Cent of Population Dependent 
Counties on Public Aid - Febrwtrl,1246 
21 o.o~ to ?.5t 
47 2.6% to 5. o,% 
24 .5.1" to 7.,% 
10 7 .6f, nd over 
The thirty-tour cohnt1es 1n the last two groups 
are all in the seriouel7 eroded areas of the southern halt 
of the state. Eight or the ten counties 1n the last group 
are in the most seriously eroded, extr eme southern part ot 
Ill1no1e. 
A further 1cpl1cation of erosion lies 1n its 
effect on ater supplies. 'l'he southern third or the state 
depends for the most part on surface sources of water eupply, 
pr1no1pall7 impounding r servo1rs. Sed1 ent tion or eroded 
1011 ehortens the etteot1Te lite of these reservoirs. It 1 
a regrettable combination ot circumstances that operates to 
the d1eadTantage of all. 
•· • l I II 
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Too much emphasis cannot be placed on the extreme 
importance of erosion control in upatr run areas where 
preo1p1tation beg1na to collect in the smallest or stream-
lets. i'hie control preserves topsoil as ·ell as holding 
back flood aters. 
7. Volunt ry Reduction or 1asteful Use or Water 
Some comment has been made regarding the value of 
w ate water surveys 1n industrial plants, and the need tor 
metering as an aid. 
Now that manpower, equipment and replacements are 
more readily available, much can be accomplished in reducing 
the wastage or water. As a rule, municipal waterworks, 
when surveyed periodically for leaks, detect and eliminate 
le ks.gee ·hich more than oompeneate for the cost of the 
survey. 
Private consumers are not immune from wasteful 
ha.b1 ts in the use or water, partioularly if there happens 
to be no meter on their service connections. It 1ould be 
ell 1r we were reminded occasionally that ve are merely 
temporary 'custodians" and •users0 or these natural water 
resources. We have an obligation to our descendants, the 
future •custodians• and "users• not to squander these 
supplies irresponsibly and wastefully. 
8. Adontion or Universal '.Metering. 
The public interest, 1n reality the individual 
t Xpayer's pocketbook, requires that the costs of supplying 
ater and disposi ng of wastes be kept to reasonable minimums. 
.. - . . 
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Costs vary with the Tolumes supplied or treated. Universal 
metering of service water connections 1s 1ntluent1al 1n 
reduo1ng the total volume of ate r which has to be collected, 
purified and distr1buted4 The uaed water must then be treated 
again as sewage before it oen be released to water couraes 
1n harmless form. 
There is no influence quite as effect1Te a a 
meter (unless it be a •outorr• warning from the water 
department) to cause a householder to expediter pairs on 
a leak in his system. Small leaks, apparently negligible, 
have an insidious iay of really amounting to something on 
the me ter and the quarterly water bill. The aggregate of 
man1 such leaks in a communit1 represents an inexcusable 
l1aste of water. Metering 1a the most effeotivo mes.ns of 
revealing such leaks and producing the incentive to elimi-
nate them. 
9. Development of Collecting or Infiltration Galleries 1n 
Suitable permeable Areas near Streams. 
An example of a relatlv ly shallow source of 
ground~at e r supply which has been developed along a stream 
is at Des Moines , Io a, ~-here the groundwater 1e periodically 
augmented by surface flooding with river water. In various 
localities along the Ohio River and 1n the Dayton, Ohio 
area, heavy ground 1ater extractions are made from area~ 
near the stream. These sources appear to be recharged from 
the r1Tera with a satisfactory quality or water. 
Possibilities or developing s1 1lar supplies a long 
the pr1ncipsl streams of I111no1s should not be overlooked 
.. " .... ' ,, 
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in the search for new and undeveloped sources. 
10. Crop Rotation or Changes 1n Cult1vat1on Practices. 
'l'he extent to which lands are used affecta runoff 
conditions. Dense vegetation, combined with loose organic 
matter and hum.us in the top soil, slows up the runoff and 
permits a large proportion of precipitation to be absorbed 
1n the lower layers of soil. Much of this absorbed water 
may later be lost by plant use and evaporation. In the 
meantime, however, runoff has been reduced or retarded. 
Where advantage 1s taken of suit able crops and vegetation, 
the destructive effect of erosion associated with barren 
compacted land surfaces are min1m1zed . 
Certain agricultural practices are being urged 
and are gradually coming into greater use to slow up runoff 
and promote infiltration. The examples which follow are 
condensed from a National Resources Committee Report of 
December, 1935,entitled "Little Watere: A Study of Head-
water Streams and other Little Waters: Their Use and 
Relations to the Land:• 
(a) Selective use of land, whereby only the 
more fertile and level lands are devoted to 
tilled crops and excessively sloping lands 
to forest and pasture. 
(b) Rotation of crops. Land devoted to single 
crops loses more soil and moisture than 
rotated land. Replenishment or humus and 
addition of fertility by the growth of 
legumes occur when rotation 1s pract i ced. 
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(c) Cultivation of tilled lands 
(1) Avoiding excessive duet-like pulver-
1zat1on or top so11, so as to promote 
absorption. 
(2) Contour plowing, at right angles to 
elope, to promote retardation and 
infiltration. 
(3) Terracing where moderately sloping 
land 1s under cultivation. 
(4) Strip planting or strip cropping, 
which consists ot parallel, alternating 
bands of iater- conserv1ng soil-holding 
crops and cultivated crops. The bands 
usually follow the contours . 
(d) Check dams - Used where erosion ha.s already 
advanced to the gully stage, large and small. 
(e) Check dams on streams which flow only during 
periods ot heavy rainfall. 
(t} Ponds and reservoirs, which serve such 
additional purposes as water for farm animals, 
fish cultivation, water fowl, fire protection, 
and garden i r rigation. 
(g) Swamps, marshes and wet lands - Some ad-
vantages accompany the return of small un-
t1llable areas to wet cond1t1one by closing 
up drainage outlets. Possible benefits l ie 
in certain berry crops end 1n the attraction 
of · 11d fowl and f ur -bearing animals. 
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In an earlier section dealing with soil erosion, 
reforestation has been mentioned. The aocumulated litter 
on and in the forest lands tends to retard runoff and promote 
1nf1ltration or precipitation. 
G. EDUCATION OF PUBLIC TO CONSERVE AND 
USE WATER RESOURCES INTELLIGENTLY 
Many effeot1ve media are available tor keeping 
people informed with regard to water resources . In setting 
up 1ts statewide program ot water planning few years ago, 
the Ohio Water Resources Board made advantageous use of the 
radio. A series of weekly broadcasts was resented, 1n 
non- teohn1oal fashion, to inform people as to objectives, 
benefits and their responsibilities in furthering the 
progress of a complete ~ater plan for the state. 
Documentary films, prepared talks, recorded 
programe and similar material can find use 1n sohoole, 
service clubs, community gatherings and county fairs. 
Once a definite plan or action has been set up 
by the responsible water r esources agency, eTery reasonable 
means should be ut111zed to publicize the plan. A course 
of action, dealing with the development or our eter resources 
on a basis of sound engineering theory and practice, deserves 
the very best ot leadership in making 1t publicly known. 
The eduo tional phase of water resource planning needs to 
be a continuing one. Ti ely reports, v1su 1, oral or printed, 
which inform the people where progress has been made, or where 
and in what way the pl n is being impeded, are necessary to 
maintain a continued interest in the project. 
H. 
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POOLING OF ALL DATA FOR STUDY, 
INTERPRETATION AND PUBLICATION OF 
FLIDINGB 'l'O ALL L~T RESTED 
Information that is merely gathered and filed away 
for possible future use performs very little service. Where-
ever possible, records and 1nformat1on on water resources 
should be interpreted immediately .and published in under-
standable terms. Da.ta a.re more useful if they can be com-
piled and interpreted while the investigators are familiar 
with the o1roumstanoee that prevailed when the information 
was secured. 
In addition to finding and explaining what the 
information means, 1t must be employed to secure efficient 
development of the water resources. 
The res~ons1ble agency charged with promulgating 
and carrying on the uater development progrAI!l of the state 
should be the clearing house or central pool for all uertinent 
data on water resources. L1mitet1one of personnel and f acilities 
within the responsible agency would require that much of the 
data be prepared in usable form by the cooperating groups. 
In many instances the agency would be relying on individuals 
for data. Pumpage records 1n communities and industries are 
examples. Maximum cooperation should be enlisted by emphasizing 
that the principal benefit of such data would accrue to the 
community or industr y. The state agency would not, 1n other 
words, be intruding, but merely be receiving copies of local 
routine records, for use 1n the over-all plan. 
" ... ,.._ 11 It 
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Added i ncentive will be created tor the cont1nuat1on 
end expansion of fact-f1nd.1ng mea.suree if frequent reports are 
made to the associated organizations and the peo-ole at large. 
Con!1dence and support are fostered by open-handed practice of 
sharing and publicizing 1nformat1on on the plan ' s progress. 
It may become necessary to recommend regulatory 
measures. If the citizens have been fam111ar1zed with each 
step already accompl1shed, popular support of euch leg1slat1on 
will be more easily commanded. 
Much more can be achieved if each 1nd1v1dual and 
group senses that it 1s a necessary and a contributing partici-
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The foregoing chapters have outline some of the 
technical problems that confront Illinois, and aome of .thoae 
that will grow in importance. 'l"ne preceding chapter described 
the work that 1s necces aary for securing information on w~ter 
resources , so that these resources may be used to best advantage . 
Thie chapter examines the agencies that are concerned with ~ater 
resources, so that we may see the existing administrative and 
organizational framework within which this work will be carried 
on. 
The very nature of water, its distribution, its 
properties of penetration and mobility prevent us from dea,ling 
with it in an isolated manner. Anything that is done with wa.ter 
in one area has resulting effects elsewhere. Water- 'JSe plans 
cannot, therefore , be restricted by an individual user ' s interests, 
nor by the special interests of a particular agency. The follow-
ing paragraphs will portray some of tha interests encountered on 
various planning levels. 
1 . Federal and StQte I nterests, 
In 1936 the National Resources Committee, later called 
the National Reaouroee Planning Board began a nation- wide study 
of our natural resources. For the purposes of studying the water 
resources , the country was divided into 17 major drainage d1etr1cts. 
Ill1no1s was a part of tbree of these districts, t h e Upper 
Mississippi- Red River of the North District , the Great Lakes-
St. Lawrence District and the Ohio District. The first one was 
divided into smaller drainage basins , one of which, uupper 
Mississippi Basin c•, included the major portion of I111no1s. 
. • 
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A number of other federal agencies participated in 
th1e work. The Illinois State Planning Commission and eeveral 
Departments of the State Government cooperated in the national 
s tudy. Illinois was d1Y1ded into its eight major drainage basins, 
i n each of which a survey of the economic conditions and deficiencies 
in water resources was made. A program of research and construction 
designed to supply the det1c1encies was suggested and this order 
or priority was recommended : 
(a) To get 1ntormat1on for proper action later. 
(b) Construction projects having adequate data available . 
(o) Projects having benefits that greatly exceed costs . 
( d ) Multi- purpose projects having great value tor many. 
(e) Projects of immediate urgency. 
(t) Projects unlikely to be delayed legally. 
(g) Projects apt to tit into over-all plan later. 
( h ) Projects already author;~ed or under way. 
Details of the Illinois studies and recommendations were 
published l>y the State Planning Commission in eight volumes during 
1938, 1939 and 194o. 
Federal agencies which had interests in thie work were 
the Bureeus of B1ologioal Survey, Fisheries and Mines , the National 
Park Service, the U. s. Geological Survey; the U. s. Engineers, the 
Federal Power Commission; the U. s. Public Health Service, the 
Weather Bureau, and the Soil Conservation Service • 
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War act1v1t1es interrupted and interfered with the 
orderly progress or these plans and the National Resources 
Planning Board went out of existence 1n June 1944. The programs 
la1d out under this agency should be reviewed to determine whether 
they are 1n accord w1th Illinois' present need. The national over-
all water policy is the proper background for any sound water plan-
ning done within the state. 
At this time the nation has no well-thought-out water 
policy. The need for one 1s so evident that numer ous groups are 
petitioning Congress to formulate suoh a policy. Th1s policy is 
bound to influence the thinking in Illinois, but it may be a long 
time in preparation. Meanwhile there are certain meesures needed 
in Illinois that should be put into effect without waiting formu-
lation of the national water policy. 
2. Interstate Interests. 
Cb.a.rt No. 2 deals with Illinois agencies having varied 
degrees of interest in water resources. However, certain inter-
state groups have been given a place in the diagram, to indicate 
that Illinois regards these problems on more than an intra-state 
scale. 
Illinois is represented by three persons on the 
M1es1ssipp1 Nalley Water Use Council, and by four legislators 
and one other person on the Interstate Flood Relief and Prevention 
Commission. The duties of the latter group consist of : 
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(2) Cooperating with agencies of other states, the 
Council on State Government, and the Federal 
Government on plans tor flood control, revent1on 
and relief. 
(b) Recommending such plans to the I llinois General 
Assembly for action. 
The Illinois Commission on Intergovernmental Coooerat1on 
has t h e task of recommending for adoption compacts between the 
state and other governmental unite. It also exchanges research 
data and information, and promotes better union among other 
agencies in the nation. This commission has twelve appointed 
members and f1ve ex-officio members, one of whom is the chairman 
of the Illinois Port-war Planning Commission. 
The Ohio River Valley Sanitation Commission ls composed 
of three members from each of the eight signatory states 1n the 
Ohio River watershed. Its principal concern is with pollution 
or this river. It establishes and enforces standards of treat-
ment for sewage a nd industrial wastes to be discharged into the 
Ohio River system. 
3. st~te InterePt8. 
A number or state agencies have varied interests in water 
resources. Many of t hese agencies have administrative or functional 
responsibilities for public activities that use water or derive 
benefits from it . Each euch agency is 1n a position to provide 
the most reliable information obtainable in regard to water require-
ments for its particular field. 
With the help of the Illinois Revised Statutes, Chart 
No. 2 was prepared, the better to visualize the number of agencies 
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involved, and the extent of their functions . From Chart No . 2 
1t may be seen that there are more than 30 state agencies con-
cerned with water resources problems. Many ot these agencies 
l ook at water resources from specialized viewpoints, auoh as 
fish and game conservation, health, drainage, and highway con-
struction. 
Of the many state agencies concer ned, four are charged 
with wide responsibilities and powers relative to water resources . 
a. Board of Water RP.sO'rces and Flood Control . 
' The Board of Water Repourcee and Flood Control was 
created in 1945 by an Act of the 64th General Assembly. 3nec1fic 
povers and duties of this Board are summarized as follo•--a : 
(a) Study coordination of the uses of water 
for the maximum benefit . 
(b) Require any necessary work from any state 
agency. 
(o) Makes rules and regulations needed to carry 
out this Act . 
(d) Represent the state on surface water matters 
involving Ill1no1s and the U. s. or any of 1ts 
agencies. 
(e ) Arbitrate and provide ways and means for the 
equitable reconc111at1on and adjustment of 
the various conflicting claims and rights to 
water by users or uses . 
(r) Recommend legislation on conservation or 
utilization of water resources. 
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(g) Make reports to the Governor or the General 
Assembly as required. 
(h) Conduct hearings, issue subpoenas, and 
administer oaths 1n carrying on its work. 
This Board is made up or the Directors of the Department 
of Agriculture, Conservation, Public Health, Public Works and 
Buildings, and of Reg1strnt1on and Education. The technical 
secretary of the Bo0 rd 1s chosen from the Department ot Public 
Works and Buildings. 
b. Board of Natural Resources and Conservation, 
This Board in the Department of Registration and 
Education consists of the : 
Director of Registration and Education,Chairman 
President of the University of Illinois 
An expert in biology 
An expert in geology 
An expert 1n engineering 
An expert in chemistry, and 
An expert in forestry. 
The ex-oert members are_requ1red by law to be qualified by ten 
years e~per1ence in practicing or teaching their seyeral 
professions. 
In addition to certain specified departmental 
advisory and 1nveat1gat1ve duties, the Boerd 1s charged with 
admtn1ster1ng the following pouers of the Department of Regis-
tration and Education : 
•To investigate and study the natural rosourcee 
of the State and to prepare printed reports and furnish 
information fundamental to the conservation and develon-
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ment of natural resources and f or that purpose the 
officers and employees t hereof may enter and cross 
all lands in th1s State, doing no damage to nrivate 
property• . (Chapter 127, Section 58, Paragranh 13, 
Illinois Re~lsed Statutes). 
•To cooperate with and advise departments 
having administrative powers and duties relat1~ 
to the natural resources of the State, and to 
cooperate with similar departments 1n other states 
am with the United States Government•. (Chapter 127, 
Section ~8, paragraph 14, Illinois Revised Statutes). 
The Board of Natural Resources and Conservation is 
specifically directed by the statutes, Cha~ter 127, Section 
63, paragraphs l to 4, to: 
1. Consider and decide all matters pertaining 
to natural history, geology, water and water 
resources, forestry, and allied research, 
1nvest1gat1onal and scientific work; 
2. Select and appoint, without reference to the 
state civil service law, members of the 
scientific staff, prosecuting such research, 
1nvest1gational and sc1ent1f1c work; 
3. Cooperate with the University of Il linois 1n the 
use of scientific staff and equipment; 
4. Cooperate with the various depart ments 1n 
research, 1nvest1gat1onal and scientific work 
useful in the prosecution of the work of any 
department . 
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The Board of Natural Resources and Conservation 
suoervises the carrying out of its powers by three survey 
organizations that are Divisions of the Department of Regis-
tration and Education. The State Water Survey Division is 
one of these three Surveys. It has been an active participant 
in the functions of the Board of Water Resources and Conservation 
since the Board' s initial meeting Jan. 8, 1946. 
The followi ng Statutory duties have been assigned to 
the State Water Survey : 
1 . To publish from time to time the results of 
its investigation of the mineral quality, 
volumes and flow of underground and surface 
waters of the state to the end that the 
available water reaources of the state may 
be better known. 
2. To make mineral analyses of samples nt we ter 
from mun1c1~~1 or private sources, giving no 
opinion !rom those analyses of the hygienic, 
phyeinlogical or medicinal quality of such 
waters. 
Shared jointy by the StPte Water Survey and State 
Geological Survey are these duties : 
1. To study the geolo ical formation of the state 
with reference t o its resources of coal , ores, 
cl~ya, building stones, cement, mate~ials 
suitable tor uee in the construction of roads, 
gas , mineral and artesian water and other products . 
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The Water Survey shall limit the activity 
under thie duty to study of artesian water 
from the standpoint of mineral quality, 
quantity and treatment , but \11thout reference 
to any geological implications. 
2. To collect facts and data concerning the 
volumes and flow of underground waters 
of the state. 
Responsibility for collection of such 
data rests with the State Water Survey. 
fuenever it is incident to the collection 
of geological data, the State Geological Survey 
is permitted to collect such ground water data, 
which shall bs promptly reported to the Water 
Survey so the tile on volumes and flow will be 
complete. All such data collected by either 
the State Geological Survey or the Water Survey 
is to be kept in the files of the Water Survey 
and ia to be available et all times to both 
Surveys. 
All information given out regArd1ng volumes 
and flous or underground water shall be through 
the Water Survey. The Geological Survey may give 
out such information only when 1t will assist in 
inter preting the geological data and when both 
Surveys are in agreement as to the 1ntormat1on to 
be released. 
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3 . To determine tho mineral quality of water f rom 
different geological formations and surface 
waters for tha various sections ot the state. 
All analytical vork and inter pretation 
· or auch determinations to be done 1n the Water 
Survey. 
Interpretation of the mineral auality of 
water u1th ref erence to different geological 
f ormations a matter of Joint respons1b111ty. 
The following duties ere shared by the three Surveys, 
Natural History, Geological and Water : 
1 . To i nvestigate and study the natural resources 
ot the state and to prepare printed reports and 
f urnish information fundamental to the con-
servation and uevelopment or natural resources. 
2. To cooperate and advise departments having 
administrative power s and duties relating to 
the natural resources of tne State and to 
cooperate with similar depart ments in other 
states a.ncl 1.11 th the U. s . gover nment . 
The State Water Survey D1via1on and the Stat~ 
Geological Survey share the tollouing duty Jointly : 
To cooperate with the U. s. Geological 
Survey in the preparation and completi on 
ot a contour topogranhlc map and the col-
lection, recording and printing of water 
resource data including stream flow measure-
ments. 
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c . Lec1Plat1ve Flood Study Commiseion. 
A third agency embracing over-all activitiee with 
respect to water resources was the Illinois Legislative Flood 
Study Commission, created by an Act of the 63rd General Assembly, 
approved July ?2, 1943. Its functions were amended and continued 
by a Resolution of the 64th General Assembly. One of its assigned 
duties was "to make or cause to be made a complete and thorough 
survey of the causes underlying the diminishing ground water supply 
throughout the state of Illinois* . 
To carry out its studies, the Commission employed 
consulting engineer~. The 1947 reports of the conaultants 
outlines the areas 1n 1111.nois where there are d1m1n1eh1ng ground 
water supplies e.nd concludes as follmrig : 
"It ie recommended th~t an orderly and cont1nuoua 
proGraa of study of all ground water and surface water sources 
of the state, together with an estimate of the fund~, nersonnel 
and equipment necessary to carry such progre..ms into effect be 
prepared by the Illinois State Water Survey and submitted to 
the General Assembly. It le f urther recommended that the -General 
Assembly give serious consideration to implementing a nrogram of 
this kind.". 
The work of this Comm1se1on was of great value in 
acquainting the Legislature with the over- all neede of the state 
1n the water resource field. However, the 65th General Assembly 
did not provide for continuance of the Comm1ee1on. 
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d. Post- war Planning Comm1$~1on, 
The Illinois Post- inir Planning Commission , eetabl1shed 
by an Act of the 63rd General Assembly apnroved Jul~ 9, 1943, 1s a 
fourth agency tnat has a nu~ber of b~sio duties , the moat pertinent 
of which are : 
(a) To make a thorough study and 1nvest1gat1on 
of the natural resources or the state. 
(b) To maintain liaison w1th federal officials 
and agencies concerned with post-war planning, 
and to exchange 1nformat1on on this subject 
with state and local governments. 
(c ) To formulate plans and nake recommendations 
ror the further, development of the state ' s 
resources which will be helpful to agriculture, 
labor, the coneU1;1ing public, mining, manu-
facturing , industry, transportation , conser-
vation of foreeta , soil , stree.ms and other 
resource a. 
I n order to carry out these dutiea the Commission 
is accorded the power to •utilize any department or agency 
of the State Government in the preparation of such plans , and 
to employ such experts and assistants as may be found neoeeeery 
for cArrying out the prov1a1ona ot this Act" . 
Prior to 1943 this work ras aes1gnsd to the Illinois 
Stste Planning Commission. 
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e . Other Agenctes Concerned with W!tter Resources . 
Ch.art No. 2 shous a great many other state agencies 
te-1th rel~ted water interests. They are distributed throu h the 
legislative, executive ana. jud.1c1al branches of the state govern-
ment. 
In the Leg1ela.tivs branch, comm1ee1one not already 
noted are 'l'he Flood Relief Commission, nd the Illinois- Michigan 
Canal Commission, both of ·which uere orea.tAd by the 64th General 
Assembly. The Legislative Reference Bureau serves legisl~tors, 
and advises on statute revisions . The Lec1alat1ve Council prepares 
leg1alat1on on iaoues of public policy and state 1ntere~t . Several 
House and Sorlate Committeea have water interests. 
In the Judicial branch, State Clrcu1t Courts, Cook Co. 
Superior Court, and other County Courts have concurrent authority 
1n establishing drai~age districts and drainage and levoe districts . 
County Courts also have authority with respect to the establish-
ment of sanitary districts, mosquito abatement districts , nublic 
water districts , and river conservancy districts . The principal 
interests of these districts are summarized on the diagram. 
In the Executive branch, the Sanitary Vater Boa.rd has 
important duties and enforcement authority vith respect to the 
abatement of pollution of public ;iaterP . The Commerce Commission 
has supervision over ?ater utility rates . The Un1Yers1ty o! 
Illinois provides buildings for the Geological, Natur al History 
and Water Survey Divisions of the Department of Registration 
and Education. The University furnishes public ser71ces, through 
its Agricultural and Engineering Experiment Stations, And, through 
staff groups that prepare regional reports. Many nf these studi~s 
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include water interests. 
Departments and their Nwater- 1ntereet• Divisions 
not already mentioned are : 
Public Health - Division or Sanitary Engineering. 
Public Works and 
Buildings - D1v1siona ot Parka, Highways and 
Wateruays . 
Labor - Division of Statistics and Research. 
Mines & - Division of 011 and Gas Conservation 
Minerals which issues water well permits . 
Conservation - Divisions of Fish and Forestry. 
Agriculture - Soil Conservation Districts Boards. 
Finance - The Illinois Development Council 
which promote the facilities and 
adv,ntages of the state. 
The interests of each are outlined in detail on 
Chart No. 2. 
Moat or the departments have Advisory and Non- Executive 
Boards, each or which studies its depar tment ' s f ield and the 
conduct of its work, and renders advisory service. 
It will be noted that the Divisions of Sanitary 
Engineering and of Water rays have many duties related to tater. 
'l'he former 1 e ohiet interest 1s in guarding the public health. 
The D1v1e1on of vaterways present functions pertain 
chiefly to flood control and prevention, super vision of n v1-
gat1on in 1 ter ays , safeguarding of public waters, deeign, 
construction and eupervis1on of etruoturee in and adjacent to 
public waters, and water-po er development i nterests. 
Through eucoeeeive consolidation of commissions and 
through legislative enactments , the Department of Public Works 
and Buildings has acquired a t r emendous number of detailed 
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powers. Most of these are of 11m1ted nature, however, and the 
Department lacks the power to prevent or halt certain water uses 
that may be against the public interest. 
4. Drainage B~ains. 
Illinois is naturally divided into eight major dreinage 
basins, leaving two areas of rather small extent which drain 
directly into the Miseiss1pp1 River or into Lake Michigan. 
The principal interests or major problems in theee 
basins appeared in the 1938, 1939 and 194o Basin Reports of the 
Illinois State Planning Commiss ion as being: 
(a) Rock River Basin. 
(l) Flood control and prevention. 
(2) Reoesaions 1n rock well water levels. 
(3) Additional recreation and conservation 
areas needed. 
(4) Further elimination of pollution. 
(5) More observation wells and stream gaging 
stations and precipitation stations needed. 
(b) U"ner Illinois River Basin. 
(1) Consideration of detention reservoirs 
as flood om.trol measures. 
(2) Central and southern areas need more 
reoreationel sites. 
(3) Some need for water supply studies. 
(4) Further elimination of pollution. 
(5) Basic hydrologio data needed, such as 
well water levels, evaporation data, runoff 
ratios for various conditions, and stream 
gaging and. precipitation data. 
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(c) Lower Illinois River Basin. 
(1) Flood control measures. 
(2) Ground water and surface water supnly 
inves tigations needed. 
(3) Soil erosion control meMsures needed. 
(4) Recre8tion areas desirable. 
(5) Further elimination of pollution. 
(6) More stream gaging and precipitation 
stations needed, aleo observation wells. 
(d) Sangamon River Basin. 
(1) Some water supply problems. 
(2) Serious soil erosion conditions. 
(3) Need more recreation and wild life 
conservation areas. 
(4) Stream and meteorological data 
inadequate. 
(5) Further elimination of pollution. 
Ce) Kask~sk1a River Basin. 
(1) Deficient in flood control measures. 
(2) Ground waters 1nsuff1o1ent to sustain 
any large increase in extraction. 
(3) Deficiency of recreational fac111t1os. 
(4) Further el1m1nat1on of pollution. 
(5) Data on stre8ms, precipitation and vell 
water levels inadequate. 
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Ct) Wabash River Basin. 
(1) Study needed to determine whether any 
flood control measures are just1f1ed. 
(2) Seasonal fluctuations 1n drift well 
water tables. 
(3) Surface supplies affected by stream 
shrinkage 1n dry spells. 
(J~) De fie 1ent 1n recreational areas. 
(5) Further ~11m1nat1on of pollution. 
(6) Strsam, precipitation and observation 
well data inadequate. 
(g) Big Muddy River Basin. 
(1) About 1/2 of population without public 
water supply or sewer systems . 
(2) Further elimination of pollution. 
(3) Most of land. unfit for cultivation. 
(4) Recreational sites inadequat~. 
(5) Stream, precipitation and well levels 
data llS ed~d. 
(h) Ohio River Basin. 
(1) Surface and ground water supplies 
limited. 
(2) Some erosion control measures necessary . 
(3) Further pollution elimination. 
(4) 5tream, precipita tion arn well water 
levels data needed. 
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5. County <>r Regional Interests . 
There are clear trends toward county- wide planning 
in certain matters of general public interest. A number of 
County Health Districts have been established in I llinois to 
deal on a more localized basis wi th the same type ot problems 
that confront the State Health Department . Several County 
planning agencies have been functioning for some time in 
Illinois. Much is being done toward consolidation of school 
districts to a county basis. 
Thie might well result 1n efforts to deal with water 
problems on a county-wide basis. The state ot Ohio uses the 
county as the basis for the preparation of reports on wat6r 
resources and for its organ1ted system of securing water level 
data on a large number of wells throughout the state. 
The Illinois State Water Survey Division has a oon-
siderable amount of factual material 1n its files on county 
resources . 
Interests in water resources may ar1oe 1n regions 
comprising more than one county. An example 1a the suburban 
region ot Chicago, which extends westward into other counties. 
Some of the communities 1n this region are encountering 1ncreas-
1ng difficulties with deer,-well sources of water. Some of these 
troubles are due to lack of planning by the communities. The 
possibility of making available Lake Michigan water tor the 
entire region merits consideration. 
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6. Local I ntereAte, 
Another t r end 1n dealing with water supply problems 
was brought out in the Illinois State Planning Commiss1on 1 s 
Report of 1934. Estsbl1ehment of thi f ol lowi ng Metr opolitan 
Water Districts was r ecommended : 
1. Chic ago Regional District 
Most of Will Co. 
Moat of Lake Co. 
Part of McHenry Co. 
Part ot Kane Co. 
Par t or Kendall Co . 
Par t ot Kankakee Co. 
Corner of Grundy Co. 
2. LaSalle- Peru Distr ict 
50 m1. r d1us. 
All of DuPage Co. 
All of Coo~ Co. 
15 mi . radius . 
Par ts of LaSalle and Putnam and Bur eau Cos. 
3. Rook I sland Distr ict 20 m1 . r adius. 
Parts ot Rook I sland, Henr y and Mercer Cos. 
4. Bloomington- Normal Distr ict 10 m1. radius. 
Part ot McLean Co. only. 
5. Springfield District - Rectangular Area. 
Most or Sangamon Co. 
All of Menard Co. 
Parts of Logan, Macoupin , Montgomery, Christian Cos. 
6. Litchf ield- Staunton District 20 mi . radius . 
Small oor . of Christian Co. & Madison Co . & Bond Co. 
Parts of Montgomery and Macoupin Co . 
7. E. St . Louis District - Rect ~ngular. 
Part s or Madi son, St . Clair & Monr oe Cos. 
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8. W. Frankfort District - Rectangular. 
Franklin Co. and part of Williamson Co. 
7. Summ9ry 
A review of the agencies concerned with water resources 
shows that they are most numerous . Coordination of these agencies 
could continue to be carried on on a voluntary basis , but since 
the task or coordination will be complex, it should be overseen 
by the State Water Resources and Flood Control Board: the only 
state agency having suff1c1ently broPd authority to fill such 
an assignment . 
There is overlapping of water resource agenciew, powers 
am authorities 1n the Illinois Revised Ste.tutes. Ultimstely 
these will need to be codified. This cannot well be done until 
a clearer picture of water resource needs is painted. The 
preceding chapters have sketched t he technical outlines of that 
picture; the next chapter furnishes the legal pigments. 
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CHAPTER IX 
STATUS or WATER RIGHTS 
LEGISLATION IN ILLINOIS 
- 137-
Some familiarity with legal doctrines ot water use 
1s necessar y before proceeding to an examination or the specific 
needs for water leg1elat1on i n Illinois . The mo1t prese1ng and 
perhaps the most complex water resource problems at present are 
thoae dealing with ground- water r1ghts, hence this chapter is 
pointed espect ally toward study of ground- ,ater rights . Most 
of the conclue1oa s reached w111 be applicable to surface water 
rights. 
A. LEGAL DOCTRINES PERTAINING TO 
QBOUND- WA'rER USE IN THE U.S. 
The principal legal doctrines 1n existence 1n the 
United States on which use of ground water 1s based are given 
by Conk.ling (Transactions, American Society of Civil Engineers , 
Vol. 102, p. 753, 1937) as follows : 
•There are round to be four doctrines of law 1n 
the United States on which uae of underground 
water 1e based : 
(1) Absol ute ownership of water because of the 
ownership of land beneath which the water 1s 
tound, w1th no obligati on to respect the 
rights of others, 1s herei n termed t h e 
•doctrine of unreasonable uae 1 or the English 
rule ; 
(2) Absolu te ownership ot water to the extent of 
reason~ble use on the land beneath which the 
water 1s found, but w1th no right to export 
to distant land 1f by so doing damage 1s 
caused to another, 1s herein termed the 
"doctrine of reasonable use,• or the 
Amer i can rule; 
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(3) Ownereh1p, co- equal and correlative w1th 
that of every other land owner, or water 
lying over the basin, or riparian to a 
stream fed by water rising rrom the basin, 
1s herein termed the California doctrine; and 
(4) Entire lack of ownership on the part of the 
proprietor ot the land, but ownership by the 
state instead - which allows uee by appro-
priation under a procedure set by the state, 
or otherwise, and which is subject to prior 
rights of other users whether from the surface 
stream or from underground sources tributary 
to the stream - that 1s, the doctrine of prior 
appropriation. 
•These differences are successive and cumulative 
impositions ot control or, broadly speaking, the 
police power astound possible because of increased 
knowledge or ground water hydrology.• 
B, Legal Doctrine of Water 
Use 1n Illinois 
Failing any other enactment by the Ill1no1s legislature, 
the first or ~English rule• of common law would prevail . However, 
in the Aot creating the State Water Besources and Flood Control 
Board, House Bill No . 673, 64th General Assembly, the Ill1no1a 
legislature set forth in 1945: 
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•seotion l. It 1s hereby declared that the 
general welfare of the people of this state 
requires that the water resources of the state 
be put to beneficial use to the fullest extent 
of which ihey are capable, and that the waste 
or unreasonable use or unreasonable method of 
use ot water be prevented, and that the conser-
vation of such water is to be exercised with a 
view to the reasonable and benet1o1al use there-
of 1n the interest of the people and for the 
public welfare. The right to water or to the 
use of flow ot water in thie state is and shall 
be 11m1ted to ouch water ae shall be reaaonab11 
required tor the beneficial use to be served, 
and such right does not and shall not extend to 
the waste or unreaAonable uae or unreasonable 
method of use or unreasonable method or diversion 
of vater. 1 
Thus, Illinois has adopted a •reasonable use• doctrine. 
Such a doctrine could conceivably lead, by court deo1e1ona, 1nto 
the third: the •riparian• or "correlative rights• doctrine. 
Indeed it should, for the first half of the section quoted 
1s identical with wording of California l~v. 
To place the appropriative doctrine in effect would seem 
to require additional legislation although this will depend on 
how the courts interpret the pol1c1 and powerA 1n the Act creating 
the State Water Resources and Flood Control Board. 
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While the me bersh1p or the Boa.rd of W ter Resources 
and Floo~ Control is etated in the statute, no runds were 
provided tor dmih1ster1ng the operation of the water rights 
doctrine, nor was any spec1t1o organization for fact- rinding 
stated. 
l. ~easonable Use 
In the interests of water conservation, the Il11no1a 
Commerce Commission has authorized discontinuance of Aale from 
the public system of water used solely ~or cooling purpo es 
without ater conservation equipment t Champaign- Urbana. 
It would therefore appear that the Commission felt that use 
for cooling alone w snot, in this case, a reasonable uee. 
Assuredly, use for cooling 1e beneficial for some. 
However, 1n a locality where the water resourcee and distributive 
fac111t1e are adequate tor general uee, but overtaxed by 
furnishing water for cooling alone, use for cooling would not 
seem to be a •reasonable and beneficial. use 1n the 1ntereet 
of the people and tor the common welfare.• At present, 1n 
Champaign-Urbana, nd at other locations in Illinois, the uee 
of w ter from the pub11o supply for cooling has been hs.lted, 
but at the same time, tater may be withdrawn from private welle 
by any one for an1 use. 
A use that 1s unreasonable where reeourcea or tac111t1es 
are strained to their 11m1t might be reasonable at a loc t1on 
where more-than-adequate resources exist. It can hardly be eaid 
that cooling uses re everywhere unreasonable. Perhaps useo will 
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need to be given priorities according to their public benefit. 
Some of these uses are : publ1o water suppl1, tire protection, 
food processing, paper manufacture, steam boiler use, and 
chemical processing. The assignment of priorities to such 
varying uses would be difficult, but would seem more equitable 
than allocation ot priorities solely on.a basis of sequence of 
beginning the use of water. 
C. LEGISLATIVE HEEDS IN ILLINOIS 
The examples of areas or local ground water overdraft 
given in Chapter VI can be divided into three classes: (a) 
Those that can solve themselves b1 economic rule, as in the 
Chicago and Champaign- Urbana areas, (b) those involving similar 
conflict but soluble by engineering, as at Peoria, and (c) those 
that involve a conflict ot public and industrial requirements, 
but that are not readily soluble by engineering techniques, as 
at Joliet. 
l. Development of Supplementary Supplies 
The economic welfar e of a community 11 dependent to 
a large degree on the welfare ot its industries. The community 
therefore often cannot afford to perm1t the restriction of 
resources such as ater to the point where local 1nduetr1es 
are excessively handicapped. On the contrary, communities 
are often well- Justified 1n going to considerable expense 
to reinforce these resources. Many Illinois communities 
have voluntarily rel1nqu1ehed takings ot local ground water 
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and sought other sources - either remote surface or ground 
water supplies. Suoh a course is open to eTery commun1t7 
under existing lava. 
2 . Reatr1ot1ons in Use 
On the other hand, 1t a State or local authority 
should desire to compel the reduotion of unreasonable ater 
use to protect the public water supply, or to oonserve the 
ground water supply to assure a long- lived yield for industrial 
use, it ould find no teated statute under which this could be 
done 1n Illinois. To make this possible would require permissive 
legislation by which, under State superv1a1on, areas could be 
designated within whioh the takings of ground water could be 
restricted 1n the common interest. 
3. Recharging ot Aquifers 
No practicable legal method is known that authorizes 
recharge or ground water sources that are being overdrawn by 
diverse users. It requires legislative action to permit the 
eett1ng up or agencies empowered to carry on the recharge work. 
A knott7 task 11 figuring out who is going to pay tor the re-
charge work when diverse interests are benefited 1n varying 
degrees. Costs could be carried either 1n proportion to the 
benefit received, or could be carried by the community as a 
whole. 
'!'here is hard17 any wa1 for the state to•oid the 
adoption of some legislation relative to augmenting ground 
vater supplies. In time, as the situations become acute at 
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more places 1n Illinois, the legislature will probably give 
thought to statutes coYering the allotment of water in critical 
areas. 
These laws should result 1n an increase in well drilling 
activity. Our troubles now are traceable to the bunching o~ welle 
1n small areas. The needs of the future call tor increased well 
drilling activity. In other words the total rate of 8round water 
extraction can be increased 1f the rate of extraction per unit 
of developed area 1s decreased. 
4. Ground Water Control 
Statutes authorizing control of ground-water extraction 
are common 1n the dry Western States. Several of the states in 
the east also have ground water control laws, for example New 
York and New Jersey. It is fortunate that these and other 
states have preceded Illinois in such work, tor their 8xperiences 
should be valuable in showing Ill1no1s what pitfalls to avoid. 
Legislation has also been enacted in the state ot 
Indiana to become effective after Januar11, 1948, to conserve 
and protect ground water resources. Reasons contributing to 
passage of the bill were stated to be: 
(a) During past eeTeral years the use or ground 
water for municipal, industrial, and a1r-
cond1t1on1ng purposes has increased tremendously. 
(b) Ground water levels 1n many cities and industrial 
areas have receded to a point where the adequac7 
of the supply 1a being threatened. 
which are: 
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(c) The sewerage systems of many of these area~ 
are being overtaxed a~ a result of excess 
quantities of ground water used for a1r-
condit1on1ng and cooling purposes being 
discharged into them. 
(d) 'l'he publ1o health and welfare may be Jeopardized 
1f the use of ground water for a1r-eond1t1oning 
and cooling purposes 1s left unabated. 
This Act conAists of three sections, summaries or 
(a) Limiting ground water withdrawals to 200 gpm. 
for uee in a1r-cond1t1oning or cooling equip-
ment, unless re-use or recharge devices are 
used or a permit 1s secured. Requirements aa 
to type and capacity of recharge wells are 
stated. 
(b) Closed system requirements tor recharge to 
prevent contamlnat1on are stated. State Boud 
of Health permit for recharge is required. 
(c) Permits for such use at rates exceeding 200 gpm. 
are issued free by the Indiana Dept. of Conservation. 
The third section of the Indiana Act ~hown in ~(C-~ 
above allows flox1b111ty in application, depending on the ground 
water supplies available in Yar1ous areas 1n the state. 
Further information and study of Illinois conditions 
appeare advisable before it can be determined whether similar 
action 1s needed 1n this state. 
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5. Preventing Contam1nat1on of Ground Water 
Another phase or ground water oontrol involves 
legislation to prevent contamination ot underground waters. 
Los Angeles County in California has found it essential to 
take action in th1e reApect to protect 1ts underground storage 
basins from contam1nat1on due to improper d.1eposal of sewage 
and industrial wastes. The Ohio Water Resources Board 11 of 
the opinion (1n 1ts 5th Annual Report, 1946) that 1the laws 
relating to oil and gas wells be revised so as to give adequate 
protection to the potable water- bes.ring formations of the state.• 
Not only oil wells, but cross-country oil pipe-lines 
are to be considered as potential sources of impairment of 
ground water formations, when serious leaks or breaks 1n such . 
lines occur. 
The Sanitary Engineering Division of the Illinois 
Department of Public Health is empowered to cooperate with the 
State Geological Surve7 1n preparing and enforcing rules for 
the sealing of abandoned wells and holes. 'l'he Division ot 
Sanitary Engineering also has duties and powers r elating to 
safe practices 1n eubaurtaoe disposal or wastes. 
These powers to insure legal protection against 
contamination of underground waters in Illinois may need to 
be strengthened. 
6. Methods of Well Construction to Avoid Waste 
One particular requirement in c•rta1n states is 
the right of the state to specify methods ot well construction. 
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ni1s 1s required to prevent looa of pressure from artesian 
formations due to loakage and 'thieving• troa v lu ble forma-
tions to leas- productive ones. It would seo~ that the beGt 
way to void tho need of such requirements in Ill1no1e would 
be for the well-dr1111ng profeesion to ,1ork out, adopt, and 
use a code of practice th t ~ould make this requir ent 
unneoess~r1. 
Suoh a code of water- well construction prnctice has 
been prepared by the Ohio Water Resources Board in cooperation 
with the Ohio ¥ell Drillers Aeeoc1at1on and water-well 
drilling committee ppo1nted by the Director of Public Work. 
A d1ecuss1on of thP. expected benefits appears 1n the Fifth 
Annual Report or the Ohio Water Resources Board, 1946. An 
outgrowth of these mutual relations receives the followi~ 
com~ent in the report: 
•c1oae cooperation with ell drillera has eho~:n the 
mutual adTantagea of such cooperation and has indicated the 
need and dee1rab111ty of a practicing water-well driller on 
the Advisory Committee ot the Ohio ater Reaources Boe.rd. 1 
D. FORMATION OF REGIOUAL OR DISTRICT WATEI 
SUPPLY AUTHORITIES OR AGENCIES 
The large demands tor water in the Ordnance Works in 
the Joliet area during the early war years, created considerable 
concern as to the measures to be taken. In 1942 the State Water 
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Survey D1viA1on contracted with Bl ck and Veatch, Consulting 
Engineerr-:, Ka11s=:111 C1ty, Mo., to prepare a report on practicable 
,~ys of providing ndequ te w ter supplies for thl area. 
rnong otbor sources of upply, the report summa.r1zes surveys 
and coet eet11 ates tor an aqueduct to bring Lake 1ich1gan water 
to the Joliet area, to supplement the needs ot the orcL~ance 
plant~ and qurround1ng oommun1t1es. 
As permissive legislation for uch project was 
lacking in the Illinois Statutes, the L~g1slat1ve Reference 
Bureau prepared a report dealing 1th enabl lng legislation 
tor transport tion of w ter supply from L!lke Nicbigan to the 
Jcliet area and for other needed purpo e. 
Also submitted wao draft or a Bill dee1gn~d to coTer 
the legal d1ff1cult1e, inTolved 1n artificial recharging or the 
ground w ter from surface suppl1e 1n the Peoria and other areas. 
The Legi lati ve Reference Bur au pointed 01.1t th t there , as no 
legal authority for proceeding with either or tho e projects 
and.er Illinois la,, exiet1ng at that t1me. 
House Bill No. 733, enacted and approved July 25, 1945 
provides that •any contiguous area 1n this state having a popu-
lation of not more than 500,000 1nhab1tants ....•. ~ay be created 
into a public water d1str1ct under ...•.. thie Act.• 'l'he act 
c.lso authorized the issuance of bonds payable solely from 
revenues to be derived trom the operation of such waterworks 
properties. 
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Obviously th1a act cannot be applied to Chicago, 
but perhaps it could be used by the suuurban area . 
E. SUPPLYING ALL NECESSARY INFORMATION TO 
PERMIT ACCOUNTING FOR WATER RESOURCES 
Some thought has been given as to the a~vis~bility 
of m~ing ~he 1asuance of t-:ell perrni ts contingent on the 
installation o'! metering oquipment on the cotnplete6. development. 
The des1ra'b111 ty of socur1ng pumping records on all ,rater u1 th-
dl"a •a.lc 1s nccepted, hut the means for doing so are not clear. 
Sor.ie of the problems invol,ted are tha ty-pes, capacit;ieo or 
ap1>11cs.t1ons of wells that might have to be excepted from 
euch requ:tremente. Such recordR p1,,obahly wou:.d be the most 
c:.1ff1cn1 t to secure, of' 1111 the clata th~t -would be needed for 
~n annual accounting of water resourceo. 
The State vatoP Survey Divic1nn is now obtttining 
dat from several corn~unitien on a voluntary basis, ~nthout 
any lega.J. compulsion. This arr~ngenent can probably he 
ap"'llled to other locaJ.1 ties if prE':ceded by n ea.ucational 
tampaign. Further cone1dera61on needs to be given to determine 
the most effective mesns of securing the data on ground water 
"t-·1 thdra,1.als . 
F. MEANS OF FINANCING THE CONTINUIBG S'l'UDIES 
AND THEIR EXPANSION AS NEEDED 
Here, ae well as 1n the collection, study and 
publication of data and 1nformat1on, the centra11~ed responsible 
water agency of the stat e should be the cleari ng house for 
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recommended research and studies, and the estimates of costs 
tor conducting them. 
Duplication of work b7 cooperating agencies can thus 
be avoided. Assignment ot proJects to the organizations best 
qualified and beat equipped to conduct them can be made by the 
central agency in the best interests or the state. 
(l) In certain areas the nature or the 
investigations and the results obtained 
may not be of general uee or application 
throughout the state. Local participation 
in the costs of such stud.lea may be indicated. 
(2) Basic hydrolog1c data are of fundamental 
value and importance to the state as a 
wole and should be financed on a state-
wide plan, or on a cooperative arrangement 
v1th federal agencies. 
(3) Special projects carried on by state agencies 
might be financed by non-governmental or 
pr1vate groupa, with arrangements included 
to make results available for public use. 
Investigations of the corrosive properties 
of certa1n waters, and the beneficial effects 
ot corrective treatment processes would be an 
example. Inveetigational work 1n educational 
1nst1tut1ons and research organizations not 
operating for profit are other possible 
sources of useful data, independently financed. 
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G. SUMMARY 
A survey or water rights legislation 1n other states 
shows there to be four doctrines: 
1. The English rule: giving absolute ownership 
or water under land to the landowner. 
2. The American rule : ownership or water under 
land by landowner, but only to extent ot 
reasonable use. 
3. The Cal.1torn1a doctrine: ownership co- equal 
and correlative with other land-owners. 
Usea to be reasonable and beneficial only. 
4. The appropriative doctrine: ownership of 
waters by the state, which can grant users 
the right or appropriation under a priority 
system. 
Ill1no11 adopted the principal. of the ca11rorn1a doctrine in 
1945. However, no detailed adm1n1atrat1ve machinery was 
provided to 1mple• ent the doctrine. 
There is pressing need for practicable legislation 
author1z1ng formation of agencies for local augmentation of 
water supply, particularly, in the case of the Peoria region, 
authorizing recharge of groundwater. 
There is need for establishment of an administrative 
organization and of procedure, tor investigating, collecting 
data, and preparing reports on ground-water resourcea. These 
act1Tit1es are needed now, so that the water rights doctrine 
may be put into effeot. 
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Placing the Illinois doctrine in effect will allow 
control of surface water diversions or appropriations when 
such problems arise. Howe•er, the immediate n~ed is to put 
the doctrine to practice on ground-water rights, where problems 
have alread7 arisen. 
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This report 1e a gener&l summary of the Ill1no1a 
water resource situation. It covers the principal phases 
of water reaource occurrence, use and control. Th1e broad 
coverage is g1ven to provide the orientation needed for 
actions that Illinois should take 1n the immediate future. 
Beside the~e urgently needed actions, thought neede to be 
d1rected toward long- time planning for the development and 
use of our water resources. 
This chapter states the steps that need to be 
taken 1mmed1ately to safeguard water resources. These 
steps are 1dent1f1ed by Roman numerals. 
HYDROLOGIC BASIS 
In all work that is to be done 1n Ill1no1s on water 
rights, 1t will be imperative to proceed in accord with the 
actual bpdrologic facts. In some eases in the past decis1ona 
on such matters have been based on purely legal concepts that 
disregarded the phys1oal tacts. 
Conclusive studies of hydrolog1c tacts will be 
essential 1n advance of administrative decisions on water 
rights. These studies will require water resource 1nveat1-
gat1ons more detailed than those heretofore made. Conduct 
of any State water control activity w111 therefore require 
increased expenditures for water resource 1nvest1gat1ona. 
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AUTHORIZING RECHARGE WORl 
There 1s a clearly- defined need in ground-water 
operationa for an organization that will enable water users 
in the Peoria area to have the benefit of recharge of the 
ground-vater formation 1n that area. At the present time, 
a large- scale research project on ground-water recharge 1s 
being organized tor the industrial area at Peoria b7 co-
operative agreement between the 8tate Water Survey and the 
Peoria Association or Commerce. If this study proves 
succeastul, the recharge activity should be formalized under 
an appropriate statute . 
It is believed that the Public Water Districts Act 
ot 1945 may permit the organization or ground-water users for 
the purpose of carrying on recharge operations. Under this 
law, (Paragraphs 188 to 213 of Chapter lll 2/3, Ill1no1a 
Revised Statutes, 1945) a public water d1etr1ot can be 
formed by ballot after submission of a petition by 100 Toters . 
The five-man Board of Trustees 1a appointed by a County Judge. 
The act contains the u~ual safeguards for public 1net1tut1one, 
such as provisions for audits, execution or contracts, 
establishment of rules and regulat1onA. The act confers 
on such a District powers to enter into other water 
activities than recharge, however, there is no reason ~-ih1 
a local agency cannot confine itself solely to the recharge 
work when other activities are not required. 
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However, the Public Water D1atr1ots Act waa 
evidently not drafted as a means or authorizing recharge, 
for there 1a no mention ot recharge in the Act. oreover, 
there 1s question as to the ab1lit7 of a Public ater District 
t o enforce collections for benefits from ,ell- owners that may 
take a recalcitrant position. It is therefore suggested that: 
l. The State Board or fater Resources and 
nood Control recommend the preparation 
of amendments to the Public W ter Distriots 
Act to (a) specifically uthor1ze ground-
water recharge, and (b) to enable collection 
or rates and charges from those who are 
benefited. 
f ATER CONTROL 
Second only to the need tor authorization of reoharge, 
1s the need for ground-water control measures 1n certain areas. 
'i'he State Boe.rd of W ter Resources and Flood Control now baa 
the power to •arbitrate and provide ways and means for the 
equitable reconciliation and adjustment of the var1oua con-
fl1cting claims and rights to water by users or uses.• 
Wh1ie this Board has not been furnished technical and 
ad.m1n1str tive staff beyond a technical secretary, this 
lack can be made up under existing statute,. 
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The Board of Natural Resources and Conservation in 
the Department of Registrati on and Education 1s dir ected by 
Paragraph 63, Chapter 127, Ill1no1s Revised Statutee, 1945, 
to "consider nnd decide all matter pertaining to natural 
history, geology, water and. water resources, forestry, and 
allied research, 1nvest1gat1onal and sc1ent1f1c work. 1 
There now exist, under the d1reot1on of the Board of Natural 
Resources and Conservation, three sc1ent1fio surTeys capable 
of collecting and 1nterpret1ng the necessary information on 
water resources for decision by the Board. · It 1s suggested 
that: 
II. 'fhe Board of Water Resources and Flood 
Control designate the Board of Natural 
Resources and ConserYat i on ae the ract-
f1nd1ng agency tor water use and resource 
problems . 
The adm1n1etrat1on of the arbitration, reconcil1at1on 
and adJuetment of water rights should be handled on the basis 
of critical areae. There are man1 parts of Ill1noie that do 
not need control or ua.ter resouroee . 
Within critical areas, there are certain apec1f1c 
powers needed to conserYe water. These measures are listed 
bela.w: 
l . The power to preTent new or increased 
water tak1nga . 
2. ~he power to require methods of construction 
necessary for water conservation. 
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3. The power to require reductions 1n 
existing rates of extraction when 
the total rate or extraction 1s such 
as to endanger the common welfare. 
The State Board of Water Resources and Flood Control 
should have the power to designate areas where water resources 
are or are likely to becime inadequate for the requirements of 
the users 1n the area. The Board should have the power within 
Bll1 water area to establish rules covering such measures as 
necessary to 11m1t water appropriations to the amounts 
reasonably required for beneficial use and to halt waste 
or unreasonable use of water. 
At its December 3, 1947 meeting, the Board of Water 
Resources and Flood Control authorized the sol1c1tat1on of 
the Attorney General ' s opinion on the extent of the Board1 s 
powers. A hypothetical test case involving ground-water 
rights has been forwarded to the Board for this purpose. 
A copy of this material is attached as Appendix VII. 
'l'he test case ~s$S whether the Board has the powers: 
l. to halt or prevent a new water use 1n 
an area where water supply 1s cr1t\oal, 
and 
2. to restrict uses in such an area . 
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III. It 1s recommended that the Board 
authorize the preparation of rules 
and regulations covering proposed 
wars and means for reoonc111ation 
and adjustment of water claims and 
r1gbts. 
Ir the Attorney General's present review of the 
hypothetical water rights teet case upholds the powers of 
the Board that are in question, the rules and regulations 
should be submitted to him for review as to their propriety. 
If the questioned powers are not upheld, legislation should 
be introduced to provide the necessary powers. 
DISTRIBUTION OF LAKE MICHIGAN WATER 
IN METROPOLITAN DISTRICT 
For more than 4o years, men have been mtudying 
ways to distribute Lake Michigan water throughout the 
metropolitan region. These studies are too numerous to 
summarize here, but each has concluded that 1t is desirable 
to make lake water available throughout the region. 
D1etr1but1on of the lake water to many communities 
in the region 1s entirely feasible. The principal obstacles 
to progress or the work are the difficulty of unifying the 
desires of the numerous communities Involved and the desire 
of each to avoid domination by a larger political agency. 
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It 1s in the interest of the whol e state t o foster 
the d1str1but1on of lake water in the region, for such a 
water supply would be of better mineral quality than most 
or the ground waters used. The lake supply would also be 
permanent, whereas many of the groundwater resources are 
receding to the point where t hey are becoming costly. 
Promoting the welfare of half of Illinois ' population aids 
the whole state. 
The recent acqu1s1t1on of th& Illinois and Michigan 
Canal right-or-~~, by the State may be a helpful taeto~ in 
this work. This right-of-way might be useful e1nce 1t 
reaches within a few miles of the City of Chicago tunnel 
system. An aqueduct along this right-of-way could enable 
furnishing an adequate supply ot water as far distant ae 
the Ordnance works south or Joliet . 
Ther e are several u~able methods for organizing 
to suppl1 Lake Michigan water to communities in the Chicago 
Metropolita Area: 
1. D1str1bution to the communities by the 
Department of Public Works, City of Chicago. 
This would require legislative acti on to 
permit the Department to increase its rates 
to cover coat of distributive facilities . 
2. Distribution by a private water compan1. 
Such a concern is now in process of formation 
to serve a portion of the area. 
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3. Formation of one or more public water 
d1atr1cts. There 1e existing legislation 
for this ster. 
4. Formation of a Metropolitan Water Authority 
similar to the Metropolitan Transit Authority. 
This method, now in use 1n other metropolitan 
areas, iould require legislation. 
Many of the 001111un1t1es in the Chicago region are 
aware of the advantages of lake water . Some of them plan 
to use it as soon as means of distribution are worked out. 
In most places within economical reach of Chicago, the need 
is clearl1 realized, but more information Ahould be made 
available. The State Boa.rd ot Water Resources and Flood 
Control should consider: 
Steps toward unifying sentiment in the 
Chicago region on methods of making lake 
water available throughout the region. 
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To many only the latter type of research seems to 
have practical value and to be worth its expense. But it 
has to be considered that moat practical problems need an 
immediate answer and this can be found obly 1n a satisfactory 
detailed way in the necessary time if the fundamental problems 
have been solved previously. The importance and value of the 
solution of fundamental theoretical probleos can thereby be 
recognized, even 1f many of them have no immediate practical 
application. They pave the way, lighten and quicken future 
work and pay off by saving time 1n emergenciee. 
A research program should therefore be well balanced 
between advance studies on theoretical fundamental problems 
and the solution or difficulties occurring in practice. 
In both cases the aim is to predict what is going 
to happen 1n a certain set ot conditions or what conditions 
are needed to have certain happenings occur and to find the 
explanation, the reasons causing the result. 
Research is Expensive 
Research is expensive because there 1a always a 
certain gamble on its outcome . Not only 1s the result un-
known, but in moat cases even the ways to attain a certain 
result have to be deYeloped. And here the right way, or 
even the best way may not always be hit on at the first 
attempts. 
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Research is expensive becauae 1t requ1res a high 
grade of labor, combining many overlapping sciences; it 
requires setups that are costly and it requires time. It 
requires time tor thinking, for BtudJ, tor trial after trial, 
test after teat and for the analyais or the results obtained. 
But from past experiences research pays fully for 
its costs, ae shown by the immense progress made during the 
last century when research came to the forefront as the 
driving force in our development of cultura1, pbyeical, 
health and comfort advances. 
Proof that research pays can be seen from the fact 
that many research laboratories established by private 
industries operating for profit are working on fundamental 
as ·,ell as on practical problems. It should then also be 
profitable to the state to study problems that affect the 
welfare of 1te population. 
Steps in Research 
Before any research can start, the probla to be 
worked on has first to be visualized and then be carefully 
formulated. 
This br1ngs up an analysis of the problem, con-
sisting of a listing of (1) the factors involved, (2) the 
ac1encee that may enter a solution, (3) problems of similar 
nature, and (4) results known offhand by the speo1al1sts 1n 
the field. 
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A thorough study of the whole literature has then 
to be made to find out ~ilat is already known and to define 
more clearly the phases that need to be investigated. In 
th1s ay repetition or efforts and many errors can be aYo1ded. 
Duplications ot efforts and other errors can also be eliainated 
through close contact bet een so1ent1ets from various laboratories, 
a contact obtained mainly by corre pondence, mutual visit , 
work on committees and attendance at scientific Beetings . 
Such preliminary literature studies and outside •ork to keep 
abreast of all the activities going on in the field are full1 
Justified when compared to the coetly trial and error method 
of working alone . Research 1s dealing now with such complicated 
problems that only a world wide cooperation and exchange of 
1Aeae and suggestions can bring progress economically and rapidl7. 
The way to study a detailed formulated problem depends 
to a great extent on its character. In the physical sc1ence1 a 
problem may require the collection of data in the field, mathe-
matical analysis, laboratory tests and the1r interpretation, 
large scale tests or any combination of theee methods. l'lhat 
shall be done has often ti be left to the 1nTeat1gator, who by 
his knowledge and experience as well as by bis earnest desire 
to produce results 1e best able to make the dec1e1on . He does 
this fully realizing the advantages and drawbacks of the 
different methods. 
Collection of data 1n the field 1• often the starting 
point 1n the formulation of the problem. In itself the method 
1s costly, t1me consuming and liable to miss important factors, 
therefore it seldom gives a solution by itself. 
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Mathematical analysis alway requires some stated 
simpl1f1cat1one or the problem, either by neglecting some 
mlnor side influences or by subst1tut1ng for the ctual data, 
functions that can be mathemat1oally treated. It has to be 
noted however that pure mathematics ha been developed much 
farther than the methods that are used or that can be handled 
by most experimenters. The mathematical analysis however should 
furnish runctione that allow extrapolations ot result s , define 
the relations between model and prototype, and make clear the 
type and magnitude or aide influences. 
Laboratory tests are of two kinds. They can be 
routine staniard tests on performance and ae such a.re useful 
1n checking the progress ot an investigation. They can on 
the other hand be model testa made under simplified cond1t1ona 
by eliminating controllable or partly controllable variables. 
,fuile tests of this latter type may &aTe expense by being done 
on a small scale under nearly ideal cond1t1ons, they generally 
require fine and costly instruments and man1 changes in the 
setup, based on results obtained. A wide range of testingtar 
beyond the corresponding limits 1n the prototype 1s required 
1n order to define the trend. Improvements in instruments 
are often cumbersome. All in all, laboratory teste require 
1ngenu1ty, as often the tests can be made, not on a true 
model, but on a similar model, which embodies a completely 
different principle, but acts with s1m1lar functional 
tendencies. A careful anal.ys1a of all the properly recorded 
teet results has to be made b1 statistical and mathematical 
methods. 
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Large scale tests may follow laboratory tests to 
check the previous results by o•serTatione 1n nature, but 
as such teats are costly and subJect to many uncontrollable 
inrluences they are confined principally to the important 
phases. 
Results obtained should be published so ao to be 
available to all interested parties. However , the .best proof 
ot the value of a solution lies, not in the number of pages 
printed about it, but 1n 1ts ability to stand the test or t1me. 
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APPENDIX VII 
H~OTH TIC.Al, CONFLICT IN GROUND-WATER RIGHTS 
Introduction 
At several locationo 1n Ill1no1a acute compet1t1on 
tor ground water extraction is developing. This 1tuat1on 
exists in aeveral aect1on of Cook County and 1n the 1nduetr1al 
areas in the v1c1n1ty of Poor1. S1m1lar situations exiot 1n 
other location but not in so evere a degree. Up to the 
present time in Ill1no1e, ground-water extraction rights ar 
ba ed on the common law. This e1tuat1on permlta the user with 
the etrongeat p~e to take all the water trom h1e propertr 
that he 1e able to withdraw. No governmental agenoy haa 
exercised any power to re tr1ct i1thdrawale. 
The 64th Gen ral Ass bly 1n 1945 created the Board 
ot W ter Resourcee and Flood Control which ha the power to 
•arbitrate, reconoUe, and adJuet confl1ot1ng claims ot water 
users . • ~he oreating law declares: 
•sect1on l . Ii 1s hereby declared th t the 
general welfare of the people of th1s ta.ta 
requires that thew ter reeouroen ot the state 
be put to benet1c1e.l use to the fullest extent 
of l'fh1ch they are capable, and that thew st 
or unreasonable use or unren onable method 
ot uso ot water be prevented, and that the 
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conservation or such ,,o.ter 1e to be exero1eed 
with a view to the reneon ble and benet1c1al 
use thereor 1n the inter st or the peopl8 nd 
tor the public 1eltare. fhe r1ght to water or 
to the use or tlow of w ter 1n this tate 1s 
s.nd shall be 11m1ted to such ater as she.11 
be r eonebly requ1red tor the benef1c1al uee 
to be served, and such right does not and ehall 
not extend to the wnete or unrea onable uee or 
unreasonable method of u e or unreaaonabl 
ethod or d1Yere1on ot water.M 
lt le anticipated that ome of the conn1cting 
cla1me that are nov deveiop1ng w1ll be brought before this 
Board !'or consider t1•-,n . In order to secure a legal opin1on 
on the Tal1d1ty and aoope or the b1ll creating the Board of 
ter Reeouroes and Flood Control, 
conflict has been outlined be1ow. 
Htpothet1ca.J, Cane 
hypothetical caee of 
A community 1e eeeur1ng water tro wells that draw 
from a porouo etr tu beneath the city. Th1e stratum 1e of 
un1torm depth and th1ckneas, and 1s or ver7 great extent, 
reaching mor than 10 miles trom the city 1n all d1rect1onA. 
There are a few privately-owned velia 1n the community that 
draw from this str tum at rates tote.l.11ng le s than a tenth 
of the mun1c1pal. uee . 
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'l'he product1v1.ty of tb1a aqu1fer (water-producing 
stratum) he.s been carefully eY&luated and it 18 known that 
w1th careful planning ot well locations, r~etrioted rates ot 
pumping and avoidance of water waete by citizens, the aquifer 
can barely supply the quant1t7 of water needed by the community 
for 20 years to come . There 18 no other aquifer 1n the earth 
beneath or near tho community that can eupply tresh water. 
There ie a stream ten miles d1etant that could be 
dammed to turn1sh the water needed . After providing the dam, 
pipeline, and puri:tication ·works, conetruct1on coat of' this 
surface water development would be 400 per capita, wereae 
the ex1et1ng wells were built at a cost ot C20 per oap1ta. 
An 1ndustr7 in the community plane to install a 
~rocese that requires an additional quantity of water equal 
to that now used by the community . fbe industry proposes to 
drill wells to extract the water rrom the single aquifer . 
If uater 1s taken by bo~h town and 1ndugtry from the single 
aquifer, at the end or five years no1ther user will be able 
to secure water from the aquifer at the neceseary rateP . 
Economic cons1derat1on@ are such that the industry desires 
none-the-lose to drill wells and proceed with this ground-
wa.ter use . 
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A sume that the conflict between the public 
water supply and the proposed 1ndu trial uoe is placed 
before the Board ot Water Resourcea and fl.ood Control 
tor consideration. 
l. Does the Board have the right to 
prevent or halt the neu extraction 
by an 1nduetry 1n th1e area where 
water Rupply is known to be critical? 
2 . Doea thA Boa.rd have the r1eht to 
restrict the extraction by either 
or both parties in the case? 
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APPENDIX 
rATEF. RIGHTS SITUAT 1011 AT 
CHAMPAIGN-URBANA 
The preceding report has outlined a simple 
hypothetical case of oonflict oYer ground-water r1ghte. 
In actual praot1oe, the s1tuat1one are seldom so simple. 
Complications are brought in by geology, var1at1one in 
water quality, large numbera of uaers, and Yar1oua other 
factors. 
The e1tuat1on at Champa1gn-Urbana 1s an actual 
case that has not been placed before the Board of Water 
Resourcee and Flood Control for action. 
Hydrolog1c Situation 
The water source tor all uses at Urbana-Champaign 
is a series of strata of unconsolidated porous glacial 
material that l1ee between the ground surface nd the bed-
rock a few hundred feet below. At one time the pore ep oee 
of these glac1al deposits ere oubetantiall7 full of water. 
At areas ot h&avy extraction much of the water has been 
pumped out of these voids. ater 1 now being taken from 
these glacial depoa1tstor a1etr1but1on to the c1t1zena of 
the two commun1t1es. ater is alao being taken by certain 
1nd.Uetr1~n, by the Unlver 1ty of Illinois, and by other 
smaller m1eoellaneous users. The r tee of extratt1on tor 
varioun uAes in 1945 were aa follows: 
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Public Water Supply 










0 . 1 
0 , 3 
6.8 
The glacial formations furnishing the water are not 
uniform 1n texture, extent, or th1cknese . However, to simplify 
the d1ecuea1on the porous depoe1t may be considered to be 
approximately uniform and to extend more than ten miles from 
the community . The extraction of water by the pr1no1pal u1era 
h s largely been conoentrated within a comparatively small area 
1n the north central part ot the area co•ered by two communities . 
The continued &xtract1on over a period of 6o yea.rs in this area 
has beon ta rate greater than the movement of water into this 
area. This hae caueed thew ter levels in so e of the wells in 
this area to recede approximately 100 feet . In the center ot 
the are th1e 100-foot recession has brought the water lovel 
eo low that water may be extracted only at much- reduced rates . 
ater levels 1n wells surrounding th1 are have receded below 
their original. elevation to euoh an extent that, at some points 
three miles distant, v~ter levels are 20 feet lo er than the1 
were 60 years ago . In other orde , there ls a r 1rl7 large 




By uthor1ty of th Ill1no1 Co 
the loc l w ter adm1n1etrat1on does not 
erca Co 1 e1on, 
ell water from the 
public upply tor uee 1n a1r-cool1n 
ervin quipment 1B us d to curt 11 
a 95 per cent reduction in cooling 
suppl1. 
except where ter con-
tr wa t . 'l'hle ff cts 
ter u e from the public 
Appreci t1ng the erloue re ult of this locnl1Ee4 
over-extractlon ot the ground ,, ter, the local public water 
upply dm1n1 trat1on 1 1nata.ll1ng a ser1oo of wellc to 
dev lop water at point fiv ml s west of the re ot 
earlier extraction. fhe public iater supply company propoa s 
to wtthdl"ew the bulk of ater for u for the cocmun1t1e from 
thie r oto ource, nd to greatly r duce xtr ctiona ln th 
d plet dare, in the hop thet th depl t d area will 
grndually recover. 
with tb1 progr 
co n1ty ret 
The Univ r 1ty of Ill1no1s ls in nocord 
n, pl o to e ecure its v t r from th 
. B cauce of 1ta convenient location th 
loc lly depleted arc 
1t 1 b v 11 bl a 
or the o.9 
hould be allo~ed to recover so that 
e.n cono 1c l ergency ource. 
lll1on gallon de.:117 dr tt for railroad 
uo, 0 .8 1 taken t about l 1/4 m1les north of the center ot 
the e ot rece ion, for common carrier u e . Other extr ction 
ot water 1n the v1c1n1t7 mall in coroparl on to the public 
and com on carrier us , hence they ny b o 1tted from 
que.ntit tiv consider tlon. 
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Propon~d Withdrawal 
An 1nduatry desires to establ1&h a process 1n a 
plant at the northern edge of the city of Champ 1gn ne&r 
the Illinois Central Railroad. Thie industry desires to 
begin the extraction or one million gallone per da1 or 
water from the ground and to discard 1t into aurtaee water-
courses tlow1ng eastward. It appears that i1ttle of tb1s 
w tcr will seek 1t~ way back down into the ground. 
~bis req~sst !or uee amounts approximately to a 
15 per cent increase oTer the preeent use 1n the area. It 
,rould be a concentrated extraction at a point approximately 
one mile northwest of the present center or extract1on. 
Since the influence ot pumping ground water in this region 
extends uch further than this. it is clear that the new 
extraction would compote with the established pumpage 1n 
the central part of the two cities. fhe compet1t1ve 
extraction b7 the industry would compel the public water 
ndm1n1strat1on to abandon its program of restoring the 
overused reeource. Under these c1rcumetanoeA the waterworks 
adm1n1Btrat1on considers that 1t could not afford to ce Re 
pumping water from the more economical and convenient location. 
Under theee conditions, the area of recession of 
water lP.Vels would grow more rapidly than it has 1n the past. 
A tlme would arrlve when 1t would be impossible for either 
the hypothetical 1nduetry or the public water ~Y tem to 
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secure the des1red quant1t1ea at the de ired points. Thie 
time le calculated to be not reore than 20 year. 
The publ1o water cystec has ottered to eell the 
ncoeseor7 water to tho industry, the vator to be secured 
from the new diet nt well field. ~e 1ndu8try teeln that 




Water sheds of Illinois 
1. M1as1ss1pp1 
2 . Pecatonica 
3 . Rock 
4. Kishwauk.ee 
.5. Fox o. Des Plai nes 
?. Lake Michigan 
8 . Kankakee 





14. Crooked Creek (into Illinois) 
15. Salt Creek (1nto Sangamon) 
16 . Sang8.Illon (ExclusiTe of Salt Fork) 
17. Big Vermilion (into Wabash) 
18 . Wabash 
19. Embarrass 
20. Kaskaski a 
21. South fork (of Sangamon) 
22. Macouu1n Creek 
23. Little Wabash 
24. Skillet Fork 



































Note: Does not check with u.s.G.S. total of 56,043 tor land 
area or 56,665 t or total area. 
., 
APPENDIX II~ IV 
Sguare mileR of Count1 in each R1ve:r __ Bas1n 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Upper Lower Sang- Kaska- Bi g Lake lUss I p1. 
Count.I._ Rock Ill. Ill. amon sk1a. Wabash Mud~ Ohio lU,._o_h . River Total 
Adams 842 J SJ.4-2 
Alexander 16o 66 226 Bond 388 I 388 
Boone 293 293 
Brown 297 997 Bureau 280 601 881 
Calhoun 256 S56 I Carroll 4.53 453 I-' V\ Cass 226 145 371 vi 
Champaign 274 172 597 1043 I )> 
Christian 680 20 700 
Clark 493 493 
Clay 462 462 
Clinton ~3 483 
Coles 107 418 525 Cook 462 471 933 Crawford 453 453 
Cumberland 353 353 
DeKalb 4o6 232 638 
DeWitt 415 41.5 
Douglas 112 305 417 DuPage 345 34.5 
Edgar 621 621 
Edwards 238 238 
Ef fingham 63 448 511 
Fayet te 662 67 729 Ford 173 33 74 220 400 Frankl in 423 22 45 
Fulton 884 884 
APPENDIX II - IV (Cont'd). 
Square miles of County in F.ach River BAein 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Upper Lower Sang- Iaslta- Big Lake M1ss 1pi. 
County Rock Ill. Ill.s,_ amon ekia Wabash Muddy Ohio Mich. River Total 
Gallatin I 50 288 338 
Greene 515 .515 
Grundy 433 433 
Hamilton 173 32 250 455 
Hancock 780 780 
Bardin 18.5 185 
Henderson 376 376 
Henry 540 284 824 
Iroquois 1091 30 1121 I Jackson 588 588 f-..1 ~" Jasper 508 508 +:" 
Jefferson 10 125 468 603 I > Jersey 285 82 367 
J o Daviess 62~ 623 
Johnson 10 338 348 
lane 133 394 527 
lankakee 668 668 
lendall 324 324 
Knox 711 711 
Lake 341 114 455 
La Salle an 275 1146 
Lawrence 358 3.58 
Lee 627 31 84 742 
L1v1ngeton 1011 20 12 1043 
Logan 617 617 
McDonough 588 588 
McHenry 329 291 620 
Mc&ean 96 465 630 11.91 
Macon 560 25 585 
Macoupin 631 25 20 184 860 
Madison 310 427 737 
APPENDIX II - IV (Cont'd). 
Sguare milea of County 1n Each River Baain 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Upper Lower Sang- Ke.ska- Big Dake M1ss1 p1. 
Count,!_ Rock Ill. IlJ.. 11mon ak1a. Waba~h Mu<ldI Ohio Mich. Riv4'r __ 'l;'_o_ta,1 
Ma1•1on 378 187 4 569 
Marshall 396 396 
Ma.son 239 .316 555 
J.~assao 24o :~4'} 
Menard 317 317 
Mercer 17 523 5li-O 
Monroe 389 589 
Montgomery 65 71 553 689 
Morgan 556 20 576 I 
i:oultr1e l 334 3 338 I-' 
Ogle 756 756 
V\ 
\J\ 
Peor1o. 636 636 I l> 
Perry 10 441 451 
Piatt 277 174 451 
P1ke ?86 786 
~ope 385 3$5 
Pulaski 190 190 
Putnem 173 173 
Randolph 
. 
32.5 262 .587 
Richland 3.57 35z 
Rock Island 257 167 42 
St. Cla1r 508 155 663 
Saline 399 399 
Sangamon 6 870 876 
,Schuyler 432 432 
Scott 249 ,249 
:Shelby 98 555 119 772 
Stark 290 ,290 
Stephenson 559 559 
Tazewell 567 80 647 
Union 238 16.5 40~ 
Vermilion 46 875 921 
.,.;,,r-' .... 
.APPENDIX II - IV (Cont'd). 
Square miles of County in Each River Basin 
l 2 3 4 5 
Upper Lower Sang- Kaska-










Woodf ord _gffi1 508 --
6481 7610 14,290 
Summary 
Rock River Basin 
Upper Ill1no1e River Basin 
Lower I ll.inoie River Basin 
Sangamon River Basin 
Kaskaskia River Basin 
Wabash River Basin 
Big Mudd:, River Basin 
Ohio River Basin 
Lake Michi gan Basin 





























From U.S.G.S. Bulleti n 317, p. 248, Ill. Lam.Area• 56,0lJ.3 









Lake M1ss 1 p1. 






67/ 63 8 4 
449 
529 I 
528 I-' - - V\ 
°" 648 850 56,043 I • 
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APPENDIX V 
GROUND- WATER DEFINITIONS 
Several terms need to be defined here, to serve 
as a basis for the presentation of recommended projects 
for study. A more thorough knowledge or underground 
hydrologic conditions 1n Illinois must be acquired. 
Ground water 1s understood as being the water 
contained 1n a saturated ground formation, called an aquifer. 
The water table 1s the upper limit of the saturated 
zone. 
When the water table does not extend up to the 
aerated zone, but ls covered or confined by impervious strata, 
the water is considered to be artesian. 
The p1ezometr1c surface 1e the theoretical height 
to which the water 1n an artesian aquifer would rise 1f 
unconfined. 
Ground water flows 1n the direction of the greatest 
slope of the water table or the piezometric surface. 
The velocity o:r ground water flow through a porous 
formation 1s proportional to this elope , if the flow 1e 
laminar, not turbulent. 
Under natural conditions, undisturbed by human 
act1v1t1es, outflow from and recharge to ground water 
aquifers are equal over long periods of time. 
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If pumpage from an aquifer exceeds the possible 
recharge rate, a permanent lowering or recession 1n level 
occurs. Thie increases pumping costs and the recession may 
continue beyond a point of economical pumping recovery. 
The existence of recessions have been established 
in several areas in Illinois. In the Peoria area recession 
&mounts to about 2 1/2 feet per 1ear, and has reached a level 
so low that some wells in shallow deposits can no longer be 
used. 
In the East St. Louis area, the recession is also 
about 2 feet per year but conditions are not yet critical, 
as the deposits are 100 teet or more deep. 
In the Champaign-Urbana area, recessions have 
caused a critical condition 1n the yield of wells. 
In the Chicago area, wells drawing from the upper 
limestone do not show tTpical recessions. The large wells 
in the deeper artesian sandstones show an average recession 
of 7 feet per year. Water levels are 300 to 4oo feet below 
ground surface. Considering the large addit1.onal d.rawdown 
needed in these wells, levels may soon reach a depth that 
w1ll make pumping not only uneconomical but mechanically 
difficult. 
The character of ground formations has an important 
bearing on their capacity to serve as useful aquifers. Per-
meability and capillarity affect the ability of formations 
to absorb and to transport water. Porosity or the percentage 
of voids in the formation determines its storage capacity. 
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Dra1nab1lity affects the amount of water an aquifer will 
y1eld. The natural laws which govern the~e charactP-rist1os 
are not fully understood and require study. 
Flow of ground water through porous formations takes 
place through crooked branching channels of irregular crose-
oect1ons in the voids between the solid particles. Inowledge 
le not complete aa to the conditions under which flow changes 
from the laminar to the turbulent type causing head losses to 
vary as the square of the velocity rather than proportionally 
to the velocity. When the voids are small, capillary forces 
act to increase the resistance to flow. 
Such basic principles need to be thoroughly 1nvest1-
gated under suitable hydraulic laboratory conditions. 
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APPENDIX VI 
RESEARCH ON BASIC HYDROLOGIC PRINCIPLES 
b1 Max Suter, Head, Engineering Research Sub-D1v1s1on 
Need for Researc~ 
It lies 1n the nature of our desires to get more 
and more sat1P-fact1on out of our livee, to feel safer in 
our well-being, and to want to improve our living conditions; 
As long as things go smoothly we take everything 
as it comes along, but as soon as conflicts occur we want 
to know something about the probable outcome of the dec1e1ons 
we have to make. In many cases our prev1oue experiences or 
the known exneriences of othere will serve as a guide, but 
often the problems seem to be new or are ne~. '!'hat 1e where 
research comes in a~ the only way to reach rational solution. 
'What 1e Research? 
Research is the systematic 1nvest1gat1on in the 
search for the true solution of an actual or 1mag1nar1 problem 
for which no solution is aw yet available. 
In thi • latter condition research differs from the 
solution of a school problem for wh1oh the teacher has the 
answer already. 
Research may deal with fundamental problems which 
spring from an imaginative mind, foreseeing conditions that 
might occur, or it may deal with the solution of practical 
problems that suddenly seem to stop further advance . 
